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ABSTRACT
The tonal phonemes which occur in utterances containing 
only one sentence are (i) high tone, (ii) dovmstep between 
successive high tones, and (iii) a slight rise towards the 
end of a prepausal high tone. The phonemic status of the 
second and third of these is very largely accounted for by 
low tones becoming high in agreement with adjacent high tones 
downstep is basically an automatic feature of the second of 
two high tones which are separated by one or more low tones, 
but if a low tone between two high tones becomes high in 
tonal agreement with the preceding or following high the 
downssep remains, occurring between the agreeing high and 
the high with which it is not in agreement. The slight rise 
towards the end of a prepausal high tone is basically an 
automatic feature of a high tone which is in pause and is 
borne by a tone-bearing unit without a final glottal stop, 
but if a low tone becomes high in pause in agreement with 
the preceding high it does not have the slight rise. The 
remaining occxirrences of downstep and non—occurrences of the 
slight rise can be accounted for by the postulation of zdro 
tone-bearing units with low or high tone (which mostly turn 
out to correspond to non-sera tone-bearing units in other
dialects or languages).
The glottal stop is an accentual rather than a conson­
antal phoneme. It sometimes represents a separate morpheme 
which might reasonably be looked upon as a morpheme of inton­
ation, but apart from that it is basically an automatic fea­
ture of a tone-bearirg unit of the pattern consonant-vowel-
; - 1
consonant which is in pause.
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INTRODUCTION
The la:.: uage
Fante, although it has its own literature and is com­
monly looked u_)on by its speakers as a separate language, 
is in fact a follow dialect of Asante Twi and Akuapem Twi, 
each of which also has its awn literature. The language 
to which all three of these dialects belong is by far the 
most widely spoken in Ghana; it extends from the north of 
Ashanti to the coast, and is eparated from the eastern 
and western boundaries of the country by much narrower belts 
other languages.
Pante is sooken in a narrow belt along the coast.
The present work is based on the study of the colloquial 
speech of a number of inhabitants of the large village of 
Abura Dunkwa, where the writer spent seven months. Abura 
Dunkwa is twenty miles along the Kumasi road from Cape 
Coast - about twelve miles from the coast and about three 
miles from the northward boundary of the Fante-speaking
area. is in the State Abura, one of a number of small
states to the east of Cape Coast which together form the
Pante Confederation. It was in this area that, according
2to tradition, the Fantes settled when they first came to
the coast, and it seems to he v/idely admitted among Fantes
in other areas that it is there that the old Fante customs
and forms of speech are hest preserved. Many say that the
hest Fante is spoken in the coastal town of Anumabo, hut
Anumaho is in the Confederation and the speech of the en­
tire Confederation appears to he fairly homogeneous.
* ♦ f* r
The traditional cultural supremacy of the Confeder­
ation in the Fante-speaking area, however, is threatened 
hy Cape Coast, which is only a few miles outside its bor­
ders. Cape Coast is a much larger town than any in the 
Confederation, and has played an outstanding role in the 
development of European education in Ohana as a whole.
Its speech has r.iade some headway in Abura Dunkwa, partic­
ularly among the schoolchildren*
The form of speech studied in this thesis will he re­
ferred to as Confederation Fante and the dialect of Cape 
Coast as Cape Coast Fante* This does not imply any claim 
that what is presented here is "pure" Fante stripped of any 
innovations introduced from o fcside; in the course of the 
investigation, however, frequent reference was made to the 
speech of older men when that of the younger men - who made 
more manageable informants - displayed inconsistencies.
Special importance was attached to the speed of the 
utterance recorded; only rapid utterances were admitted#
It was found that an artificial slowing down for the bene­
fit of the investigator could be v e r y  misleading; for in­
stance, the verb has a special form when an object follows, 
and is always immediately followed by its object or objects 
if there are any, but if the informant is induced to make a 
pause between a verb and its object he is unlikely to give 
that form - unless he is reading*
Ho mechanical aids were used in recording any of the 
material.
The -york alrea y done on the laruaia^ e
The nasel fission at Akropong in Akuapem, which lies 
just north of the G-3-speaking area round Accra, pioneered 
the study of the language with their work on Akuapem Twi, 
the local dialect. The fev. J* G. Christaller1 s grammar 
of 1375, which remains unequalled today, and his dictionary 
of 1381, of which a second edition, greatly enlarged by J. 
Schweitzer, appeared in 1933, are both of that dialect# 
According to their titles, however, these works are concerned 
with "The Asante and Fante Language, called Twi,f, their
4author having looked upon Akuapem Twi as a suitable basis 
for a single standard literary language#
Subsequent writers on Akuapem Twi have mostly remained 
true to the Christaller tradition and have not usually con­
tributed anything new; see, however, the works by E. L# 
Rapp, Ida C. hard, and J. Berry listed in the bibliography# 
W# h. vyelmers* "Descriptive Grammar of Panti" (1946) 
is the only analytical work on any other dialect which need 
be mentioned# It is based on the speech of two informants 
used by Welmers in America. The dialect is claimed to be 
that of Anumabo, but is in fact more removed from Confeder­
ation Pante than is Cape Coast Pante#
There are today three official orthographies - Akuapem 
Twi, Asante Twi, and Pante - so that Christaller*s hopes of 
a single standard literary language have not been realised.
one of the orthographies give tone marks# The Akuapem 
Twi orthography preserves Christaller1s con onants and vow­
els with only minor changes; it and the Asante Twi ortho­
graphy, which replaced it in Ashanti only in relatively re­
cent years, are described in the Twi spelling Book". The 
Pante orthography is described in the "Pante Word List"#
examples given here in any of the orthographies or in 
Welmers1 transcription are enclosed in single quotation
5marks, thus: foreba!. All examples from Christaller are
given in the modern Akuapem Twi orthography except where 
otherwise stated* The names of the dialects are abbrevi­
ated as follows: F« - Fante; Oonf* F. - Confederation
Fante; C. C. F. - Cape Coast Fante; Akp* - Akuapem Twi;
As« — Asante Twi*
0 3 The scope of the present work
The present work is undertaken because of the serious 
inadequacy of previous accounts of the morphophonemic system, 
particularly where the tones and the glottal stop are con­
cerned; Christaller, for instance, makes a number of state­
ments such as the following about the tones:
(a) (Page 62) "The connected forms [of the verb] (used
e.g# after the relative particle 'af in adjective sentence- 
s) ire different in tone from independent forms* We obse­
rve in most cases, that in the connected form low tones 
after high tones become middle, and low tones before high 
tones become high, with the effect that [a] succeeding 
high tjDne frequently becomes middle." The underlining 
is the present writer’s.
(b) (Page 63, on the special tone patterns which occur when
successive verbs have the same subject) "An observation 
that Fill go pretty far in this respect, is this: Two
verbs frequently join in high tones; e.g. instead of 
fliaba1   *], we say fmek£ maba1 [ mT— _] "X
go (with the intention) to come (again)
The final glottal stop is not even mentioned except by Wel- 
mers, and he dismisses it as an optional exponent of his 
phoneme of "break”, which corresponds roughly to the present 
writer's v*ord boundary (Grammar, p. Si),
As the entire morphophonemic system of the language 
is too large a field, the study is restricted to the verb.
The verb is selected for two reasons:
(a) The verb is much more highly inflected than any other 
form class, and consequently much richer in morphopho- 
nenic alternation.
(b) There are extremely few verb stems which show any signs 
of having been borrowed from other languages, and there 
are apparently no compound verb stems at all. Among 
the noun stems, on the other hand, borrowings and com­
pounds abound. The verb therefore offers a much better 
opportunity of studying the structure of the simple native 
stem.
The high degree of inflection and the almost complete absence 
of borrowing or compounding are obviously related: stems
which did not sufficiently conform to the usual structure 
would not be able to take the usual inflections.
8THE PHONEMES
/. / ...lie consonants
/.// The consonant sounds may "be represented ows*
labial alveolar palatal velar vlottal
voiceless plosives p t j  ts, t* c, k 9
and affricates
strong voiced t> d, 3 g
plosives and 
Sm wSSftftg
weak voiced 1 ) ~dj ~dz, ~dM ~g
plosives and 
affricates— .1——— —■awmnw
nasal plosives m, ^  n, if* f 'p
voiceloss oral f s, a4 QH i i
fricatives
voiced oral w 3# ^
semivowels
voiceless nasal 3# Cf &
fricatives and ° o
voicoc nasal ft 3 £
fricatives and 
semivowels
trill r
Note:
(a) It* jd^  ,~d? ,nw ,sK ,c^  ] differ from [t,d#~d#
u t  & $ c > i) j  ~it j j )  t £ j in that the former are rounaed while the 
Irt xr are not. The rounded sounds do not have any semi- 
vocalic offglide. The rounding is much more pronounced 
in uhe case ol the palatals tiian in what of the alveolars*
(o) The lahial3 jmd velars are rounded before hack vowels 
and
(c) [r#n] are sprea d when in pause.
(d) The strong voiced plosives ;u?e similar in intensity to 
the French voiced plosives, and the weak voiced plosives 
are cuite con iderahly weaker. The writing of the 
latter with an initial tilde is suggested by the fact 
that they occur only after horiorganie na3als. The 
distinction between weak and strong is sometimes minimal 
in the case of the labials and alveolars, as it shows 
whether a preceding [m] in the case of the labials or a 
preceding LnJ in the caLt of the alveolars is homorganic 
by agreement with the plosive or merely by accident#
The distinction is never minimal in the case of the 
palatals and velars as the nasals which occur before
them are always homorganic by agreement with them and
never by accident*
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l . c i The study of the consonant sounds will be confined at
first to taose sounds and clusters which occur initially
but do not include an initial ho organic nasal• The weak
voiced plosives and afxricates, the nasals and the
glottal stop a re thereby excluded#
All the labials other than and all the velars
sometimes occur before but the alveolars and palatals
never occur before [w,Wj# It is therefore possible to
analyse [ t * , 6 *  , n * , 5 * £ * , ^ , 5  i as [t,d,n,s,c,3 ,j»,f,
©
.1,3] >lus LwJ or l#J# tv/] and i.ttj are, of course, -ostu- 
la tod after oral and nasal sounus respectively, as that is 
t cir di tribution elsewhere#
All the labials other than sometimes occur be­
fore but the alveolars, palatals and velars never
)ccur before [j,?]* how the relation of L ts,dz,c,*S,fc,3 J to&
[t,dfk,g,h,K]is parallel to that of Ipj,b3,m3,fjJ to [p,b,m,
fj in that I ts,dz,c,4,&,*Tj, like l p j # b o c c u r  v/ith-©
out rounding before back vov/el sounds, while [t,d,t,g,h,h], 
like [p,b,m,f], do not occur without rou ding before back
vowel sounds# It ia therefore aossible to analyse lts,dz, 
as [t,d,k,g,h,£j plus [jj or [j].
[j] ilso io like a c muter with L 3 J in that it occurs 
without rounding before bao: vo./e 1 aound3, and if /s 
a . n \ i y S r c l accordingly. * There is,
however, in the case of [a], no corresponding sound which 
can be lalysed as the [s'] mi'nta the. f j } ~
13 ], unlike [ f t ] , occurs only as the second sound of a 
cluster while i T ] does not occur s a member of a cluster. 
[>] is accordingly analysed as a subphonemic variant of [3].
The consonant sounds and clusters which occur initial­
ly and do not include an initial homorganic nasal may there­
fore be written as follows in phonemic transcription:
12
1.13
Phonetic Phonemic transcription
transcr i pt i on
without h / wit: with,/?/ with f : i /
or /w/ i a: /ii
p pd pw p py pw
h bd hw h "by hw
m mft m my mft
&£ fj fw f fy fw
t ts t** t ty tw
d ds d4* d dy dw
n n nft
3 B* sy sw
V* r
k C kw CH k &y kw kwy
s $ gw g gy gw gwy
h C hw h hy hw hwy
m
ll 30
A*
Ho
a Sy Eft li«7
3 \7 4 y w W
T m ■p1*J fFu ft V f
The consonant sounds and clusters which occur after 
initial homorganic nasals are the same as those which occur 
initially when there is no homorganic nasal, except that the 
strong voiced plosives and affricates are replaced hy the 
corresponding weak sounds. The weak scunds are analysed in
13
kills context as subphoneg&c variants or the strong eoug&As*
M4- !Th© consonant sounc-s ..oich occur as initial homorganic
m
nasals are J- Oi these, it has been seen that
[. ji’ij j i  j occur otherw. se than as ../anorganic nasals, and, more­
over^  re i\. e-t the centra sting -he emes /m#n,7/. £*> *!#£]#
on the ether hard, occur only as homer* nic nasals, and are 
therefore in eomjler ution vith [m,n,jpj: j/w)j is
accore ing y al uocatsd to the phoneme /u/ and LijJ and L*J to 
the Hionene /?/♦ the following table ;liows the distribution 
or the various homorganic nasal sounds:
Phonetic transcription Phonemic transcription
rup B3pJ mpw nip n»y. uipw
nf'b nTb j ra~bv/ mb mby mbw
r»iru mait znm naaj •iiaiffl
y e rgtff TTif irfy Tnfw
nt nts nt1* nt uty iltw
n*d r ~&z nd nay ndw
nn nn ni.w
n s nsM nay nsw
y * 7*c V)kW pe* - Jtey yxw JPkwy
r~* r ~ * u y£ ?ey ygv/ Jtewy
?h Shw fSv yh fhy yhv; ?bwyM/afih PHA yE ? K f
r<f>*yaw
?w
p
r s f y
»wyW ? v :/
rr 5f r v H n ytf m
/ {S
t . t6
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bo initi 1 homorganic nasal ever occurs "before [rj* ’The
initial homorganic nasal is alwa a a prefix* and the only 
morpheme in the language which "begins with [r] is a tense 
prefix vL.ich, as it happens* is never preceded by a. homorganic 
nasal prefix*
[ 9 ], which occurs only finally* will be written /9/.
The only consonant rounds which occur finally or before [9] 
are Lr.,r,n], and these will be written /m#rfn/ just as they 
; lien they occur nit tally* deque ..ces of .r. jre than one 
of the sounds [r.,r,n] al30 occur* but they are never* to be 
interpreted as clusters* They are always xe.t apart by a 
very short vocalic glide which is analysed as an exponent of 
a juncture phoneme which will be written / + / , e.g# /oswSm+n/ 
'he him*, /osw6 m*m/ Tlhe served me*. It is true that
the facts as stated do not justify tie postulation of a junc­
ture phoneme, as there is no minimal contrast of juncture in 
these inal sequences. As will be seen, hovve/er, minimal 
twa - t os 9 occiijp In media i
The consonants nd sequencer of con onants which occur 
initially, as v/cll as those which occur finally, also occur 
medially, except, of course, that /*./ never occurs medially* 
The only r ec ial equoncos of consonants which cannot thereby 
be accounted for are made up of consonants or sequences v/hioh
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occur finally plus consonants or sequences /hich occur ini-
T
tially> and are of two types:
(• t) Sequences cent?ining at least one of the very short vo- 
cnL i.c glides which have already been seen to occur in 
final sequences and whin, are written /V# • • ' 'o f ln + ftS S /
"he knows them"# In sequences constat ©f [m] fol­
lowed by [ft] the presence or absence of the juncture 
phoneme provides a minimal contrast; compare with the 
above example /raft$3/ 51 shut it %  /hofimW5?/ “Kofi shuts 
it".
(b) Sequences in which [raj or [nj is followed by a trong 
voiced plosive or affricate which is hor org* nic with it. 
The only clusters of this type hioh occur are [mb,mbj, 
rbw,nd,n&v,ndH]* These are no; equivalent to i litial
clusters as strong voiced plosives anl affricates do not
occur after Initial her or . A stron >8it9
occur j for in >tnnce, in [ osM5mbosH5>n] !he serves the
god”, and a we ale plosive In ! ofitfcn^ xafiran] "he sees the
children11; of- [sM<5r ] "serve", [boston] “god", [httj 
"see", [rn~bofira] "childre i". Strong articulation of 
t o voiced plosive cr ffric ate in these eircumstences 
is analysed as a variant of /+', and will be indicated
16
In transcription* e*g. /osw&n*b©swSrn/;
/cfrCLbcjfrr an/.
In these sequences the portion following the last or only 
/+/ is indistinguishable from .on initial sound or cluster,
and the remainder is indie tin. ui liable from a final sound or 
sec uenco*
there are never any >honetic grounds for writing / + /
\;Uerc Lmj or [n] is followed by a sound which is homorganic
with it but is not a voiced plosive* il e [mp] in [mSmpaan^Sc] 
*give me bread5 , for instance, in which the [m] does not 
represent a homorganic nasal prefix, is indistinguishable 
from thi'c in [odampanH~&H£>] f,he is ly L.„: on the bed", in which 
the [m] does represent such a prefix; cf. "give me”,
[puanMo®j ox»ead , idaj ”lie:I, [mpa] f,bed,f. Apart from 
this, however, there are always pnonetic grounds for deciding 
how i-iuoli ox a.iy particular medial sequence of conso ant sounds 
1. alo.it u j .ai initial jound or cluster*
AJ7 u* n^ criptlonji /C/  w i l l  be written for
any consonant other than a homorganic nasal or / V  or for 
m y  cluster v/hlch does not include a homorganic nasal or /9/* 
/-/ will be written for any horaorganic nasal*
17
/ 1  y h e  v o t o I l
Hotl oral me1 n. :.&3 vowel s unde occur. The or* .1
vowel sounds may he represented as follows:
close
raid
open
:iote:
front
i, t
e, e
central pack 
U ,  <2
0 , o
3j a
(a) [1,0 ] are slightly more open than the sounds in London 
Kn lish fp±ck, put'. There is very little difference 
i n  a so ture between them and [e,o]•
(b) t^ J is only slightly more open than [s,o]*
inch of the oral vowel sounds has a strongly n s Used 
fely Li ro a 1 sounds also Occur* hut 
these, unlike the trougly nasalised sounds, occur only where 
the arc ceding: or following consonant sound is nasal; there 
they are analysable a free variants of the oral vowel sounds. 
Future references to nasalised vowel sounds will apply to the 
strongly nasalised sounds only.
[i,e,3,o,uj are taken to he raised counterparts of
18
li,3 ,a,o,©] just as t h e nasal vovel sounds are nasal coun­
terparts of the oral vo.ael sounds. This is suggested by 
the fact that any sequence of two vowel sounds within a stem 
is either unraisef or raised throughout just as it is either 
orr.l or us. sal throughout,, e.g. L^ St] (of liquid) Hbe clear”, 
i sM?5 ] "strain (liquid)s*.
the vowels s y therefore he written as follows in pho­
nemic transcript ion# using /•/ for nasalisation and / / fbr 
raising:
.honetic 1 oneinic tronscription
tro.nairfpti'
without /  J  with /  J  with /*/ with / 
or
>u / / / ./"*/ v/it /
Z5 T ~ .......... a.-irfTV
I i T r i j r *•13
0 e £ 8 e § aV *3
a 3 -?Ci 3 a 3 a •
0 0 8 o S 3
© u © 8 u 3 Q 3
Vowel sounds ar»e sometimes twice o o c 3 three
their usual le i>3t' , hut are then Iways anal ye able as two or 
three successive occurrences of the same vowel.
In generalised transcriptions /V/ will be written for
any vowel.
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/,3 he tones
/.3 / V |  ' ' la
•t nrevoealic, is ithor hig|L or lor in pitch in rel&tlon
to the neighbour’.ng pit cl—hearing units. A pre ocalic /c/
never differs in pitch from the following /v/ even if it is
f physically
a /C/ vp: eh is' c apr le of laving . ..-itch, nci therefore be­
long. tc the s .me _ it civ-he ring malt s the follOT/ing /V/*
/physically
A fi. .1 /9/ is7 incapable of having a pitch and therefore 
I elongs to the s me pitch-hearing unit as the preceding /// 
or /C/.
fhe high pitches of an utterance are not necessarily 
all icLe tiCfl. eusin lly, in relatively short utterances, 
if i. high pitch is followed by one or ore Icy; pitches 7/hich 
ire followed in turn by a high itch, the second high pitch 
os ippreei ibly 1 v:er tarn tie first, so that the hi h 
pitches descend by a series of steps from the beginning to 
the end of the utterance, e.g.
/ f v/yulrwy e 1:obIn3/ hofi looks for Iiobina
u v . - j
/kobSnSir.’/yuhv/yekjfj/ Kobina looks for Kofi
20
(Note that whenever a pitch pattern is indicated hy a sequence 
of horizontal strokes enclosed in square “brackets, the strokes 
enow only (i) whether the pitch is low or uig i, and (ii), 
where it is high* .hetaer or not ix, is lower chan the pre­
ceding high, ii any; they are not to be ta :en as an exact 
indication of the relative pitch*) tfaite frequently* also, 
a high, pitch is lower than the ^receding high pitch even 
though no low pitch intervenes, e.g.
I ~ * ___ “ ]
/ohofu/ messenger
Of* /obofu/ [ 1 creator
It does sometimes happen, especially in relatively 
long utterances, t at a high pitch is higher than a ^receding 
high pitch, or identical to a preceding high pitch from which
-
tween the two high pitches* Such a pause is an lysed as a
; « The t>y n t
of steps from the he gin ing to 'he end of the sentence rather
than from the h~ “in lag to the end of the utter nee*
T** the last pitch “before a pause is high and there is
no final /0/> in some cases that high nit eh is not level hut
21
ri3es slightly towards the end, e.g.
/obeka/ [_“ ] (with the rise) he will remain
Cf. /oheka/ [.“ ] (without the rise) he will bite it
The low pitches of a sentence, like the high pitches, 
are not necessarily all identical; they tend to become lower 
and lower after each intervening seen nee of high pitches, 
following the general downward drift set by the stepping of 
the high pitches. Adjacent low pitches, however, are al­
ways identical.
I. 3Z Sentence boundaries within utterances, as marked by the
ending of one series of downward drifting high and low pitches 
and the beginning of a new scries, v/ill be indicated by /./ 
at the end of each sentence of the utterance other than the 
la st.
The slight rise that occurs towards the end of some 
prepausal high pitches is analysed as a tonal phoneme and 
will be written /'/. The / V  will be written with the only 
vowel of the pitch-bearing unit, or, if there is no vojwel, 
with the only consonant.
A downward step between two high pitches in the same 
sentence is analysed as a tonal phoneme and will be written
/*/• 'fhe / V  will be written immediately before the second
i. On the evidence Jt it 3d it would be equal gy valid to treat 
noo the downward stop but the ibnence of it as phonemic, but 
the analysis adapted nanea for a much more efficient statement 
of the morpuopUou© ,ics; oeo in particular pp. 56-60 and 196-7.
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of the two units with high pitch.
The phonemes /./, / ' / >  and /*/ together account for 
all the observed contrasts between different high pitches.
The high pitch of a pitch-bearing unit* theref ore * may now 
itself be analysed as a tonal phoneme. This phoneme will 
be written /'/> the / V  being placed over the only vowel of 
the pitch-bearing unit, or, if there is no vowel, over the 
only consonant. All pitch-bearing units which h-ve /%/ 
have / V  also* and will therefore be Y/ritten with both sym­
bols together, thus: /"/•
Pitch-bearing units will now be termed tone-bearing 
units, and will be said to have high or low tone according 
to whether or not they have the phoneme /'/•
The phonemic analysis of the tones is now complete, 
but the phonemic analysis as a whole has still to take account 
of the pauses which occur within sentences. These will be 
indicated by /,/ at the end of each pause-bounded section of 
the sentence other than the last.
NBCULdH AUTOlLi 10 A iA m A T IQ IJ
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x»o This short chapter is concerned with sequences of sound
which do not occur,, and with the ways in which they are avoi­
ded at morpheme boundaries t which they might otherwise he 
expected.
X J There are the following restrictions on the occurrence
of consonants and consonant clusters before vowels:
(a) No labial /C/ ever occurs with / y $f /  but not /w,#/ be­
fore /i/m
(b) No labial or velar /C/ ever occurs with /w,0/ but not 
/ y  $V? before / O j W > except that /hw,Sf,w##/ occur before
/o/ and /w^ $/ occur before /u/*
(c) No alveolar /C/ other than /r/ ever occurs without 
before /o,u/.
low if a morpheme ends with a /CV/ sequence, ti e final /V/ 
is frequently replaced with a A Y  identical to the initial 
/V/ of the folioving morpheme, e#g«
/ 4
First part Second part Combination
/ dhwye/ /abuf ir&fi/ / dhwyaabu* ffrdft/
"he looks at” "the child” "he looks at the child”
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The non-occuvring t e  uences are then avoided as follows:
(a) A labial /c/ with /y,7/ out not /w,tf/ drops the /y$7/
before /i/, e.g.
/opye/ /JyJ/ /opJ{y|/
"he likes11 "this” "he like3 this"
(by A labial or velar /C/ other than /hw,hft,w,$/ which has 
/w#fl/ but not /'y,3Y drops the /w,#/ before A>/, e.g.
"he cuts up!f "sheep” "he cut3 up the sheep"
(There are no cases in which the replacing /V/ is /u/.)
(e)An ulveolur /C/ other tuan /r/ which -as neither /y,7/ 
nor / w , V  adds /w,W/ (according, of course, to whether 
the /C/ is oral or nasal) before /o/, e.g#
/opdta/ /ofiJPfri+55/ /opdtwoo * Ejff jMi/
"he pacifies" "the chief" "he pacifies the chief"
The replacement of a final /V/ with a /V/ identical to the 
following A Y  is used merely as an illustration of the cir­
cumstances in which the alternations operate; the alterna­
tions are not limited to these particular circumstances•
2.X The only /CC/ (as distinct from /C+C,MC,0*/) sequences
2.3
2,4.
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which occur are as follows:
(a) /m / >lus a lahial other than/b(w) (y) #f (w) (y)/#
(h) /n/ plus an alveolar other than /&(w)(y),r/#
Non-occurring /CC/ sequences are avoided hy the insertion of 
/ + / ,  e.g.
/opM/ /kobfnS/ /opM+ko'bfnS/
r,he drives "Kohina" fthe drives Kohina away"
away1
Cf. /pBrk8/
"horse"
/opdrfbB^kS/
"he drives the horse away"
A high-tone unit following a low-tone unit never occurs
.? .
without initial / / if it is not the first high-tone unit in 
the sentence# A .norpheine adds / / whenever it would other­
wise trails , e.g.
Ajff/ "Kofi"
/kohfni/ "Kohina" 
/hwyuhwyS/ "looks for'1
/kgf^ L'Wyu hwy&o* hfnS/ 
"Kofi looks for Kohina" 
/kohf nShwyu * hwy6k§i f|/ 
"Kohina looks for Kofi"
A tone-hearing unit 2ie er has / V  or final /9/ unless 
it is at the end of the sentence or is followed hy /,/. A
PC<jO
morpheme rrops / V  or / V  whenever it would otherwise trans­
gress this rule, e.g.
/jypaV
f,he knowsr?
/ ohwyuhwyS/
"he looks for"
/kohfnS/
"Kohina"
/jJTJnwfcohfni/
"he knows Kohina”
/ oh\/yuhwydko1 bf nS/
"he looks for Kohina”
tone-^eor? g unit never has hoth / V  ^nd final /’ '.
The /*/ is drooped whenever this riile would otherwise he trans* 
grossed* negative sentences, which always have final /9/ (at
Isas'! wren they are non-inLerrogative), provide examplel ,
Affirmative
/ohdhwyS/
"he will look at it”
/oh dhwylkoi h fn5/
"he will look at Kohina*
Negative
/oriylhwyd9/
"he will not look at it” 
/oriiy * hwydko4 bfn£9/
,The will not look at Kohina"
1 6 A tone-hearing unit neve - Has two final /*>/'&• One
/ V  iii chopped ..aenevei* this rule would otherwise he trans­
gressed; here = ^ .ain negative sentences (see last paragraph) 
prcvic e e: nmples, e.g.
AlTirjiafcivo
/oh6k69/
"he will go"
■iegative 
/orlylko V
"he will not go"
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EXTERNAL SANDHI
3 o The chief purpose of this chapter is to study the ways
in which the shape of a word is conditioned by the shape of 
the adjacent words, and to propose suitable base forma (not 
to be confuted with citation forms) of the words. This 
makes possible a transcription in which word boundaries are 
indicated by spaces and in which all the words are in their 
base form# The pronunciation of a sentence recorded in 
such a transcription is then predictable from the transcrip­
tion, provided the description of the alternations in shape 
is complete. The transcription is, of course, no longer 
strictly phonemic as extern 1 sandhi is a part of morphopho­
nemics, but if a transcription is desired which shows word 
b undaries it is necessary to go beyond phonemic®#
'he transcription which goes beyond phonemic© in this 
way will be termed mornhophoneT-.de transcription. and its 
ele ments norohophone: .ic eler.ionts. ^orphophonemic transcrip­
tion will be indicated by double oblique strokes, e#g# //\J\//• 
The word boundary is thus a iaorpkophonoiriic element //ouace//: 
since it has no realisation of its own and is manifested only 
by the part it plays in the realisation of neighbouring raor- 
pho )horienic elements, it is a a&cp. j.jgj^hophongmic ...nSLmmt »
The consouants and vowels
Only words containing a /CV/ sequence will "be considered 
at first- In these, the alternation depends entirely on 
what follows. All nominal and verbal words are of this type. 
The different preconsonantal forms are studied first (since 
in general the preconsonantal forms are fuller than the other 
forms), and base forms are selected to represent them. The 
prevocalic forms follow, and the base forms selected for the 
ore consonantal forms are adjusted so as to make them valid 
for the prevocalic forms also. Finally the prepausal forms 
are brought in in the sane way.
If the last /V/ or sequence of adjacent /V/*s of a 
word is always unraised before certain words with an initial 
/(*)C/, it is emetines r dsed before certain other words 
with Vi initial /(**)C/, e.g.
ffirst word 
/t wild/
11 throw**
'but
becona word 
/kyln/
M swing”
/s$/
“pour1*
Combination
/twildkytn/ ”throw it (a single 
object) away”
/twdtfgj/ or /twij$g§/ “ throw it 
(a substance) away, throw 
them away”
If an /a/ is involved, it is not only raised but also replaced 
with /e/, e.g.
/f</
“take”
/ sy^/ 
"put"
/f§cyj; d|£rfy' ”pui it in the 
house” (lit."take put house 
inside")
The form in which the last /// or sequence of adjacent /V/’s 
is unraised will be taken as the bo.se form of the word, since 
the /v/!q are generally unraised \ihen the v/ord is in its 
prepausal form. The base forms of those words with initial 
/(M)C/ before which unraised A / ’s are sometimes replaced 
with raJ C3ed ,Ar/fs will be marked by writing // ^  under
3. 12.
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the / /C // of the initi tl/ / ( $ ) C / / 9 e.g. / / : $ / / ,  //§yj//. In 
most cases the words which have to he written this way are 
words in hich the first /V/ is /j/ or /y/, hut there are 
exceptions which will he discussed ii later chapters. The 
three combinations quoted ere therefore to he transcribe*? 
with word boundaries as //twiid ls $ tn //9 / f t wtffl £*,/> z/fi §3T$
The replacement of unraised /V/fs with raised /V/# s 
before a word with initial is to some extent optional*
though the frequency with which the option is exercised i3 
related to the rapidity of the utterance.
If a vord ends /ith /r,n,m/ in its precons onant al form, 
then in its arevocalic form it adds a final /V/ identical to 
the initial / r/ of the follow! wr word, e.g.
/okyfr/ /abufirdtf/ /okylraatm* firaiS/
"he caught” "the child” "he caught the child"
Similarly, if a word enis with a /CV/ sequence in its ore- 
consoiantal form, then in its orovocalic form it replaces 
its final /V/ with a A r/ identical to the initi 1 /V/ of the 
following word, e.g.
/okyfre/ /ahuffrifi/ /okyfraabu* ffrd£5/
"he showed” "the child” he Showed the child”
The number of tone-hearing unite is not affected, even when 
an extra /V/ is added: the /C/ preceding the added /V,/ is
not a tone-hearing unit in the prevocalic form because it is 
followed by a vowel, whereas fie corresponding /C/ of the 
onsonantal form is a
It would be possible to allocate the added or replacing 
/V/ to the second word Instead the first j t. is alter.na­
tive is rejected, however, as it re suit a in word boundaries 
falling in the middle of tone-booring units.
flie preconsonantal form of the fix*at v/ord v/ill be taken 
as the base form, so that the two combinations quoted are zo 
bo far.-inscribed vith ,/oru boiLidaries as f f o ky.fr abuwfxr 
//okyiro abuwffx*d5A* This pair of exanjples ill uitr&taa lb| 
non-phonenic nature of the tranacri vtion: the two sentences
are phonetically identical, but are none the less transcribed 
differently*
If (i) the preconsonantal form ends with a /Co/ or 
/C m/  sequence in which the /c/ is not /r/ and lias neither 
/w/ nor / $ / j and (ii) the replacing /V/ of the prevocalic 
form (as described above) is not /o/ (it cannot be /u/ ) ,  
then A /  or /ft/ is added the /C/ (/w/ if the /C/ is oral 
and /ft/ if it is nasal), e.g#
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/ So o/ /§ajfjnf/ /(5bvTg§hJ'5in|/
"he breaks" "water >ot" "he breaks a waterpot"
/gbg/ /gbp$§/ /gbwijjbgi^ J/
"he reaps” "maize" "he reaps maize"
/g/rs -vliich never occur without /w/ or /W/ before a back
vowel, of course, are not involved; compare with the above:
/<5two/ / gb'gr 6 $/ /dtwgjb'ji1 r d$/
"he buys" "maize" "he buys maize"
Similarly, if (i) the preconeonantal form ends with a 
/Ci/ sequence in which the /C/ has neither /y/ nor / f / $ and 
(xi; tne replacing /V/ or the prevooalac form is riot /i/, 
Uien / j /  Ox* /7/ is added to the , U/, e.g.
/gf £/ /akylmfu/ / gfyaakyfmfu/
"he is from" "Saltpond" "he is from Saltpond"
Onxy Labial /0/fs are involved, as no others occur /itliout 
/y/ or /? before final /i/ in the pro consonantal form; 
compare with the above:
/otyi/ /akyfTnfu/ /otyaakyfmfu /
"he lives at" "Saltpond" ;;he lives at Saltpond"
The preconsonantal form will still be taken as the
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"base form, so that the combinations uotei will he transcribed 
//$00 | 5 y / g b j  jb-jrJJ/t /fltwo //jf^  alcylmfu/,
/’otyi akylmfu,/'.
Scmj words which, in their preconsonantal form, end 
v;ith a /CW/ sequence in which the two /V/,s are identical 
have a prevocalic form in which each of the two /V/’s is re­
placed with a /V/ identical to the initial /V/ of the follow­
ing word, and in which / y /  or At/ (or /£/ or / I f / )  is added 
to the preceding /C/ as in final /CSV/ sequences, o.g*
/ohwy6e/ / aouffrdS/ /ohwyiaabu1 f£rdi5/
"he looked "the Ciiild“’ "he looked at the child11
at"
/oh6o/ /gffrjnJ/ / obw^gghfj] n|/
"he broke" "waterpot* !fhe broke a waterpot"
The pro con 3 onmtal form will once again be taken a© the base 
form, o ohwyde /'obdo
Other words which, in their pr consonantal form, end 
with a Ar'// sequence in which the two /V/ * s are identical 
have a u*evocaiie form in which (i) the penultimate /V/ is 
replaced with a close /V/ if it is not already a close /V/, 
and (ii) the final /V/ is replaced with a /V/ identical to 
tie initial /V/ of the following word, e«g.
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/6 b & xM /
"v/hen he 
CCLil Gfl
§§/ 
"when it 
became cool"
/<Sb<5‘<5<5/
"when -io 
hit you"
/opda/
1 he splits" 
/crdhwyOT,7 
"he is wait­
ing for"
/ dbd1 idJ akyd ♦//dlcyd9/
"has lasted" nit is a long tiiae since he
ca^e:l
1 S ky6 ° /
"it is a long time since it 
■became cool'1
"it is a long time since he 
hit you"
/opfoo’p44iV
"he splits the table"
/ o.rtoryloan ;J r d*/
"he is waiting fop the child"
/ oTA W
"the table" 
/abnf frdl/ 
"the child"
In the penultlaate position the non-close rowels /e,o,a/ 
are replaced with tne close 70 .els /i,u#i/ respectively, and
and any f m? or /  J  is retained* In some or the words which 
ind with a /Can/ sequence in their preecnoonantal form, the
/l/ has / V  although the /a/ has not,
/gyaa/
"stop"
/abuf frdfl/ /gy^aabuf f A+ ’ hwy ?7
"the child" "stop beating the child"
This is always the ca3e when the word consists only of a
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/(n)Caa/ sequence in its preconsonantal form and is one
of those words which has to he written with / /  J / under the
ffC /f in 11 SBt ' replacement of un-
rai: eel / V / * b  with raised /V/fs at the end of the preceding
ittA| r". icb le ^gyaa/ in its precon-
so inntal form and //gyaa// la its "base form, is such a word,1
In such words the writing o f  / / 4 f f with the /'C -// im the ba3e form 
serves to account for the raising of the following vowel as 
well as the raising of preceding vowels. The remaining 
w ris i f J[ ia added to Veto $ % // are all 1 ? than
tieir final sequa I all : / f t / / just
before that sequence, so that the same device of writing / / J /  
with the /C/ of the final sequence in the base form
can be used with, these words also* e.g. ■//ohdgy4a// "he will 
stop".
In the case of these words (those which, in their pre- 
vocalic form, retain the penultimate /V/ or a does equiva­
lent of it), neither the preconsonantnl nor the prevocalic 
form makes a suitable base form, For this purpose a form 
/ill he used which docs not in fact occur in any context - 
a form differing from the preconsonantal form i i having final 
/ / i f ) >r? Y 9f  ^ y f i / / vhere the preconsonnntal fo^m has final 
/ i , e , a , c , u , f ( o p  the corresponding rai ded /V/) re-
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"when he hit yon", ' / ordkwyStt// "he is waiting for". The 
prevocalic form can then he stated fairly simply in terns of 
its deviation fro 1 the regular prevocalic form of words which 
have a fi ial /C/ in their base torau The application of the 
usual rules to / / 6 b i  & $ / / 9 for Inat -nee, gives the ■ irevociilic 
fom as "/dbd* dyV/"; from this the actual prevocalic form 
can he obtained by (i) replacing the T V / 'preceding the / y / “ 
or /w/1 or /^/’ or 7#/"with the appropriate close vowel where 
it is not already close} and (ii) drooping the VyA or A//" or 
'/?/■ or 7CA
The combinations quoted are therefore co he transcribed 
//6bd*dy ' & z y £ ° //f / /o o £ v  / / '  y& y ahuffr^d :hvyl A/ etc.
If, in its pr e c ons 02 an tal form, award ends wihh a /VW/
secuence in which the first two /V/*s are identical and are 
different from the third (id which case the final /V/ will 
be a close /V/), then in its prevocalic form it (i) replaces 
its penultimate /V/ vi th a /V/ identical to its final /V/,
and (ii) replaces its final /V/ with * A/ identical to the 
initial /  /  of the following word, e.g.
YLen /dkyeV has /^ bv/^ 1 |d*^ icy^ ‘V  1 it is a long time 
he opened it" lasted" since he opened it"
/£bv/£ ‘ "when /$bw^ $a'£ky£9/ f,it is a long time
he opened it for you" since he opened it for you"
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Words ox' this ty ,e are paraxial to the words vh ich are writ­
ten with final / V T y / / or /YVy//' or / f W f / /  o v / / \ rv% ^ .in their "base 
form except in tie following respects:
(a) iiia close /V/ occurs not only as the penultimate /V/ of
the prevocalic form but also as the final /'<'/ ox' the 
•pre c on.. onan t •il form, e ♦ g •
.h* e o ons on • nt al form fr.ovo calf c form
Cf. /$j. / f r v i ' f t /
(b) fhe close /¥/ is not necessarily /i/ after front and 
central vowels and /u/ after bach vowels; the examples 
/$bw£ ’ x $ / j  § & alrjady Quoted ill as tr ate this.
: orpUologicallr they 11 consist of words ariding \ iL t h / / V y f l
o r  //V v t// ' • / ‘' Tf / /  op /f~ r^ / / in their base form plus a suffix 
pro sauted in the > e consonantal fora by the final /i/ or 
/u/t e.r*
with suffix Without suffix
/fow| * | J/ / ; Iqjrf/
uv/hen he opened it” rtwhen he opened the bag”
/6 's x ry t ■ 61S/ /(JlrwydSho^fn^/
"when he waited for you" "when he waited for ---obina'1
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/ley TriSS! 6vA1 vn$£/ /kytafs' 6nl: wdtV
,?taiG drura that is toying” "a drum that is drying”
It is therefore appropriate that their base forms should be 
parallel to the base forms ait final//T * \ f W etc.,
except that (i) at the second vowel position they should
h a v e *$ *$ *$ *% *W /l i-1 place of/^ iieJa#o,u,I,i#I#5,H^ 
(or ulie corresponding raised fjfV /f) respectively, said (ii)
A*ey s :cuj.a iiave final y// or/ w// or / / ? / /  o r  # $ / / according to 
whether the close final/ f v f l is / / i f f  or /'d^ ' ov / /T / /  ov //H // (or 
the co responding raised / f t f f )  respectively, o.g* / / § w § ' f $ / / $  
//jb»j1 ##//j //6kwy614W//, /kyfnls 6rd1 
3/3 when one turns to the prc is faced
with the probiOi i . nt words a* pe,.r to ui.ye different prepausal 
forms in different grammatical circuntrhnnces; tne form which 
occurs at the end. of a negative ^entence> for instance* often 
differs from the one which occurs at t.ie end of an affirmative
senoj.ice in haring a final / V , o.g.
Affirmative Negative
z' cb <5hwy5/ / or * hwy4 9 /
"he will loo!: at it” "he will not look at it"
f ob d 17. y£ko" b f 7i ? / / ortf?* bwy5ko1 b fn 19/
"he will look at Kobina" "he will not look at Kobina"
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a  r ;  aabuffrda I 0 * *1 0* r  * ’ '  & ’ ' ( I' 8
"I lrnow the olxild who ?,I do not know the child who
brought it" 
/ohueyd/
j lie speaks"
brought it" 
/oylc-isyfiV
"he does not speak"
The solution proposed in ouch circumstances Id to analyse 
one or the contrasting prepausal fcr; o as containing an af­
fix which occurs only in pause j the form which occurs at the 
end of a negative sentence, tor instance, is analysed as
containing a glottal ; uffix. the word containing the affix 
is to o looked upon as a defecti e word i/Uich las no non- 
prepausal forn:s*
ihe glovtu.. uikix occurs not only u i 'A i negative sen­
tences but also with conditional clauses, c*g*
'oyod aa9, yg’b^bjsyifc*/ if he cones, wo shall a sic him
t *m 5", hycroM /9/ we nhnli tot do it unless he
The suffix occurs, more over, not only it tho end oi hut also 
at pauses within the negative sentences and conditional ClaU-
fc- >‘J  4-- ,  C  • *
canes
j f. / t i t ­
al
/oriijP * iiv rjSko' bfnlr'/ op 
/or 5?! U vy5*, 1 :o! V fn*9/ 
/ayo<5b m  V  or /a r o •', <Jb aa 9' 
/kyfro * 5b5 9/ or 
/kyfre9, <Jbd9/
lie will aot look at fobina
if he comes 
iraless he cowries
Oily one >bhor affix of oars type io postulated; it 
is termed the inkerrogafive affix and accounts for pairs 
:iaui as the following:
. an-fatorr JKativo
•> Af* ** ’  ^" r .*4 i U-Lnkjj -i
1tthey have 3ean M o  hand11 
/dbShS/
“lie v/ill come*
T  ■ 4* n v i - n  r \  > 'r -j tr r*
. A  i  3.
/v/y £n J * hfotsyda^
“have they seen M s  hand?* 
/ oh 5b 5/
’•Will he cone?"
fhe interrogative affix is not tue only device which can be
. yes~or«-no Q.u«stion . ,
in r ot, zo be. used only i.ith relatively short questions, 
iae writer has non recorded any case in which it is used 
with - ontonca containing a pause, and cimiot therefore say 
whether, like the glottal affix, it occurs at pauses within 
the sentence wit a which jlu occurs*
In whe first instance only those prepaueul forms will
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he considered which contain neither the glottal suffix nor 
the interrogative affix, bince the manifestation of the 
interrogative affix is mainly tonal, prepausal forms co .tain- 
ing it will he treated not in this section hut in the next, 
which deals with the tones,
3 /4 Some words which end with a /Ca/ or /Caa/ sequence in
their unraised preconsonantal form replace the final /a/ or 
/aa/ with /^/ or /§$/ respectively in their prepausal form, 
e.g.
This is always the ca3e when the word consists only of a 
/(.4)Ca/ or /(M)Caa/ sequence in its precon; onantal form and 
is one of those words which has to he written with/ / 4/ / u n d e r  
the //£ > // in its hase form to account for the raising of /V/fs 
at the end of the preceding word. Such words are the exam­
ples /^d/ and /hya& / quoted ahovej their hase forms are 
//yd//, //£yad//. In these words the writing of / /  J / with
Unraised preconsonantal form 
/hjsya/ "ask”
/yd/ "gets1*
/hya& / "meets”
Preoausal form
Aisy§/
/9%/
Cf. /kasya/ "speak"
AwaiS/ "tells lies"
A y  9.5/
/kasya/
Av/a5/
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the / /O // of the hase form serves to account for the rai sing 
of the following vowels as well as the r ising of the reced­
ing vowels* The remaining words which end with a /Ca/ or
✓pre cons onantal
/Caa/ sequence in their L form and which replace /a/
with /$/ in pause are all longer than their final /(?4)Ca/ or 
/(j4)Caa/ sequence and all have a raised /V/ just before that 
sequence, so that the same device of writing f f  'J f with the 
/ / 0 / / of the final //£ > & // or //O o .a //' sequence can he used in th e 
hase forms of these words also, e*g* //Tjj§ya//#
Many words which end with /CVC/ in their preconsonantal
form, and also a very small number which end with /CV/# have
a final glottal stop in their prepausal form, e#g*
Precon onantal form Prepausal form
/ob6nft4V "he will drink" /oh6nwSr5-V
/wadb£r£/ "he is tired" /wa4bfr£9/
It is only when the final /C/ is /m/, however, that it is
retained; /r/ and /n/ are dropped, e.g#
Pre consonantal form Prepausal for;::
/waddwor/ "it has increased" /wadfdw<59/
/v/a^ Sun/ "it has crumbled" /wadSd9/
(The distinction between words with final /r/ and those with
final /n/ is not lost, as the last /V/ is always oral before 
/r/ and nasal before /n/.) Final/ / y j \ ri , $ / / can also be 
said to be dropped, although there is no actual form of the 
word in v/hieh they are retained; while f f v / /  / / n , / are drop­
ped rather than retained, therefore, / / i T, v r ,?}/ / are dropped 
rather than repl cod with so lething else, e.g.
Preconsonantal form Base form Preoausal form
/wa^dwoo/ //waddwow// /waddwd9/
”he has weeded”
/wadS&m/ //wadStMf// /wadfifl9/
,!it has swollen”
As can be seen from a comparison with the previous set of 
examples, the distinction is lost (i) between words with 
final / / v / / on the one hand and those with final ! / y / / or / / x i/ / on 
the other, and (ii) between wo.'ds v/ith final / / ti/ /  on the one 
hand and those v/ith final / /$ / / or / / ^ / / on the other.
The fact that many words to which have been attributed 
base forms v/ith final have a glottal stop in their
prepausal form just as have many words with final//ra,r3n / /  
is, of course, an added justification of these base forms.
The most obvious way of marking the base forms of these 
words which take /9/ in pause would be to add final//*> //, e.g.
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//waddwor9//* //waddwow9//• If thin were done, however, it
would make [ /* * / / imply the dropping of any final //< * // other than 
//m //* and that would make it impossible to use //*> // in the 
"base forms of words such as /waanbii*9/ "it did not risen" in 
which the /9/ represents the glottal suffix (cf. /wadbf?/
"it has ripened"), since the glottal suffix never requires 
the dropping of any final //£ > //•
An alternative way of marking the "base form, at least 
when it ends with a / /C .  C // sequence as it nearly always does, 
is suggested by the fact that a final f/Z 'S iZ // sequence which 
takes / V  in pause counts as a single tone-hearing unit for 
morphophoneml* purposes; for instance, //C W // stems which 
take /9/ in pause pattern like /fO V // stems, while //C N Q // stems 
Wiich do not take /9/ pattern like/^CVCV// stemsj e.g.
With a //C Y C // stem With a //C V/ stem
which takes"7^7
/pSri9/ "sew it" /hwyS/ "look"
/orfp&d9/ "he is sewing it" /ordhwyd/ "he is looking"
/orfpSmaa’dyl/ "he is /ordhwyekoSfnS/ "he is looking
3ewing something" at Kobina"
/omp^ rd9/ "he is not sewing /ojfhwyd9/ "he is not looking"
it"
/cmplmaa^dyf9/ "he is not /o£hwylkolbfnt9/ "he is not 
sev/ing anything" looking at Kobina"
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,71 th. a //C Y C // stem .71 th a / /C V ftl/ / stem
which~does not take /V
/pSm/ ”chase it” /pira/ ^sweep”
/oripSiV ”he is chasing it” /oripird/ ”he is sweeping”
/oinp&rt9/ ”he is not chasing /ooipird9/ ”he is not sweeping”
it”
This sug gests analysing those final f/GHG// sequences which 
take /9/ as tone-bearing units, :md distinguishing other 
//( y :C // sequences from then by writing a tone-bearing unit 
boundary before the final/ /& //• This alterr. : 411 be 
adopted, so that the examples quoted earlier are to be writ­
ten simply as //waddwor//, //wad dwow//. / / ' / / w i l l  be used 
to indicate the tone-bearing unit boundary before a final //G/f 
which does not take /9/, e.g. //p3*nv// ?l chase it”; cf. 
/ / p S m / / (the tone of a //G V C // unit will always be written, as 
here, on the/V/) ”sew it”. Pinal //GV// sequences tfich take 
/9/ will be writ :ith/ / * f / 9 e.g. //wa£bfr69//.
Bone words which end with a//G&G// (but not //C a *C //)  
sequence in their base form replace the / / tx / / with /g/ in their 
prepausal form if the final f/G // is cropped (i.e. if the final 
//Gtf is not /fr-J ft , e.g.
rreconsonontal form base form iPreoausal form
/w^kwyar/ ”he has cut //wg^kwyar// /wg£kwy£9/
it”
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Az§J?3h/ "it has gone //w§|JPSn// /w%$$$**/
stale”
/w§|fwaa/ ”he has cut //w§|fway// /w§$fw$V
it up”
withdrawn it”
These words -re comparable with words such as //§j§ya//, and 
[ f  J / will therefore he added to the / /C // of the /C&A sequence 
in their h^se forms if it is not already there, e.g.
//w§^lpryar//.
There are some words with final / / C V y / / in their base 
form which drop the finally//in their prepausal form even
though it constitutes a tone-hearing unit, e.g.
Preconsonantal form hase form Prepausal rorm
listen”
It appears that the final segmental morpheme in these vjords 
is always one of the following:
”he will //jh|ty^*y// /9h^ty|/
//ty§#y// listen 
//pw§ * y// c orne out 
//tw5 *y// take off (pot,
//bw§ #y// open 
//hw§*y// pour 
//ewe*y// take down (load
etc., from fire) from head)
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The "base forms of the words will he distinjuished by writing 
a har thro-- the f f o f / t e#g#
Words ': ]ich end with f / ' y / /  or / / * w / / in their hase form 
are generally the same in their prepausal form as in their 
> re consonantal form if the tones are disregarded,, e*g*
Preconsonantal form Base form Prepausal form
/<5bd*££/ 1 when he came" / / 60& * £ * $ / /  /  60 A 1 &?\/
/ 6b6 *66/  "when he hit //db<5#6*$// / 6b6 ’ 6$ /
yon1
/opda ,fhe splits’7 //opd#y// /opdd/
"when he /{bw^^J/
opened it"
Some words v/hieh end ./it a//Ca*y/ or //Caa*y// in their hase 
form, however, add /  J  to each /a/ in th© prepausal form, e,g.
/gyaa/ "stop" //gya#y// /gyjf/
/$b£3y&*44/ "when he / /$ o £ a y & * & * $ / / /$b|sy$’4§/
asked1
Those are comparable with words such as //bieya//, and / /  s ' /
will therefore he added to the //% // of the //O a // sequence in
. - ***&
their base forms if it is not already there, e.g. //fbfjyl*
:'ords which end with / / * f 3 *% / in their Base form gener­
ally replace the //$ $ % // with /I,d/respectively in their pre-
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pausal fora, a id add /  J  to it if the preceding /V/ has /  J $
Preconsonantal form 
/jgv/3^ / f,he runs av/ay" 
/jcy^f/ Mit becomes 
clear-* (e.g. water)'
/ crysw^j/ "he is 
pushing*1
. -use form
//jgwsV// 
//jgyf ?//
Prepausal fora
/ * .  :• ?i/
/^syfl/
// ’ $// /grijfswj ^./
It will be seen that when the final /V/ of the pre consonantal 
form is close, the only differences between the preconsonantal
xid prepausal forms are tonal*
booe words, however, which end 
their base form are, apart from the tones, the s me in their 
prep tusal form as i:i their pre consonantal form, e.g*
m p cpri onajital Jprm 
/ frsA * d?*/ ‘'when he 
touched it1 
/ 6 f& l n & & / "when he got 
tired1
Base form
//(5k t i - f / /
Prepausal form 
/ 6 k i l 6$S
Morphologically the final / / $ / / of the3e words always repre­
sents a /affix, act t at suffix La represented ’b y only 
after nasal vowels and by f / y / f only after oral vowels. Since,
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therefore, the prepnusal form o n thene / vl 1?, merely the 
nasal equivalent of the prepausal form of words which end 
v/ith / / * y f / in their has9 form, and not the true prepausal form 
of words which end w i t h / / * * 9/  in their base "‘arm, their base 
form c in ho conveniently distinguished by replacing the 
m  th f /y f / ) e.g* //<Sk4 *!*#//, / / 6 t ^ t A * f / / * It is only in
those circumstances that an oral / / y f f ill he written finally 
after a nasal / f it / / ) otherwise / / y f / and f f f f /  occur finally only 
after oral and nasal / f \ f %s respectively.
As might he expected in view of the parallelism with 
oral forms, there are come words which are exactly the same 
as those described in the last paragraph except that they 
add /  J  to each /$/ of the final sequence in the prepausal 
form, e.g.
Pre consonantal form
‘‘v/hen he got
it”
/ $ g y f * n £ & / f* ./hen he 
stopped”
/ / * / / i 11, of course, he replaced : ; l V i / / y / / in the base forms 
of these words also, and / /  J f  will be added to the f c / / of the
l /C p / / set uence i it is not already there, e.g. & * f / / ** 4
Base form 
//£ yf n*'*//
Prepausal form
/ § t f W
/ $gyf n|f/
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./ST This completes the study of the alternatl ms in the
consonants t ud the vowels at the end of words containing a 
/CV'/ aeque ice# rfhe main cases may be summed up as follows:
Base form
i)i
e)e 
a) a 
ojo 
u)u
Pi
Ps
9>9
P v
t)I
1)3
•a)«
PI
P ?
ni
r
Unraised ore- 
consonantal 
f orm *
-(i)i
-(e)e
-(a)a
-(o)o
-(u)u
-(pi
-(§)§
- ( 9)9
-(»>»
-(r)f
-(3 ) 3
-(tt)fl
- O I
-cm
-m
-r
drevocalic
form
-d)i
it
ft
tt
it
T»
it
ti
if
-nV
-rV
h»epausal form
i)i
e)e 
a) a, 
0)0
u)u
Pi
“(9 ) 9
9 )9
9)9
9 ) 9
I ) f
5)?-,
II)3
D  I 
P S
(PI
•El
-r
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Base form Unraised pre- Prevocalic Prepaus;
conBonanicJ
form
forLi
-(i)iV -(i)ii
-(e)e*y -(e)ee -(e)iV ~(ejee
-(a)a\y -(a)aa -(a)JI, -jV -(a)aa*
-( )^o*w -(o)co -  ( 0) u.V -(0 )0 0
-(u)u*w -(n)uu -(u)uv ~(u)uu
- ( p i i -(iHx -(Pij
-(§)§*y -(f)ss -(f)ix -(f)ss
-(9)9 ** -(f)fX -(f)82
-(f)w -(v)fX -(f) w
-(pry - (p ir -(P*x -(p rr
-5*7 -35 -tv -31
-a*y -35 -f£, -|X -3?
-o*C -33 -ov -3a
-(c) an -(ptr -(a)tra
» f rs, - • ** -(I)« -(f)ix / m\ r*M-(* 4J
i • -ix iJ
-§*f -j$ “55
-(?)?•w - W 5 -(J)5X -(5)55
~(3)a#y -(a)sa -(a;r_, -|7
Base form Unraised ore- Prevocalic
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Pre'pi usal form
—  I» u . —  r tn > i  ■ n w  r-nirif^w*^ ! i ■■■■■■.r ■ —caasonanial form 
form
-Vy*y -VVi, -WJ -ViV, -VJV -/V i, -WJ
-Vy#w -Wu, -Wy -VuV, -vyv -VYu# -Wy
-Vw'y -W i, -WJ -ViV, -VJV -W i, -WJ
-V;/* v'7 -Wu, -Wy -vxgj -vyY —Wn, -Wy
~Jm*QO v -W.T, -WJ - ri> -vj7 - m ,  -w j
-w w -T.-fl, —VYJ -v$r -wa, -wy
-W !, -  WJ -vrv, -vjs -VYT, -WJ
-VfTW -W I, -W$ -vavj -vg\r - a a, -wy
-i.i —m -TlV -m9
-r —r -i*V
-n -n ~nV 9^
-ay —aa •11# ~4I «.r»9 -o9
—ov; -00 -uV •Q9
-av/ -uu -«uv -a9
-■J\7 -yV -y9
-yw -W -y£ —ii9
-tjf - I I - i / - I 9
-35 -iv -S(>
-ay -aa -IV, -JV -39, -y9
-w -33 -av; ~39
-aw -aa -av; -a9
3.lt>
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Base form Unraised pre- Provocalic Prepausal form
cons ona; ,tal fgrm
forgi
tH -» -r
-31 -B -v
-33 -B -r
~tp -33 -B -c 9 ¥
•«• > u<7 -ee -iV —e
-ii.
Hots:
(a) /V/ (underlined /V/) is a /V/ identical to the initial 
/V/ of the following word.
(b) IVherover two forma are shown* of which one has /a/ or 
/i/ or /u/ and the other has /j/ or /j/ cr f ' J i  the form 
v;ith ' vplieg if and only if tho preceding /C/ or 
/ j /  has f /  J /  in the o ;.sc form.
(c, citric j which include bruchoted vowels are to be read aa 
two separate entries; for instance, //-(i)i//, /-(i)i/# 
/-(X)XA / -(i)i/ is to be read as (i) / A V / #  /-i/, /-V/, 
A V  and (ii) /Aii/A Aii/# AXi/# Aii/.
Separate words 01 the pattern A V  or /Yv/ are postu­
lated as the distin piishing factor in >airs such as the fol­
lowing ;
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Without WC?)/ -word With A r(9)/-word /V(9)/-word
/ 6 b i/ ,5he corxes’1 /<5baa9/ tfif he comes" /a9/
/gbg/ "he fells it" /gbv/^jV "if ho fells /§*/
it”
/onff^ ml?/ "he dratf: it" /«a«d‘uif^aV "if he /S’/
had drttidc it*1
/} ,fhe finishes" /gv/yg^ ,9/ "when he /g*/
finishes"
/ qj'£ o4 / "he is com i ■f /orf*b$$/ rhe is /{/
coming In
Alfnouga there are always two or three identical / V / * a s the 
first one or two respectively are always analysable as part 
of the prevoccilic form of the preceding ,.ord.
..here there is a final / V  it is always annlyoable as
. of con­
ditional clauses.
Words of the pattern /7(9)/ have ail oral or nasal /V/ 
according wo whether th^  final /V*/ or /C/ of the prepausal 
form of the proeo Lug word is oral or nasal. The above 
examples illustrate. The oral form of the /V(9)/-vord will 
be taken as the ease form, so that / n i & £ ° / , for instance, 
will bo i*i ; ten / f onwfi'mi * f  a: /.
Words of the pattern /a(9)/ are raised if and only if
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(i) they are followed by pause, and (ii) either the last [ f t / /  
or the last /jfZ// of the base form of the preceding word is 
written with / / A '/. fl) ove i* The
unraised form o f  the /v( 9)/-word will be taken as the ba3e 
form, so that /obwdg9/# /gwyg^gV, for instance, will be 
written//jb^ e9/#//gvfygf a9//.
Words of the pattern /V(9)/ never occur initially in 
sentences, and never appear to be separatee! by pause from 
th n  ceding word. They are usually followed by pause#
3 i 7 The ending of the prepausal form, of a v/ord which has
the glottal suffix differs from that of the corresponding 
unsuffixed word einpl; in having final / V  (. itU its impli­
cations; see pp. 26-?). The ending of the base form of a 
word which has the glottal suffix will therefore be written 
simply as that of t» e corresponding unsuffixed word plus
e.g. //oyk^syd9// "he does not speak"; cf. //okdsyi// 
"he speaks"•
3 .1 Hi:- tones
3 20  Jixternal tonal Gandhi affects only those v/orcs that
contain a /CV/ set jaence# The external tonal sandhi of 
these words differs from one external non-tonal in that it 
is cond. tioned by what precedes as well as by Ixat follows.
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The alternation according to what precedes will be considered 
first.
3 .1/ lany words ./hi eh begin with a high tone when no high
tone comes anywhere before them in the sentence add initial
A j * ■ g/ / non immediately after u ni.; i none, o.g.
Tirst word 
/wofu/ 
ruacloH 
but
AgfJ/
’'Kox’i " 
C±‘.
.and
wocoud word 
/kdsya/
‘sneaks r
/r*f *
"ais house"
C oi. ruination 
/v/ofak dcyu/ 
"Uncle speaks**
/k6i'|1 kdsya/
"Lori speaks" 
/vofxi’d*?/ 
"Uncle1 s house" 
/vyf^n^di?/
"liof i1 s hoaae"
By regal r automatic alternation, of course, .11 words which 
begin v/ith a high tone when no high tone canes anywhere be­
fore them in the sentence add initial /*/ when a high tone 
does occur somewhere before thou in the sentence and they 
sely preceded by a low tone, e.g.
; 'ntfwof a/ /kdsya/ /ndwofa * kdsya/
"his uacle1 "speaks * "his uncae soeals*1
/ iliwof % /  /nf' &jf f/ /n4 , /of a * if* dif/
"his uncle” ,!his housei; ,Jiiis uncle13 house1
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3.21
It is therefore possible to bring fche words i?/hich add initial
/ / even fter a high tone within the scope of the rule of
regular automatic alternation by postulating :a\ initial zero
to ^ -bearing unit with low tone in their base forms- This
will bo written / / x //$ 30 d will
ue tiraascribid/^ wofa i x & s y a / ^  tkdsya,./., </wofa j f' &£*$//,
-f ’ di *$//, /^ n'b/ofa ;lidsyaA /ndwofa nf*d$*$,/.
It is almost oxclu ively with verbs raid nouns that this
initial/ / 1// occurs, and in 0 only in grammatical
or gender-1
contents in at.ich prefixes of person' do not occur. In the 
case of the verba, one such content is that in which a noun
0< . ' ' tte & s y a tf " K o fi 3p30 $*J cf#
,'/ohdsyo// "he zroeahs”. In many other iger-^ oiogo languages, 
oart.iculc.r Xy the Bantu languages, it is rruite common for the 
prefix of person or gender (or "class") to occur in such
1 historically the initial//*^
is a reduced fox of a prefix of person or gender.
In most words which begin vith a /V/ or /W  and in 
which the /V/ or /*?/ h is low tone when after a pause or a low
when after a high tone,
who refixes of person or gender which occur in the vu?b 
arc //ml-// ”1% //i-// "you (singular)”, //o-// "he, die, 
it5 they (inani ate)", //ye-// "we", //wo-// "they (ant ate)1 •
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/obdhwyd/ / abuflrdS/ / obdhwif >u* fir 53/
"he will "the child' Mua will look at the child"
look at"
/itibiifirdS/ /obdhwy&ffbu4 fir 13/
"the children’’ "he will look at the children"
haere t .o Vsns-he'-ring unit following the A V  or / V  is also 
11 ,i, it has initial /V  just as it would have by regular 
uuxj iaGic altern?.tion if ini1.1,1 I o j f *?/%3 and 'v’c did not 
become high after ugh tones, e.g.
/ oj 6 gh6/ /nsyi/ / ob <5 twdil * sy £/
"ho will buy" "liquor" "he will buy liquor"
The form which occurs after a prase or a low tone will be
taken as the base form, so that the examples quoted will be
f . - j*  & b v £ t& 4 £ //t//ob3hwy4 ilmffr33A//ob3twd u %$&//a
There are sous 'words with initial low-tone A/, how-
e/ jr, /hioh do not a:e high tone on that unit f tor a high
tone. In all of tnose the /A / i > ■ iorpho itoi.il/ a verbal
.
prefix indicatjLa ; the nogati '3, e.g. / ' Jn t /s wrii9/ "Kofi 
does -i1 '3 buy an, tili.l*. Ill of those words, r >ro ^ *er, arc 
indicative, and cor*eapoid to subjunctive v/ord3 in /hich the
. . '  * '  r1 b f j ' i *  l/4hwyi*l/
"Vi/hy doesift Zo.fi bay mytai:ag?ff. In the subjunctive words,
tlie tone-bearing -unit following the high-tone /Iff/ invariably 
ha a initial /*/ if it lias high tone (as the example illustra­
tes) , so that t e negative prefix is analysable as having a 
final / / i / /  (zero tone-bear ini tt it with low tone; sf.-e pn*
Now in the indicative words it is possible to at- 
tribute the failure of the low-tone /iff/ to take high tone
high ton, tc f  i n a l  / / : / / , nd to tx* ascribe
the base forms of these words accord ngly * e.g. /'£jf| n:tw6 
hv/yii9//# The general rale can then be restated as follows 
so as to cover these words3 in words which in their base . 
form begin with o .flV W // or /fa C s f// (but not//iff :0V/) sequence 
h th# in.it lal / /// or //M/ has low fcone* the Initial 
/7/ or /&/ has high tone v/hen after c. high tone.
The term tonal agreement will be used for the replace­
ment of a low tone with a high ione where the copl a cement is 
conditioned by on adjacent high tone. In the type of tonal 
agreement just described* the agreement is /ith a preceding 
hi fa tone, but in other types which will be seen presently 
the agreement is ith a following high tone.
The following are the moat important of the tonal al­
ternatives which are conditioned by what follows the word 
rather than by ,/hat /receajs it and ,/hich operate in sen­
tences which do not contain the interrogative affix;
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(a) Host words v/aich have high tone on their final unit when 
not in pause add /'/ to that unit when they are in pause 
(provided there is no final /9/> see pp. 26-7), e.g.
Preconsonantal form 
/orikyird/
"he is shov/ing it’1 
/obdkd/
"he will remain1
Base form Pre causal form
// orikyi r 6 / /  /  orikyirS/
//ob£kd// /oh SkS/
(h) Most words which, when they are not in pause, (i) have 
high tone on the penultimate unit, and (ii) have low tone 
on the final unit, have high tone on the final unit when 
they are in pause, e.g.
Pre consonantal foxym 
/ ori;cd3ya/
"he is speaking"
/ obdka/
"he will bite it" 
/y£$hyda/
"we are to meet"
/jbjtw$m/
"he will he able" 
/orfpSm/
Base form Prepausal form
//orikdsya// /orikdsyd/
//obdka// /obdkd/
//y^^yda// / y j f a r t f /
//jb^t /9b^tw^/
//oripSm// /o r  lp5r#9/
"he is sewing it"
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Preconsonantal form 
/on^ rityuu/
"he walks”
Base form Prepausal form
// on fe t yaw// / on&ltyd0/
/9'c^ hyr/
"it will boil”
//9'o^ h^ p// /jb^hiJV
"he will listen"
(The last example is at least in accordance v/ith the 
alternation although it does not actually illustrate it, 
the final unit being completely dropped in the prepausal 
form.) _....*
*
The tones which occur when the word is not in pause will be 
taken as the tones of the base form in every ca3e.
It will be noted that alternation (a) sometimes has the 
effect of maintaining a tonal distinction which would other- 
v/ise be obliterated in pause by alternation (b):
Base form Prepausal form
//ob£k& / / "he will remain" /obfeS,/
/ / o b S k a / / "he will bite it" /obdkd/
In parallel pairs in which the prepausal forms have final 
/9/* of course, alternation (a) has no effect (see pp. 26-7),
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so that the tonal distinction actually is obliterated, e.g.
3.24
Base form Prepausal form
//obdsydty// nhe v/ill dance*1* /ob£syS9/
//ob£syay// "he will scoop it up** /ob<5sy£9/
The tonal agreement of alternation (b) is the second 
type 21 hich ti e agree :ent is /ith a preceding high tone.
There ire a few exceptional words which fail to add 
/ V  (in e» ie case of alternation (a)) or / * /  (in the case of 
altem: ion (h)) in the prepausal form, e.g.
Preconsonai-tal form Prepausal form
/nfdsyd/ 1 hi 3 hand1* /nfdsyd/
/d£e/ 1 that, as, like'* / & 6 e /
These words, however, are best considered along with words 
co taining the interrogative affix (see pp. 41-2).
The interrogative affix is manifested by the following 
modifications of the prepausal form of the last word in the
sentence:
(a) Any / V  or /'/ vh ich the last word has by virtue of al­
ternation (a) or (b) respectively as described above is 
removed, e.g.
Without affix Vith affix
/ / d b $ k & / /
ase forn Prepausal form 
/  obdkS/ / obdk^/
ho will remain1’ ’’Will he remain?” 
/ ob&ca/// obdka//
”he will bite it”
/obdlcd/
<fWill he bite it?"
'Ahe writer cannot, unfortunately, claim that /obdkd/ ’’Will
j
he' remain?” . is indistinguishable from /obdkd/ ”he will 
bite it”, as his informants always uttered questions 
formed with the affix of interrogation much more loudly
then the corresp nding statements*
(h) Any /*/ is removed, e.g*
(c) If, in the absence of the affix, there is a final /CV/ 
sequence with / ' /  but not /V, the final /V/ is doubled;
Without affix 
w.30 form ' Prepausal form
//obdsydy// /obdsyd9/
"he will dance" "Will he dance?" 
/obdsya/
/obdsyd/
njth affix
//obdsyay// /obdsyd9/
"he will scoop it up” "Win he scoop it up?”
"he knows" "Does he know?"
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of the resulting two units, however, only the first has 
/*/, e.g.
Without affix iVith affix
Base form Prepausal form
f t  § £wya nfetsyd// /§kwy a1 n iA s y d /
"you have cut 
his hand”
/|kwya * nf itsy&a/ 
"Have you cut 
his hand?"
//>?§ T ™ * * /wg§bw§/
"he has opened it"
/wj^bw^a/
"Has he opened it?"
Two quite different types of word are involved here, and 
are illustrated by the first and second examples respec­
tively* First, there are words such as //nfdsyl// which 
were mentioned above as being exceptions to the rule that 
words with a final high tone add /%/ in pause; second, 
there are words which, in their base form, have / / ? / / as 
the final tone-bearing unit and have high tone on the 
penulti ate unit*
(d) If; in the absence of the affix, there ir in the base 
form a final high tone unit of the pattern //G V C // in which 
the second //Q // is not //m / / , so that there is in the pre­
pausal form a final /CV9/ sequence v/ith high tone, then 
in the case of certain .ords the /V/ is doubled as under
1. See pp. £7-8•
(c) a >ovo, e o g •
GG
Without affix *»ith affix
Base form Prepausal form
ftyou have seen 
his wife1
!THave you seen 
his wife?”
The irregularity of the few exce tional words which 
fail to add / V  or /'/ in the prepausal form may therefore
he described hy saying that their prepausal form is as if it 
included the affix of interrogation, which is manifested hy 
the removal of any aided /*/ or /#/. It is therefore de­
sirable to marl: the base forms of these exceptional vords in 
the saio way as the Base forms of words containing the affix 
of interrogation* . he affix of interrogation is, of course, 
manifested even when it is added to one of the exceptional 
words (see (c) above), so that the same mark v/ould then have 
to bo v/ritten twice.
The fact that the affix of inte rogation involves the 
loss of the characteristically prepausal features / V  and 
/9/ suggests analysing the affix as a zero suffix and attrib­
uting the loss of the prepausal features to the fact that 
they are no longer fully prepausal. The fact that the affix 
often gives the sentence a final Ioyj tone which it would not
otherwise have, moreover, suggests analysing it as having 
low tone. It is therefore analysed as
i ruffi-: / (a zero tone-bearing unit
,/ith Low tone). The examples quoted under (a) and (b) above 
:re t'aua to be transcribed //obdkds//, //obdka://, //obdsySy://, 
r, * //• Similarly, the examples quoted of
words which are irregular in that their prepausal form is as 
if it included the suffix of interrogation will be transcribed 
VniAsyd://, //dde://. The example quoted under (c) above 
containing both one of these words and the suffix of inter­
rogation will be tr inscribed//^^wya nftisyd:://* The other 
example under (c) is adequately transcribed as //w§^bw£ ://♦
The words described under (d) are analysed as the con- 
sonant-closed counterparts of the //iifAsya ://-type words 
described under (c), which always have a vowel as the last 
segmented phoneme in their base form. They differ, however, 
in not h iving my final f f  \ f f in the absence of the interrog­
ative suffix, so that the sentences quoted are to be tran­
ter ibed//£fi$ n l y i r / / (the statement) end //§ £ § nfyfr: i / / (the 
question); cf. / / j lp u y a  n t& B y & : / / (the statement) and//f£wya 
nfAsy6: \ f / (the question). Grammatically, moat v/ords of both 
types consist of a possessive prefix plus a nominal expression 
indicating an inalienable possession, usually a part of the 
body or a relative;
3. 15
6G
the correspoudi.ig or:1 without the possessive prolix doe a 
iv© th® final / /  x//$ e#g* //n&taytfs// "his hand" out 
f / a x j x / f  "hand"* The a--ae-ice Ox any examples v/ith final 
/ •/ la most probably fortuitous; uo coses v/ere noted of 
>rds with final //m // w h ic h might have b A to con­
form bub which did not*
Other dialects have on interrogative particle / / a / / in 
POgativ* iu //* + //$  so that it leiS
at historically the suffix is a reduced form of the
particle / /a // . Go ipare the / / \ / f which is postulated .5 1: .
beginning of ,/ards and ,/hi on seeias to he historically u re­
duce! form of a prefix of person or gender*
There are two fur uher irregulari t ies of exterxial tonal 
aa.i.iii. first, cer tain words require thau hie pracec.ing 
v/ord, if it lias low tone o_. its final tone-hearing unit* 
should replace ta t low tone with high tone, e.g*
fir s vs jord Second word Go agination
/pij. /hwyen/ /mbuflr£p£ 9 |hwyen/
"much, many" "look at him "many children look at him" 
Gf . /Uw yin/ /rribuf t  r dp j jhv/y in/
"beat him" "many children oeat him"
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The ' : t i c: teconec high takes initial /*/ if the precoc’-
inp unit is high, e.g*
Pi rot word Second v/ord Combination
/n|£gya/ /hr/yen/ /nff1 gydhwyen/
"his father” "loolsat him” "his father looks at him"
Cf. /hwyi n/ /n^gyahwyin/
"beatshim" "his father beats him"
The fact *oaat these irregular words require that the preced­
ing; .vord should end with a high tone suggests analysing them 
as having an initial aero tone~be::ring unit with high tone 
in their base form* The examples cuoted will acoordin 
bo mitton / '  ■ /mbuffrd :•or "i *n,/, /  .^ gya
fhwye • /nf^hya hwyi * n, /.
exc/i* s*ve \j
1 with v no;j tuat this initial f f * ;/  has been
found to occur, and in tlieee it resembles initial / /* / /$  tfich
rao seen earlier1, in that it occurs only in grammatical con-
. v/liich prefixes of person do not occur. 0>ne such
contex;, which is illustrated in the exon pies given .^bove,
is that in which a noun subject precedes; compare with these
examples //6hwye*n// Mhe looks at him”, //ohwyi*n// r,ho boats
him". As a general rule, if a verb has initial ( / \ / /  or y/f/i
corresponding verbs with a personal prefix have low or high 
l7 See" p. 58.
3,26
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spectively an that prefix* ®*g*
without personal prefix 
sya//
"Kofi speaks"
//*$ § ($ ?a t 'o w y e 'ii//
?,his father looks at him1 
/ f n3 &?bfra frflbdhwyd^
"lot liin cone and look" 
(lit. " give he-come come- 
look")
kith personal prefix 
//okdsya//
•'he speaks1*
//dimye *n//
"he looks at him"
/^ ri3 Mbdhwy^
"lot him come and look"
(lit. *ivo he-cone-look**)
, Initial /•/ iad initial / \ / / ore
iOia ta of a ojUiei^  prefix, and tae selection nigh or low 
tone depends on the sane circamotances as it does in the 
case of aersofun profisos.
-ho postulation of initial to account for one re­
placement of low tone with high tone at the end of the pre­
ceding word implies that tie replacement is analysed as a 
case of tonal agreement* This is the first case to he de­
scribed in which the agreement is with the foil owing unit 
frhic 1 is, of eottrse, the / /* . / / ) and not with the precoding unit 
The remaining irregularity is similar to the one just 
described in that low tone is replaced with high at the end
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of the word preceding the word boundary, but in tais case
thi low is not replaced with nigh if it is immediately pre­
ceded by a high tone which is part of the sane word* e#g#
First word 
/jwy ■'
"he dies” 
/obaaa/
"he came”
/hera/
"come"
out 
/ 6 b a/
Lie comest?
;co.id word
/aV
If 
/aV
«ifn
nor 2b ination
”if he dies”
/ obaidd/
"if he had come”
/beydee/ /obaadbe ’ ydee/
"come and did "he came and did it1 (lit. 
it" (lit. he-came came-did")
"came-did”) 
/ b i t d * /
"come and 
get it”
/aV
"if”
A>6yS/
"comes and 
does it"
/ber5b6fd9/
"come and get 15" (lit. "come 
come-take”)
/(5b aa9/
"if he comes"
/6baJbdy6/
"he comes and does it” (lit.
1 he-comes cornes-loes”)
hhere this type of sandhi occurs, moreover, it is attributable
Z.21
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to the status of the boundary itself rather than
to either of the w ords which ioat at the boundary) it regu­
larly applies* for instance, at the points at which serial 
verbal constructions are divisible into sections e ich contain­
ing one finite verb* and also before final particles such as 
/ / * * / / *if% but never occurs bctv/een subject and verb or verb 
and object or object and object* It is therefore analysed 
as Manifesting a boundary which is 1 tomediate between the 
word bound try and the sentence boundary* This boundary 
will be termed the phrase, boundary and will be indicated by 
a space plus a vertical stroke* so that the examples quoted 
will be rmiscribed^ jwijf. \ a 9/ / , /obaa#y \a.9/ / 9 /obua*y |beyde*y/^ , 
//"■ ira jbdfar/* /<5ba \& ° Z» / / *  j In the litt two ex-
aiples tiie word jefore the o . idary is not such a. to per­
mit any manifestation o t / / \  ’/ \  f f \ / / X %  written, however, just 
as a word bound iry is written at every instance of a partic­
ular grammatical boundary if a word boundary is manifested 
at that grammatical boundary whenever it is possible to de­
cide whether it is manife .it oh or not*
The postulation of the zero tone-bearing unit / / ' . / / leads 
to a drastic reduction in the number of tonal phonemes*
The po3tulatio • ■ . 1  / / - . / /  a  k / V  unn 7 * and that
initial / / \ / / m & . V  unn rgrj a*rences of
/ 7  which separate two high cones of 'oho same word have yet
to be J.iiposed of, but it will he seen that in the vei’bal 
word at least they eon all be readily disposed of in the 
same ay as those waicli separate two high tones of different 
oords, namely "by the pos tuaatioii of intervening Io.;-tone 
units, 2iex»o or otherwise#
On the other hand* it emerges clearly tiiat the list of 
tonal, or rather accentual, phone 10s jhould he extended$ at 
tho expense oi the list of consonant >honemea, hy the inclu­
sion of /  > / . h’he two main functions of /9/ may be summed 
up a3 follows:
(a) To indicate, in the prepauoal form of a word, that that
word ia • a final tone-hearing unit of tie pattern //0 V £ //.
(h) j.c repress'it the glottal suffix, which is .Iways attached 
to a sentence or erauso rather th.ua to a word# It dif­
fers fundamentally from other saffixes or 3 articles v/hich 
occur at the end of a sentence or clause an that it oc­
curs not Oiily it the end of the sentence or clause hut 
also at p it# It might therefore be "better
to tall of a g l ottal intonation than of a glottal suffix.
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>0 Prom this point onwards the study is restricted to those
words which consiet of or contain a piece which is oialysable 
crarrsnatic illy as a finite verb. buchwcrae will be termed 
verbal words* The distinction bet e«n verbs and verbal 
words is useful because of certain affixes (i) which are 
grammatically equivalent to i ideoendent words, or (ii) which 
are not characteriatic of verbal words as distinct from other 
types of words. by the same approach one might diatingi ish 
between nouns and nominal words in niiiglish; for instance, 
:t)olin‘s< in 'John1* here1 would bo a nominal :/ord consisting 
of a noun plus a suffix which was grammatically equivalent 
bo a verb. as will be seen, the phonemioaily conditioned 
alternation w. .ich the affixes of the verbal word involve is 
largely inde indent of whether th.3 affix is part of the verb 
or not; compare the situation in -nglish nominal .vords, in 
which to a phone nically conditioned alternants of the short 
form of ’is1, \*hich is not part of the noun (e.g. /$bnz his/, 
/dike hxo/, /greiasz his/), are the same as those of the 
possessive suffix, which is part of the noun (e.g. /|bnz hat/, 
/dike hat/, /greisoz hat/).
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Since what is uoually described as phonomically condi­
tioned alternation is stated here in terms of the morphopho- 
nemic transcription which was developed in the chapter on 
external sandhi (see p# 28), it is more properly described 
here as morphophoneaically cpmiltlpned altemation. This 
must not, of course, be confused with morphemically conditioned 
alternation, which is dealt with in the next chapter.
The morphophonemic transcription is itself further de­
veloped, dfoiefly by the addition of more zeros such as //f// 
(zero tone-bearing unit with high tone). This has the effect 
that many morpheme alternants which would otherwise have to 
be treated as morphemically conditioned can be treated as 
merely morphophoaemically conditioned; compare the addition 
of //I// at the beginning of words on p. 69. On the other 
hand, the morphophonemic transcription is not further devel­
oped by more non-representation of aandhi phenomena; this 
would be possible and would have the effect that many morpho- 
phoneraically conditioned morpheme alternants would be elimin­
ated altogether, but this advantage, it is folt, would be 
outweighed by the increased complexity of the reading rules.
The zeros added in this chapter, therefore, unlike those added 
in the last, are redundant for the purpose of the phonemic 
interpretation of the morphophonemic transcription.
~  ^~ .J. iv:^- 1-
. &  .old . . 0  last /£%// of a 
wordj if uoraisecl in the base form* was optionally raised
[M] • / .hi. o il . die
/C/f and that if the / ' \ r/ / was / /& / / it M g  replaced witti/e/# 
.nth Verbal prefixes containing a t h e r e  is no option - 
b o f t  >/ of the prefix is invariably raised before a stem of 
. the initial /O ff hae ft */f and, moreover* invariably M** 
.re a stem - the initial f/Z ,'/ doe not have
$  J f . ther a ffl&ff intervenes between the
„ i /v// and the stem €
O t ijtial f/C // without / /  J /  Stem | I //Q // with I f  J j
/ f \  * > . ' • $ / /
"his ripened f 
//: v &cmt//
’i3 drying1*
// '.i)6ivfryi//
* -/ill beat1 
/yennbfi*/
"we do not come’1
"has bocono black"
"is blowing"
/• ;% - / /
"will snatch *
"we do not get
It will he no bed that where the prefix has a / before the
j fo //>  / /  J /  is added to the $ Z // as well aa 6 fc i  /•
representj u further contrast with external e&adh:*., and means, 
of source, uiiat preceding uuraisod vowels u»e replaced with 
raised vov/els "before the prefixes just as they would bo di­
rectly before the stem* A ooroll/ry of this is t iat when a
number of / / CV-// pr efix e c occur together* thejr arc cither 
uuraised or raised thrdiLguout, e*f*
■to i-iuitial / f a f f without f t  $  Stearin. 'Jl
/Arntr ib SkyS4 //mf r tb o dv| /
"I am going to divide it’1 "I am going to eat itft
hi oh prefixes, as with words, the unraised form will be taken 
as fie base form, so that the base forms or the prefixes in 
the mples q,uot will - / * - / / >  / /v A - / / ,  l / v c - / / ,  / f- ? !- / / ,
12. ■ .11 verbal xirefixes of the patten /o . -■/ in which the
f / : / / io//i// - have (i) $ 1 $  before all / f (M )Q  /  sequent.
the /C,/ has //y//'ouv not //vi//$ and / v • . 
ce8 without / / y,/' oi' // '& // in wh ieh the / /  '/ / i s //' i, e ,a,/* and (ii)
/ / >*:. 11 / / (jf)Cftr^  sequences vith //w // and all / / / /
7 o •/■'■$// i\\ which the /tiff lc//’/cJvi/f, e*g.
Tv± I'tU-v/
*■1 aui taking it"
?wo are burning it”
"I am climbing it”
”we ape opening it1’
Si ce it is / / t ' /  which occurs tafoa f - Ca^ i I • without
frontness and baclmes3, the forra with //\// will be taken as 
the “base form, so that the base forms of the ope fixes in the
exono! ;s - aote-.l will be //&-//, /fvl~//.
8i ilarly, all verbal prefixes of the pattern //CV-// in
v/hich the / /V / / is //&// op //o//, with the exception of //yo~// 
vs.;e" an . / /v to - / / ■'they”, have and/ / o / / beforo the same sc­
onces as take prefixes with / / ± / / and / / x /  respectively* e*g*
//-jot 5fap// //yobilidiy/
‘wo sliali take it” "we shall go”
Once again the form of the prefix which occurs before //(M)Ca/^  
sequences without ! / y / /  y? //* //>  in this case the form with / / e//$  
•"ill be taken as the base form, so that the base form of the
(h ro ~ // and / f 'z o - / f ore the only//1./ prefixes which have
/ / y / / or / /W /, which can be regarded as noatral in respect of
//yeb^ hyuw; /
Ve shall burn it ’ 7we shall open it”
pr ,fix in the exa .ioie^  quoted ./ill oe 'f  )& -//•
/f,(3
4-J4
7 9
[7 v // or 7W /> that the front/hack alternation of vowels c§n 
be said to apply regularly to ,..11 / /C V - // prefixes without/ / y / /
or* //*//
1 l / / . * { • • ) - / /  -areil.sthe //'■£// is, as has been seen al-
neatly, //m // or / / n / / or / / $ / / according to the following
, " o // (the distribution of the th rz t Iternants is given in
full on p. 13) , e#g*
7 cm :'b & *// he does not come
z/waanitwd9/'' he did not fall
/ o f - y s i ' t 9/ / he is not ill
//xnS. 6 ^  \6 r / / he is to go (lit. "give he-go'f)
the form with f / i i / / will be taken as the base form, so that 
the base forms of the prefixes in the examples quoted will 
h e , / n : -//, //& - /{ .
If a prefix with a preconsonantal form of the structure
t
/ / C l- / / occurs before a J N // i the / f t / /  of the prefix is replaced 
With a / f t / /  identical to ,he foilowing / f t / /»  jbst as in e;:ter- 
n 1 ja . Iii, 2*g.
To fix (ore con- . Uho gt prefix .i£h prefix
so, xoiital fora}
f t i  ■ " - /  *1** f t . u , /  / . . .  : /  m m  ocmen
4 / e - /  u\7Qr //ya & o % / v/e have come1*
(y . : o - / 'they" , ; . - have come'
There is only one prefix with a precovsonantal form of the 
structure / f t - / /  which ever occurs before a / f t f t , and that is 
the prefix f t  o f t / 1 ho, she, it". It hne the prevocalic form 
which it would have if its preconsona :ial form had an initial 
ftQ // consisting of the semivowel corresponding to / /o f t , namely 
// '« //, a.g.
. ' r e f i l l (procon- •"itnpnt... ?refix bitn prefix
sonantal form)
/ / o— /  1 —0, she, itM //i£ fo & // "has come * / v j& oq/ /  whe (etc.)
has cone1
Fhe prefixes / f t o - / / thevf and f t  & * // whe (etc.)’1 thus fall 
together in their provocalic form. The precouGomntal form 
will, of course, be taken as the base form in every :
■ mo orefixeo which occur, beginning with those farthest
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/then . , , •
from the stem, are'as follows if tonal distinctions (includ­
ing the presence or absence of /:/) are disregarded:
(a) The personal prefixes//ml-, i-, o-, ye-, wo-/C i h ~ { /  
never occurs along with the tense prefix//a-//(see (b) 
below)•
(b) The tense prefixes//ri-, a-, n-, be-//* //n-, be-^ never
occur along with the negative prefix (see (c) below;.
(c) The negative pref ix//n-//.
(d) The ingressive prefixes//be-, Ice-//.
The grammatical functions of the various prefixes will be
discussed in greater detail in the chapter on the grammatical
categories.
Npn-toaal alternation in suffixes.
Before suffixes of the pattern in which the / /C //
± s / / r  ,n ,m //9 the form of a morpheme is the same as the precon- 
sonantal form tfich occurs in external sandhi, e.g.
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Suffix » Without suffix With suffix
//ov'Shwye// "he ia //ordhwye*v&// f,he is 
looking at" looking at me"
. ) - ' 1 ■* j • ' »
/ / o k y i * v / / "he / / o lq f t ' r + 'm / ' "he
caught" caught me"
z/ojrdkwy"he is //oriikwyGC*m// "he is 
waiting for" waiting for me"
♦
Before the suffix//-0! ^  "inside", the fora of a mor­
pheme is the same as the special raised preconsonantal form 
which sometimes occurs in external sandhi before words of 
which the initial / / ( d ) 0 / / has / / 4/ /$ e.g.
Suffix Without suffix With suffix
/ / - 'H i/ ) "inside" ^ o bdhwy^ "he //o b 6 im y j* iS // "he will
will look" look inside"
This suffix will accordingly be written with / /  J /  $ thus: 
//-•<//.
4 .2.2. Before suffixes of the pattern / / - * § / / ' in which th e / /C / /
i s / / y > W / $  a morpheme generally has a special form simi­
lar to the prevocalie form of external sandhi. If the mor­
pheme ends with a front /v/; or / W / ; in its base form, it 
replaces that / V / / or / /W / / with the corresponding back j f t / /  or 
/ W / / before /w,W/, and, if the / /C // preceding the / v / /  or / / W / /
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does not have //y9$// and is not //v/f* it adds / y 9$// t> that 
(according, of course, to whether it is oral or nasal). 
Similarly, if the morpheme ends with a hack / /V // or / /V i / / in 
its hase form, it replaces that / / i / /  or //Vi// with the corres­
ponding front //v// or //Vi// before / / y 9f / / 9 and, if the / /& // pre­
ceding the z/V // or //Vi// does not have / / v 9ft/ / and is n o% //v //9 
it adds //w 9H// to tliat / / c / / . Also, if the morpheme ends with 
/ /& // or//ao //9 that is replaced with / / o f  or / /o o // before f/ya9%//.
V/ith suffix 
^ohwydo'w/7
"he looked at you11 
/ /6 h \T jo mw //
"he looks at you”
"he askB you”
"he wept”
"he became afraid" 
/ /  obwde * y / /
"he hit it"
Examples are:
Suffix Without suffix
/ / - * '& / / "you" / / ohxry ie //
"he looked at" 
/ /  <5hwye//
"he looks at"
/ / g b f f y a / y
"he asks"
/ / - ' * / /
"he bewailed"
/ / - '? / /  //< & *$ ? < }//
"he feared"
//o \> 6 o //
"he hit"
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Suffix-> 
/-‘w/7"you"
Cf. / / - ' y / /
■Vlthout suffix
//$ } l% y & a //
"he asked" 
z/obwda/'
"he helped" 
& a //
"he asked"
With suffix
/ / ^ i f y i o ' w / /
"he asked you” 
/ohdo *w//
"he helped you"
/ / ^ i i § y d a ' y / /
"he asked"
If the morpheme which precedes the suffix has a final / /C // in 
its base form, it generally adds final / / ! / /  before / /y $ 9 / / and 
final,/u/' before and has (i) / / " / / vd th the added / /V / /
if the preceding / /z / / is nasal, and (ii) /  J /  with the added 
/ \ r/ /  if the preceding , / V f has / /  J/$ e.g.
Suffix
/ f - l / /
/ / - * w / / "you”
//-'f//
I / - 9* / /  "you"
Without suffix With suffix
/obi#fV/ //obVvfy//
"it becomes ripe" "it became ripe"
/dkyir/'
"he catches" 
//dpSra/'
"he sews it"
"he coped"
/dkyiru'w/'
"he catches you" 
/'op&nfy/7
"he sewed it"
"he coped with you"
This special foiam which morphemes have before Z / y 9f  , * / / in
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these circumstances will be termed the seriiiprevocalic form*
Morphemes which have final / / y 9w,?,<&// in their base form, 
however, do not generally occur in this semiprevovalie form, 
but have their preconsonantal form before suffices of the 
pattern in which the //c// is //y$v9f , * / / dust as before
those in which the / /& // is / / v , n $m//, e.g.
Suffix Without suffix .suffix
//- ** / /  "you" //ob& h& y// f / obdhda *w//
"he will disturb" "he will disturb you" 
! / - ' y / /  / / o k A 'y / /  /fok& a  *y //
"he remembers" "he remembered”
/ / - *% // "you” //or dkwyCft/7 "he is //ordkwyCCTf^7 "he is
waiting for" waiting for you”
Cf. / / - * m / / ”me” //oriikwyOW//"he is //orltkwyCO'nv^ "he is
waiting for" waiting for me”
In all the recorded instances in which the semiprevocalic 
form does occur, the / /Q // of the suffix is //y 9$ // and the final 
/C // of the preceding morpheme i& / /w ,$ / /$ e.g.
Suffix Without suffix With suffix
/ / - ' y / /  , //wa£fow/' / / o f  6 w V y //
"it has got wet" "it got wet”
/ / - ' $ / ;  //\m & fS M // s / o f i n y / /
"he has got thin" "he got thin”
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The semiprevocalic fom does not necessarily oocur in these 
circumstances, as is shown "by one of the examples quoted in 
the next paragraph. It is not possible to tell from the 
material recorded, however, whether the selection of the 
seraiprevocalic or the preconsonantal form is free or condi­
tioned.
Before the suffixes//-*;^ , -'$// "this", the seraiprevo­
calic or preconsonantal form of a morpheme is raised jusc as 
is the >reeonsonantal form of a morpheme before the stiffix 
"inside", e.g.
Suffix Without suffix
/ / - '$ / /  "this"
”1 have come"
/ /  ordwuw^’
"it is drying"
With suffix 
/djyf nft
"it is because of that 
that I have come"
(lit. "therefore that 
thi 8-I-have-come ")
//m5. dr\S‘wrJtJVA
"this one that is 
drying"
Those suffices will accordingly be written ith // //, thus: 
/-.IB It can be seen from the above account that a morpheme
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always has a form with a final //V// whan it is followad by a 
suffix of the pattern // - * 0/J in which the //0// is //y *//*
The //C// of the suffix is //y^ t// or //$9W/ according to v/hether 
this //V// is oral or nasal, except that //y// occurs to the 
exclusion of //$// after //&//, e.g.
Oral.^
//olsyirfy//
,fhe caught itf!
A w r y / /
”it departed11 
//okylru*w/'
f,he caught you’1 
/ / o f t r o 'w / /
nhe called you” 
hut //o)z&eSy//
”he hit it”
NaaaX /A//
//ogvrytnl’f//
”he thought”
/ / w t r * / /
”she wept”
”he saw you”
/oswdm B'l//
”he sent you on an errand” 
/ / o k i i ' y / /
”he touched it”
(]fy/f has none the less a na3al pronunciation after //T3j/\ the 
reason for writing / / y / / rather than / /$ / / in the base form of 
the word was explained in the chapter on external sandhi, 
pp. 49-50). The form of the suffix which occurs when the 
//V// is oral will he taken as the base form, so that the base 
forms of the suffixes in the examples quoted will be,/-*y,
-v/.
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/then
The suffixes which occur are as follows if tonal dis­
tinctions are disregarded:
(a) The suffixes /-’y/''"this",//-*n^ " t h a t " , " i n s i d e " ,  
which do not necessarily form part of the verbal word, e.g.
In verbal word hot in verbal word.
//m 9 6n5.ihwy|" f / /  //v &  drdhwye kobfnl*^'
"this one that is "this one that is looking at
looking at it" Kobina"
"grasp it" //% *$ £9^1 "grasp Kofi”
(lit* "grasp inside") (lit. "grasp Kofi his-inside")
(b) The personal suffixes"roe", "you (singular)",
"him, her", and the tense suffix / / - * y / / *
The graircnatical functions of the tense suffix / / - ' y / /  will he 
discussed in the chapter on the grammatical categories*
The remaining suffixes are outside the verb as distinct from
the verbal word.
hon-tonal alternation ii
An affix is recognised which consists of reduplication 
of the stem. It is realised basically by the occurrence
before the simple stem of its o m  pre consonantal form, but 
there are the following complicatioixs which justify the pos­
tulation of internal rather than external sandhi between the
,* * .
two occurrences of the stem:
* ♦
(a) If the unreduplicated stem has a final oral //Q>// (not
/ * C / / ) , that / /$ / / is dropped in the first half of the redu-
•#
plicated stem, e.g.
Unredunlicated stem Reduplicated stem
If the /C/ is /w/;, the preceding /V/ will be / /o f f or //u //;  
if this /V//is preceded in turn by a z/C//with / / y / / but 
not ( fa //9 or by a//Cir^ sequence, the / / o / / or / / u / / is re­
placed with /e/ or / / i / /  respectively in the first half of 
the reduplicated stem, e.g.
/hyuw/' lfburn‘f ,/hyihydw//
/kyirdw/ "write" ,/kyirdkyirow//
If the unreduplicated stem lias a final nasal / / 0 / f  {n o t f / * 0 / / ) , 
it is replaced w i t h / / a / / i n  the first half of the redu-
,/kyfr/7 "catch" 
/fuw// "climb" 
/kwyurdw// "scratch"
Ayikyfr/ "tie up"
/ / t u t fa f / / "climb repeatedly" 
/Jcwyurdkwyurow/^ "scratch
repeatedly"
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plicated stem, e.g*
/ / $ & / ( "go out1 (of 
light or fire) 
/ / h l r & n / / "yawn" / /h lr iy h .± rS x n //
(b) If the unreduplicated stein consists of only one tone-
hearing unit and that unit consists of or begins with a
//O V // sequence in mj.ch the / /0 / / has / / y / / K u t not or a
/ / & / / sequence without f / y / / or / /w // in which the / / v / / is / / ! / /  
/(it is never /e^'), 
o r / / a / } the first half of the reduplicated stem has
/ / l / /  in place of the original //V/A Similarly, if the
unit consists of or begins with wl/ /C V / sequence in which
the ,/c /Z has / / '* / / , or a //O V // sequence without f / y / / or /w/' 
in which the //V // is / / o / / or / /n / / , the first half of the 
reduplicated steia has / /u / / in place of the original f/V //*  
The f/\> // o r f/y x // does not have / / m/ /  unless immediately pre­
ceded or followed hy a nasal. Examples are:
/ /h $ 6 // "put onf 
//% ?% // "accept" 
/ / * & / / "bite" 
/ / yA / / "touch" 
//^w yw o r// "cut" 
/ /b 6 / / "strike"
/hyihyd^
/ /$ y ± $ r i/ /
//YSY.&//
z/kiki//
//ty ty y p p ry & r//
//bub<5/7
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//$ w y y w // "rub" 
/ / t y d w f l "pinch" 
/ / k v a y // "rub’1
/ipy^lpy^W//
/fify<5 \v // 
//kxJcv  iy / /
(Note the loss of / / y / / or f/w // by regular automatic alter­
nation in the last two examples; see pp. 23-4.)
(c) If the unreduplicated stem lias the pattern //G a s .// in
which the //C // has / / y //$ the first part of the reduplicated 
stem has j/ e / / in place of e a o h //a ^ /9 and, if the initial 
//& // is labial, drops tne / / y / f \  e .g .
z/byad^ "lay across'* / /b e S b y a a / '
/ / ‘$ ya & // "meet1 /$y§$£yaa/
//y x & & // "steal" / / f y ^ j y y a a / /
Similarly, if the uareduplicated stem has the pattern
//Caa/' in which t h e h a s  //'$//but not ( /y //9 the first 
part of the reduplicated stem has/ / o // in place of each 
f /v J /t e.g.
(Note the loss of / f v if / by regular automatic alternation 
in the first example; 3ee pp. 83-4.) There do not
/fa y s z A // "tell lies’1 ^bodbwaa//
/ / buslS // "carry" //s v ro ia y m m //
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appear to be any stems of the pattern /C a a // without / / y / /
or //w //*
If the unreduplieated stem is of the pattern//CS9^# the first 
half of the reduplicated stem adds a final //W /» e.g.
ftimitaterf /
The //C & S // stems appear to be the only //G Y V // stems which 
occur with nasal /V/'1 s.
(d) If the unreduplieated stem has the pattern /CuCa/' in 
which the second,/C/7 is / / r , n / ’ or /n^ /j then in the first 
half of the reduplicated stem the//a// is replaced with 
7 o //$ e.g.
//^% % 6J/ " put on"
If the unreduplicated stem has the pattern //OVnSL// or //C Vm S//, 
/ /& / / is added at the end of the first half of the redu­
plicated 3temf e.g.
//swtlra^ /' "send on an //awttrn6iisw1!rril/*' 
errand"
"stand"
fhe /GVn5/ and//\CVm2/// sterna are the only /f& Ix N // and /CVmV/' 
stems which occur with final nasal s.
(e) If the unro-duplicated stem has the pattern ,/CV*C/ and 
the final / /0 / / is nasal, then in the first half of the 
reduplicated stem the final f / ^ / / is replaced with a Z /V // 
identical to the preceding /V/, e a id /Z tf// is added after 
it, e.g.
>
/ / o & m& // "drive away1 //pS&ftpS*n / /
//z > V fi// "groan" Z/ p X iA p I* n Z /
/ / d£ * f / /  "turn" / / d§£hd2 * $ //
The replacement of //a/ with / / o / / as described under (c) and
(d) above would be expected to apply equally to /Ca*C/'
stems in which the initial / / 0 / / had //n /Z  but n o t / / y / / 9 so 
that the reduplicated fozmi of //z g u S 'S // "run away", for 
instance, would be the materials recorded,
however, contain no examples.
(f) If the unreduplicated stem has the pattern</CV(w)CV(C)^ 
and the first and second / /& // ' s are identical, or differ 
only in tii&t the second has f / y / / or // 'u // vh ile the first 
has not, the reduplicated stem is sometimes merely in 
accordance with the alternations already seen, e.g#
/hwyuhwyd/7 "look for" ^hwyuhwy^hwyu’awye^ '
//tY itin tw S ti// "sell (a / / twOntwfetwflntwSW//
number of articles)"
Optionally, however, and more coinmonly, the 7 { u ) 0 / /  &X 
the point of contact of the two halves is dropped and the 
following /V/ / replaced with a / fo / / identical to the pre­
ceding //V //, e.g. /^ hwyhhwy^ ehwye/#, / / twttntv/60ntwCtf/i All
reduplicated stems of this type are reduplications of re­
duplications, hut as it is unnecessary to refer to this 
fact in describing the alternant of the affix of redu­
plication which occurs, this alternant is still 'rncrphopk&yuL-m. 
ically rather than mor jhei.iicaliy conditioned*
It will he observed that the alternation of vowels in redu- 
plication is similar to that which occurs in prefixes, e.g.
//worihik^ /f they are biting it repeatedly
/^ worukuicwdt^  they are rubbing it repeatedly
! they will meet
//wob<5: swtSr.ifcswQmS they will send the children on
mbuflrd*]^ errands
fix e s  L
V 1
If the f i n a l / / i / /  o£ the negative prefix is disregarded, 
each of the prefixes and suffixes so far recognised consists 
of a single tone-bearing unit, and has either low or high tone*
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If a stem which begins with the tone pattern low-high 
when a low i;one prefix precedes is preceded by a high tone 
prefix, the low tone between the two high tones becomes high 
in agreement with the following high tone, and is separated 
by / / ' / /  from the preceding high tone, e.g.
Low bone prefix high, tone prefix
/ / o r l k y i r S / /  / /  ob£1 kyfrd/^ '
"he is showing it17 "he will show it”
Similarly, if a stem which ends with the tone pattern high- 
low when a low ione suffix follows is followed by a high 
tone suffix, the low tone between the two high tones becomes
high in agreement with the following high tone, and is sep­
arated by / / ' / /  from the preceding high tone, e.g.
Low £one suffix High tone suffix
$ '$ / /
"they met me" "they met together"
(suffix "me") (suffix / / - * § / / "inside")
This can be summed up by saying that, within the word, //IVUSL// 
is regularly replaced w i t h T h i s  is yet another 
case of tonal agreement, and will be referred to as inter-high 
tonal agreement; it is, it may be addec3, the most important
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case in which the agreement is with the following rather than
the preceding unit. The form of the stem which does not show 
inte»higfc tonal agreement will, of course, he taken as the 
hase form.
4 41 It was seen in the chapter on external sandhi that if
a word "began with. 2 low tone / /£ / / representing the negative 
prefix, that / / $ / / was irregular in that it did not agree in 
tone with a preceding high tone. Reasons were given for
analysing the prefix as having a final//:/, and the failure
to agree was put down to this//:/ (see pp. 59-60). Now 
this analysis is supported by the fact that there are two 
types of failure in inter-high tonal agreement \hich can also
be accounted for by this//:/:
(a) In all but two tenses, the negative prefix has low tone 
in the indicative, and it retains its low tone when pre­
ceded by a high tone prefix and followed by a stem be­
ginning with a high tone or by a high tone prefix, e.g.
/ordn:: tw<59/  he will not buy it
//ordy:'kdtwd9/  he will not go and buy it
U>) A stem which begins with the pattern low-high retains 
its initial low tone when preceded by the high tone form
fr
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of the negative prefix which occurs in subjunctive verbs, 
9*g«
Indicative Subjunctive
/wuaTtisfird V /ibyS^ adyf rt$y| nS wii^ifi^r^
"he did not call Kofi" £9^*/ TTY*hy did he not call
Kofi?"
In each case the ’/ \ / /  makes It possible to account for the
absence of agreement by saying that there is no / / iT L ll/ / sequence 
there is only a^hLLK// sequence*
In the section dealing with non-tonal alternation in 
suffixes, the suffixes considered all had base forms of the 
pattern The only suffixes considered, however, were
those which could be recognised as suffixes without reference 
to the tones; there are others which must be recognised as 
suffixes because low tones became high in In te r-h ig h tonal 
agreement with them^  e#g#
Without, suffix 
/dhwye ) a'V / / <5’ hwySftd*^  J b '} / /
"if he looks at Kofi" "if he looks at them"
//omiko IjJndd syf: / /  / / o n l ’ \z 6 h 6 //
"he is going to Kumasi" "he is going there"
17 Inter-high tonal ig *e ament not being recognised as a fea- 
tur® of external snndhi; //ordhwye mib4// "he is looking at
my child", for instance, is realised as /ordhwyehifbd/ and
. 101 as 1 'ordi hvrySirSb£/:i«
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They fall into two groups:
(a) Those which are alternatives to suffixes of the pattern 
{ { - * £ '//* Each suffix of the pattern //-* £ > // has such an 
alternative which differs from it in having a f inlfl 
as follows:
/ / - ' $ / /  suffix //-CV// suffix
!fthis”
//- * A // ” that” / / - i M / /
Z /~ * $ / / “inside” //- * $ $ //
-*&// "me” //-rat, -mf//
/ / - * w, - * $ / / “you (sing.)” //-wu, -wd/'
//-*n, -hi/' “him, her” //-nffCt, ~ n M 6 //
//->, - * f / /  (tense) //-yi, -yf//
Examples are:
//\rtjyj nS m4£lb£#^  /ii£y| n8 m&i
“that is why I have come”
(lit. “therefore that this-I-have-come“) .
/ f x f p \1 f  4/ /f !
“they met together”
//oruhwyo*w/7 y/ordhwyewu//
“ho is looking at you”
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The //-*?•//and //-C \f//suffixes are analysed as free vari­
ants. The form with / jN / / will he taken as the base form, 
as it is not always possible to predict from the / / 0 / /  
what the / /V / / will he.
(h) The remainder, of which only the following have been noted:
//-ntTm, -fitf'ifi/' you (plural)
//-W*i then
/ f - h 6 / / there
here
//-Byfn// where (interrogative)
The last three of these, like//-yf, -nWti, are some­
times separated from the verbal word, e.g. //omiko 
“he is going to Kofi”.
It can he seen that the only two of the suffixes of this group
which are of the pattern//~ C V //differ from the / / -CVf f  
suffixes of group (a) in having a / /C fl which never occurs 
in final position. It is therefore possible to tell 
simply from the shape of the base form of a f l-C V // suffix 
whether or not it has a / / ~ * ^ / /variant.
4.4,4. It will have been noted that the personal suffixes and
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the tense suffix / / ~ y l occur both with, low tone and with 
high tone. They always have high tone in the following 
circumstances:
(a) When che phrase boundary/^(//follows, e.g.
Not before//)/7 Before / / \ / /
f / t hwye * i i / /  / / i  ’ hwy£ *il j a9//
“you look at him” ”if you looic at him”
(b) iftie n  they are immediately followed by f / l / f  (zero tone- 
bearing unit with high tone) without any word boundary 
intervening; in thi3 context, however, / / 1 // always repre­
sents a tonal affix (the nominal suffix) which has not 
yet been introduced, and cannot, therefore, be properly 
included in the transcription at this stage* The follow­
ing example shows it in brackets at the point at which it 
will eventually be written:
Not before/7?,/' Before / / f/ /
//olcyfretf8* $ // /A B & ixJi nt 6kyl f) / /
fhe showed them” ”Y/ho was it that showed them?”
(c) When (i) they are in pause, (ii) they are immediately 
preceded by a high tone, and (iii) they are not followed 
by / / * / /  (zero cone-bearing unit with low cone, which in
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this context always represents the interrogative suffix),
4-4*5
o cr 
• o  *
Not after high tone After hi mi tone
//o'&trelB* %'/ /okyiz»£ff6 *
"he showed them* "he shows them"
hut
/^ 'okyfreTO i f /  / / oky irS H O  * ® i / f
"Did he show them?" "Does he show them?"
They do not have high tone in any other circumstances, 30 
that the low tone and high tone forms are analysahle as phon- 
ernically conditioned alternants. The low sone forms will 
be taken as the ease forms.
Before the tonal alternation which accompanies redu­
plication can he st- ted it is necessary to discuss the tone- 
hearing status of //* * //. It was seen in the chapter on ex­
ternal sondhi that many//Q V G /f sequences counted as single 
tone-hearing unite for morphophonemic purposes and were ac­
cord ingly analysed as tone-hearing units. Now all / / (C )V # //-  
sequences which occur within the unreduplicated or redupli­
cated vex‘h stem count as single tone-hearing units in the 
same way; /CYSJCV^ 7 stems such as //\K .t:y frx // "praise", for in­
stance* pattern in the same way as "speak". These
1
//(G )V & // sequences, therefore, are also to Toe analysed as 
tone-hearing unite, so that//k & y \tu //$ for instance, will he 
written simply as //k P m fW A This, of course, entails writing 
/ / * / / before e v e ry  f t# / / which constitutes a tone-hearing unit 
and is preceded by a / / \ r/ / 9 e.g. /7ord* y fkdr9//"he will not go" •
The tonal alternation involved in reduplication i3 then 
as follows:
(a) If the unreduolicated stem consists of a single tone- 
hearing unit, the reduplicated stem has the pattern 
e.g.
/ / b 6 // "strike" //b v ib 6 //
/ / k i . / / ’touch'’ . / /k \\* & //
/ / ip r jw r / / "cut" / / ' ip ry y fp ty iv / /
As these examples show, lexical distinctions of tone are 
suppressed.
(h) If the unreduplicated stem consists of two tone-hearing
units and (i) the second of these does not contain a f /W / /  
sequence, or (ii) the first contains / / \ / /  or / / m/ /  and the 
second contains a / /& * / / sequence in which the 7 /0 // is / / * $ n  W / /  
or //m //s or (iii) the second contains a /O V // sequence 
beginning with the same / 0 / / as the first unit, with or
without an extra f / y / /  o r  / / \y '/, the reduplicated stem has 
the pattera//IS L IL L //, e.g.
//%?%$// "‘bury"
* *? // " open** 
//di'f// "turn” 
/ / l z y l r 6 / / nshow" 
//o vrfb a S /j f,send,f
//kyir£xyire//f
//§yS$jy§f/? 
/^WgfljW§ 'W /  
//dMixid&'f//
//ToM yx&xry& // "look for” p^wyuhwy <5e a w y e fl
H ero again lexical distinctions of tone are suppressed.
(c) If the unredupl cated .jteci consists of two tone-hearing 
units and the second of these contains a //O V // sequence 
which is not of one of the types listed under (b) above, 
the reduplicated stem has the pattern/^ IILLL^ , e.g.
.^ k d s y a // "speak" /^ kd sy a lc asy a /’
//n£ntyuw>^ "walk'1 //nintyinSntyuw//
Here there is no loss of lexical distinction of tone, a& 
none ever occurs in unredu.Jlicated stems of this structure.
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4_.iT Mortal a f f i x e s
4 $o Two accentual affixes, namely the glottal suffix and
the tox-ul suffix of interrogation, have already been discus­
sed in the chapter on external sandhi (pp. 39-41, 56, and 
63-8) and need not be caBidered further hex^ e.
4,5*/ A tonal affix is postulated to account for the follow­
ing features of words which occur at the end of relative and 
certain other clauses as compared with the corresponding 
v/crds which occur at the end of main clauses:
(a) If a word has low tone on its final unit at the end of a 
main clause, the corresponding word which occurs at the 
end of a relative clause has high tone in place of the 
low tone, and has//*/f‘at the beginning of that high tone 
if the preceding tone is high, e.g.
hain clause .Relative clause
/orfba J / n9
"he is coming" ®Who is it that is coming4?"
/orfba od£*$ n f f f ' f y ' / /EtSni nS drfba o d f ' f  i $ / /
"he is coming into "Who is it that is coming
the house" into the house?"
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j^;,,^,,-^! 6^1 I i Wi^ T WhwMVi
//o\4Q Pij// //Zxtt& iiA nS (5v;6 jyJ^A Pj£//
"he has a lot of money1 "Who is it that has a lot of
money?"
(b) If a word has a final unit of the pattern //G V Q // at the 
end of a main clause, the corresponding word which occurs 
at the end of a relative clause has //C V *C // (with high 
tone on each unit) in place of the /?C V C //, e.g.
. uin clause relative clause
/ /  or-1 s y a y / / //f&anif nSt & v V ay £# f / /
"he is dancing" "Who is it that is dancing?"
/ /  o u $ & y& y // / / 1ix3uxiji nfi <5b<5oyd $ / /
"he will dance* "Vuho is it that will dance?"
This aeans, of course, that the word is pronounced with­
out a final / / 9/ /  and without the loss of the final / /0 / /  
whatever that / / C // may he (see pp. 43-6).
(c) Any final//*>//!& dropped (cf» (*b) above), e.g.
Main clause Relative clause
//9£ V/ //UlixA iiS
"he is cashing" "Who is it that is washing?"
1GG
I 'ain clause Relative clause
//fbyS'f adyf it^ yj nff w&&9f r y S ^
"he did not do it" "T/hy is it that he did not
do it?"
This applies ¥/hether the //*> // represents the glottal suf­
fix or not; it represents this suffix in the second 
example but not in the first#
(d) The/'-//of any final / /& /j is dropped, e.g#
Rain clause Relative clause
//91*^w| **?// //Sffnfi pJSl
"he is opening it" "Who is it that is opening it?"
' his means, of course, that the word is pronounced with­
out the loss of the final /C/; (cf. (b) above, and see 
pp# 47-8).
(e ) Any f inal / / :// i a dr oppe d , e.g.
Main clause Relative clause
//w§|$1J ta fA syd:// /fitting nfi
"he has seen my hand" "Who is it that has seen my
hand ?"
This means, of course, that the preceding tone-bearing
L S I
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unit, ceases to "be pronounced without / / ' / /  (see pp.
/ p* r\O O - O y •
This affix is similar to the interrogative suffix in that it
involves the loss of characteristically preijausal features 
(see (b), (c) and (d) above); this suggests that in this 
case also the affix should be analysed as a zero suffix and 
the loss of the prepausal features attributed to the fact 
that the part of the word preceding the suffix is no longer 
fully prepausal• While the interrogative suffix, however, 
often gives the sentence a final low tone which it would not 
otherwise have, this affix oi*ten gives the clause a final 
high tone which it would not otherwise have (see (a) above)* 
Since, then, the interrogative suffix is analysed as 
a s u f b i x  //-* • //>  this other affix is analysed as a suffix
I f - * / / '*  the first examp e under (a), for 
instance, will thus be written nfi drf^ bfif^ * Compare
the .muiysis, in external sandiii, of words which require 
that tae preceding word should end on a high tone as having 
base forma with initial / / i / /  (see pp. 68-9).
Another tonal affix is postulated to account for the 
following features of verbal words which occur in relative 
and certain otliex’ clauses as compared with the corresponding 
verbal words which occur in main clauses:
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(a) If, as is usually the case, the main clause word contains 
one cr more high tones, the relative clause ?>rord gener­
ally has high tone in place of each low tone before the 
first high tone, e.g.
Main clause Relative clause
//orisyirtfcw// //{ fa in £ nfi <5rfsyjCni-$f/^
flhe is laughing11 "Who is it that is laughing?"
(b) If the main clause word has no high tone, the relative 
clause word generally has high tone on the first non­
initial unit which contains a / c v f l  secuence in which the
"he grasped it" "Who was it that grasped it?"
f/Z/f is not 7 /v f/and on all preceding units, e.g
Main clause Relative clause
/ /
"he is wearing a 
cloth"
flffa& n & nS t& 'tfi*.//
"Who is it that is wearing n 
cloth?"
/ / m W /
"he is felling it"
/ftelni nS §$$% $!//
"Who is it that is felling it?"
This will be called the initi 1 hi In a£kl3«
4.53 to here the verbal word is the first word in a relative
or other comparable clause, then, as is the case in all the
tlifL l*i./1 let) /l/^ A. <4-n£
■dXM.jj.es jiven above, t a t clause is marked by a PA/' x at the 
agl,udng ana { / - * / (  at the end* Where there is a noun sub­
ject, of course, this is no longer the case, e*g#
Main clause Relative clause
f£ :rifird*ii// nS ]£9f| t v i f i r S ' t i  \ / /
"Kofi is calling him" "Who is it that Kofi is calling?"
It would none the less appear from the evidence as so far
tke. initia / hi &k foyuL
stated that i t f i x  md / / ~ ! / /  together constituted a single sign# 
There are, however, reasons for according them a measure of
independence*
The shape of all but a few nouns is such as to suggest . 
that they contain the suffix //- { / / ; compare, for instance, 
the noun / / & m 6 * $ / / "worship" with the following:
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v"ain clause Relative clause
/^ woruewor/7 //mbuffrd a w<5ritsw<5 * £ t / /
"they are worshipping" "children who are worshipping"
/asw & ' f / / "worship" will thus he written / / a s S i n c e
thfi m i  f(3..j h i g h  tan£
the relative and other clauses which are narked by^Tiff-iK and 
/  — \ / /  are all noun clauses, / £ -  * / / will t herefore he termed the 
nominal suffix*
The following is an example of a non-relative noun
clause marked hy th e  r n i h ' z f  h igh  /cue . a f f i x  ztkcL / / -
Main clause Noun clause
/ / ( j ^ / /  /frmXpye d£e: $ $ i / /
"he fells it" "T want him to fell it" .(lit.
"I-want that he-fell")
the t n t f i t l l  high /a-*n£.
The use of af f i x in clauses of this type suggests calling it
the subjunctive h ig f1 tq~ne. a ^ f f jv»
Comparison of preterit and continuative affirmative
verbs with the corresponding perfect rid continuative neg-
f!' * 1 *
alive verbs leads to the postulation of a negative h ig h  feme.
I ( f i x which is homonymous with the subjunctive h i g h  tb-nezff?*,
Ill
Trotexit affirm..,, ^ive Pe.?f ect negative
okasy 4a * yy/ / ^ * y  *V:4sy 4a * y 9/7
"ho spoke" "he has not spoken"
' y / /  / $ ' * ! < } y U  ' y * / /
"he ate it" "he has not eaten it"
Continuative affirmative Cantinnative negative
//of^a * & ’ & * / /  t & ' t i f 9/ /
"he is wearing a cloth" "he is not wearing a cloth"
e vr^iTr io n as
It should he mentioned that the preterit
/interchange
and the nerfect almost completely their tense signs
in the negative, the oerfeet and preterit negative correspon­
ding in shape to the preterit and perfect affirmative respec­
tively; compare the following with the first pair of exam­
ples above:
Perfect affirmative Preterit negative
/7wank4s y o j/ /Avaa *y: kdsyat?/ /
"he has spoken" "he did not apeak"
It should also he noted that the chief sign of negation in 
all tenses is the hornorganic nasal prefix, and that the 
high toveAffpXj which is restricted to the two ten ses mentioned,
merely reinforces the nasal prefix.
Similarly* comparison of all persons of the imperative 
other than the second sinpil^r with the second singular sug­
gests the postulation of an imperative high Ic-n* a ffix as well 
as an imperative prefix / / n - / / , e.g.
Second singular 
/ fe o :d|^-2j^
"go into the house”
/ f~i:)ira^
"corae”
Qtner persons 
/ / A  y£*yl<5
’let’s go into the house”
//G&'rfi trfrofrti//
11 (y o u (plural)) come”
. iior© are rc; sons, ho-ever, for identifying this high tone 
affix with the subjunctive high tone affix.
Imperative verbs of all persons differ from verbs in 
other tenses in that they have no distinct indicative and
subjunctive forms (although they do have the usual nominal 
suffix / / - v/hen at the end of relative and other comparable 
clauo6oji e.g.
ilain clause 
/ / oruhwyuhwy£ £§f:J// 
"he is looking for
relative clause 
//1 'o y g y adyf n3 Srdhwyd-
uwyd \  i / /  r<ViTby is he looking
i-vOxJ. i'or Kofi?"
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Lain clause Relative clause
^iruhwyuhwyd ^ i ' t / /  / / fbySy adyf rt'jyj nS frdhwyd-
"you are looking hwyd £ * . / /  "Why are you
for Kofi” looking for Kofi?"
but //xo& d#$r»vydhwye / /£ b y $ f adyf nfi <5*yhwyd~
"let him look for hwye
Kofi", "he is to look "Y*hy Is he to look for Kofi?”
for Kofi”
/7hwyuhwye I f p t f / /  / / i f o y & f adyf it^ y^  nS hwyuhwye
"(you are to) look
for Kofi” "Why are you to look for Kofi?”
This is of no great significance in persons other than the 
second singular, as in these persons the imperative already 
lias initial high tones in the main clause and in these cir­
cumstances the addition of the subjunctive affix would not 
be expected to have any effect. I n  the second singular, 
however, the imperative usually has an initial low tone in 
the main clause, and although the addition of the subjunctive 
affix would be expected to have ti e effect of replacing this 
low tone with high tone, the low tone is retained. Since, 
then, there is no contrast between imperative indicative 
verbs and imperative subjunctive verbs, it is possible to 
say either that all imperative verba are indicative or that
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they '.re all subjunctive« tince imperative verbs differ 
from verbs of all other* tenses in that they always h a v e an 
i n i t i a l  h ig h  Unit af f i x at least in all or sons other than the 
second singular), the best solution would appear to be to 
tales that affix as the subjunctive affix rrid to say that 
all imperative verbs are subjunctive.
It is then possible to account for all the irregular­
ities of the second singular imperative (with one minor ex­
ception which need not be considered here) simply by saying 
that when the subjunctive hjgh hue i f fa x ,  th e second singular 
prefix / f i - f /  and the imperative prefix / / n - / / occur together,
all three prefixes have zero variants. If the h'gh tone a ff ix  o f the
h.iglt tenxt
imperative was not recognised as the subjunctive A affix, of 
course, it would oe necessary to make an additional state­
ment covering the failure of the initial low tone to be re­
placed with high in the subjunctive. (it should perhaps 
be pointed out that the zero variants referred to are mor­
phemic ally conditioned, and are brought in here merely in 
support of the case for treating all imperative verbs as 
subjunctive)•
The perfect affirmative tense is distinguished from 
the consecutive affirmative tense by a tonal affix which 
differs from the i n i t i a l  h i gh tome, a f f i x e s  already seen
in that the high tones do not “begin until aft ex­
prefix, e.g.
the personal
Consecutive 
//& $ & wanlorirdw//
uin order that he may 
write it" 
vraasyS * y//
"in order that he nay 
spoil it"
/ / ob<?Idt ahyird *\%//
"he will tell ne,f (lit.
Perfect 
/ /  wadhyirdw/^ 7
"he has written it1
//'::a&sy6 9y//
"he has spoilt it"
/ / \m & k i :lkyfr£*d//
,;he has told me" (lit#
"he-will-say will-show-me") "he-has-said lia a ~ s ho wn-me11)
*hw affix also is n xlysed as an initial high tone affix 
homonymous with the other initial high tone affixes; the 
difference in starting point is considered comparable to the 
u_fference in position which distinguishes the future tense 
ireiix //1 ) 6 - / / from the otherv/ise identical iagressivc pro-
>
fix //b<-//#
It was seen in the discussion of external sandtii (i) '• 
that sane verbal words had to he written with initial //: ^  or 
/ / * . / / in order to recount for their tonal behaviour, (ii) that
the ( / : / /  and / /  *.// occurred only where there v/as no x>^ rsonal 
prefix, and (ill) that the selection of low or high tone 
depended on the some circumstances as it did in the case of 
personal prefixes (pp. 57-8 and 03-70)• {^part from certain 
irregularities which will he described in the next chapter, 
the tone of i personal prefix is high if end only if one o f
those  cn> f  i a I  w h i c h  - a f f e c t  (h<t
p e r s o n * !  p re h i*e .s requires it to he high). a prefix/ / • - ( !  
is accordingly postulated to account for the initial ! / \ f / or 
/ / 1 // just as, for instance, a prefix / / o - f / is postulated to 
account for initial / /o /?  o± / 6 / / leaning "ho, she, it". - A
verb always has this prefix in the following circumstances:
(a) If it has a noun subject, e.g.
without noun subject With noun subject
/ /& $ < £ '$ / /  /o i> e d y [/ # W %
"he will eat it" "Kofi will eat it"
"the one that he "the one that Kofi will eat"
will eat"
/ / 6 b a / / / o b X / fba// / k o f f b i /
"he canes" "Kofi comes"
(b) If it is preceded by a verb ^witu or without objects)
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which has the some aubjoct as itself (Whether that sub­
ject is expressed by a noun or not), e.g.
-iOu alter another verb After another veib
/Wl/ •
"he eats It" "he believes it"
(lit, "he-accept3 eats")
A 9 4  *•<&%/A q t t d y } / :«y? i ' p ’i f V/<?
"Kofi eats it" "Kofi believes it"
/9^y§ *94 i H n ^ A ^ ^ h F U y j /
"he believes Kofi"
The orefix v/ill be called the indefinite personal prefix*
4..$~6 Verbs which end with a tone-bearing unit of the pattern
f/O X C // do not occur be ore an object (and all non-zero suf- 
fixeo other than the tense suffixz / ^ y i /Z  count as objects fop 
this purpose); their pi ce is taken by verbs in which the 
final /Av/ is a separate unit with low tone, e.g.
hot before object Before object
/ / 'waa*n; iiZ & a9/ /  / /v/aa * n;nfrd'm
"he did not drink it" "he did not drink water"
//waa#n:nCum j / /  //waa#n:nWti#m ! a ? //
"if he had not drunk "if he h d not drunk water"
it"
j l . a ho phrase hound try //j// regularly occurs at the points 
at which w, 4 rial voroai constructions urs divisible into ucc~ 
tions each containing one finite verb; soo pp. 70-B.
-Lib
■kQu bui'cre dbieco befor e ol?;1 oct
/§•?: $ a * /  //S ’7qi 'mm*//
‘he does not know" ”he does not know me,f
A nre-ob;iect cpje suffix is postulated accordingly. This 
suffix resembles the nominal suffix in that it requires the 
replacement of final //CVC/S with //CV*C/A hut whereas the nom­
inal suffix often gives the end of the clause or word a high 
tone it v/ould not otherwise have, this suffix often gives 
the end of the verb a low tone it v/ould not otherwise have.
It is therefore analysed as / l r * / h  //w & -
aen;ntfd*ni ngwij^ y/, for instance, will thus be written/^waa#ni-
4 . 5 7 Ihe full list of accentual affixes analysed as prefixes
or suffixes conbisting of a zei*o tone-bearing Ui~.it with low 
or high tone is now as follows:
//•-// the indefinite personal prefix
//-:// tue interrogative suffix
//-?// the nociinal suffix
//-•// the pre-object cabw suffix
,t has already been sug ester" t>hat historically the indef­
inite personal prefix
1. All verbs which are followed by m  object are considered 
to have the pre-object case suffix, but the suffix is considered 
to have a zero variant) except where it involves the replacement 
of //CVC// wi th //CV * C/A
4-.SS
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//:~ / /  ..uy bo a ruuucfd xOiiu of a riou-^ero personal prefix 
(see -36}, and the interrogative suffix//-\// a reduced form 
of a non-zero interrogative particle (see p. 68). The 
nominal ia guite clearly
a reduced form of a non-zero suffix, since in the Aaante Twi 
dialect it is manifested by a vowel if a close vowel precedes, 
©♦g.
Fante
/ / ^ i  V/
//c to -tit /
/ /< ? $ * . / /
5L)f f l* t
pre-ob je tt ci.5£A however, has no GibviCKXfi i.o..— e^ro counterpart.
T\cceTitunl $£ ft lr  ictx^'tc/crc-^L
It is a characteristic of the A iffixesAthat they af­
fect the basic tone of the stem only superficially. This 
is not the c- se with the remaining t o affixes, both of which 
indicate tense.
The continuative tense is indicated by a tonal affix 
which consists of replacing all the high tones of the verb 
with low tones, e.g.
Without affix .vita affix
1 1 ■ I —  HI 0 I ■ 'M . n w w  mi ^
//dxjye :ky6’$t// // ohye :k&6m4t//
l,he wears a hat‘* “he is wearing a hat"
Asante Twi
/ /  3.6.14// thing
/ /o b t i.6 / / stone
//< iY $ $ // death
°ho stands behind v,he is standing behind
Hobina” Kob ina”
This will be called the low, tone tense af 'ii.
The imperative tense is indicated by the low tone tense 
affix in conjunction with the prefix / /n - //+  The low'tone 
tense affix is seen most easily in the second person singu­
lar, where the subjunctive affix (i, was seen above that 
all imperative verbs are subjunctive), tse second ijerson 
prefix and the imperative prefix / /n ~ / / all have zero variants; 
compare the folio ring with the above examples of the contin-
!• 1 i
uative tense:
Second ocrson Other persons
//ity e  /fmS. 6 * fh y 6 :ky<5*\fr**//
"wear a hat" "let him wear a hat"
/ / ^y%i}Z xcobfnd f k y & f / /  //vnSk kobfnt f iz y & f / /
"stand behind Hob ina11 "let's stand behind Kobina"
The -ret or it is indicated by a tonal affix in conjunc­
tion with the suffix J - y l / / *  The tonal affix is seen most 
.oily in the pre-object case, ..hero the suffix / { - j i f f  has a 
zero variant. xt is manifested by low tones tln»oughout the
part of the verb preceding the last unit of the pattern 
/^ 'CV(C)//, hi*;li tone on that unit* and low tone after it, e.g.
Without affix 
/ /  obwaa kobf n £ //
"ho helps Kobina"
"lie opens the bag"
With affix 
/ /  obwaa kobfn & //
"he helper? Kobina"
/ /$ § \ 'r§ *y (the sane)
"he opened h^e bag"
If, as is usually the case, the last unit of the pattern 
/ /C V ( C ) / / is also the last unit of the verb, the final low
tone is ca ried by an extra unit which is supplied as follows:
(a) If the last unit of the verb lias the pattern / /0 V //i the
/v/ i3 doubled, e.g.
Without affix 
/ /  6kwy e dob fa d ,//
"he looks at Kobina" 
asy£ 'A  '. / /  
"he comes and asks 
a question"
With affix 
/ /  ohwyd o kob t r A / /
"he loo zed at kobina"
/ wsVi §y5a aa^  'A {#
"he came and asked 
a ouestion"
(b) If the last unit of the verb has the pattern f/G VO //, the 
final //G //be cornea a separate unit, e.g.
/ /  6 )& * m : i idyf f,/
’‘he sews it” frhe sewoc it” 
/opl * m: auyi ?//
“he sev/s something” “he sewed something”
Note (i) that,/opam£^ is merely the semipreeonsonantal
form of / /c p & 9in //, and (ii) that in the tone-hear­
ing unit boundary* before the / /W / is attributable to the 
pre-object case suffix*
the affix will be called the high-low tone tense affix*
It will be seen that both the low tone tense affix and 
the high-low tone tense affix suppress all tonal distinctions 
between stems, and that the high-low tone affix further sup­
presses the distinction between //C N // andy/CVC^ stems on the 
one hand end / /C W // and / /C V C // stems on the other.
4-6 buratnary of the verbal affixes
the verbal prefixes$ suffixes and other affixes, tcnal 
and non-tonal, may all be listed together as follows, work- 
from the outermost layers to the innermost:
(a) ihe interrogative suffix [ / - • / / *
(b) TV.e negative or conditional suffix
(c) The nominal suffix / / - 1//.
(d) The separable suffixes / / - \ \ 6 / / “there”, / / - h £ / / “here11,
; where”, / / - * $ ■ // “inside”, s that”, and Z f-^ % //
"this”.
(e) The insepar* hi e suffixes //~m T/ /  "r;le,T, / / a / / “you (a ingular ) w, 
//-ntff// "hin, her”, / / - $ £ ' $ / / “us”, "you (plural)",
//-< *& *& // "them”, and (preterit tense).
(f) '.'he cub juretive and negative h ig h  tome a f f i x e s ,
(g) The personal prefixos/ / r a X - / / "1” , / / i - / /  you (singular)",
/ / o - / /  "Xie, she, it" ,,/ve-y/ “we’ , //wo-^ "they” and.//?-//
(indefinite person), and the pre-object case suffix//-:^#
(h) The perfect tense A/^ A fame i f  fax.
(j) The tense prefixes / / v i ~ 9 a-, n-, bd-/4
(k) The negative prefix//n :-^ #
(l) The low tone and high-low tone tense affixes#
(n) The Ingressive prefixes //b& - / / (previous com5 ng) aa d . / f k £ - / /  
(prexrious going) #
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(n) The affix of reduplication.
4 7 oUEKur.y of "Ho .Afferent typos of tonal a. v s and dovmstep
4.7/ Ail the different types of ton >1 agreement have now
"been covered, and may be summed up as follows:
(a) Agr sonant of a word-initial Low tone / f t / /  or / / '^ / / with a 
final high tone of a preceding word (see p. 60).
' mj; *, *• * i, v ,{T ■' ' «|, '" ,i‘ "iy> f , t;f lf  •;
(*) A greenent, in pause, of a word-final low tone unit with 
< a preceding high tone of the jane word (cee p. 61)*
(c) Agreement with the following high tone of a low tone 
unit which is between two high tones of the sane word 
(see pp. 94-6).
(d) Agreement of a word-final low tone unit with an initial 
/ /  * / / of the following word (see pp. 68-70;.
(e) Agreement of a low tone unit with a word-final / / I / /  of 
the same word (see pp. 104-7).
The last two, of course, depend on the postulation o f  f i t / /
(sero tone-bearing unit with high tone) for their analysis
as typos of tonal agreement.
<4-/72.
f. 73
/ / *  / /  (downstep) in automatic ‘between high tones of the
same sentence ’wherever one or rnorc- low tones intervene*
’lost canes of non-automatic//* </ are accounted for by 
an intervening high tone which is high only by tonal agree­
ment mid which is both r^eceded and followed by high tones.
A low tone which becomes high is always between two high 
tones in agreement type (c) but only sometimes in the other 
types. A low tone which becomes high.in agreement with a
preceding high tone, as in tyoes (a) and (b), is separated 
|
by / / ' / /  from a foliating high tone, and a low tone which be­
comes high in agreement with a following high tone, as in
i
types (c), (a) and (o), is separated by / / * / / from a preceding 
high tone.
Vhe remaining cases of non-autora tic / / ' / /  are accounted 
for by / / i / /  (zero tone-bearing unit with low tone) in one or 
other of the following rOles:
(a) Representing a srefix of person or gender (see pp. 57-8 
and 115-7).
(b) Representing part of the negative prefix / f a ' - / /  (see pp. 
59-60'and 96-7).
Provided no special problems arose in the detailed
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study of the forni classes other than the verb, it would he 
poas ■’•'•To to elimi ante from the transcription entirely if 
high tones which are high only by tonal agreement were not 
shown a > high tones (and/ /C V 'C f l sequences which are split 
into two units o n ly because of a following zero tone-hearing 
unit were not shown as being split into two units; see p* 
105) •
,IQR;?HSMICALLY CQx,piTIQhm A L T ^ I M I Q N  
WITHIN THE Vi&BiiL > OKD
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So This chapter is concerned with those verbal words which/
are irregular in the sense that one or more of their constit­
uent morphemes have shapes which cannot be accounted for in 
mor^hc- £
terms of phonemically conditioned alternation*. Those verbal
words in which the irregularity is conditioned solely by 
certain combinations of affixes will be dealt with first.
SJ Verbal words in which the irregularity is not conditioned by 
the stem
5 M There are no regular subjunctive negative verbs; that
is, no regular verbs containing both the subjunctive hcf fi tame 
itfAx and the negative prefix In their place are verbs
in which the h t ^ i  tssrue z f f ix has effect only as far as the / /& / /  
of the negative prefix, e.g#
Indicative Subjunctive
//o*n:tw6 //[ •] // <5*ii:*tw<5 //[ "]
"he does not buy"
/o*7:Isyird / /  [__~] / /  6 ' f i kyfrd / /  [ _**]
"he does not show"
1. oee pp. <4-5.
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Indicative Subjunctive
//wQ.a*$:V:yir6// t ~] //w&£*f i t y i 1 r 6 / / [
"he did not show"
Cf. /orikyir&f' [   "] / / 6 r l \ t y l r 6 / / [“ ~ J
"he is showing"
In the case of negative verbs which are in the perfect 
or continuative tense (and which therefore contain the nega­
tive hick tom zf f - i x) , the indicative and subjunctive would be 
indistinguiaoable if they were either regular or in accordance 
with the last iDaragraph#- In fact, however, the subjunctive 
is distinguished by downstep between the negative prefix / f a x - f /  
and the following stem or prefix; the / / • • / / of the negative 
prefix / / m - / / is analysed as having low tone in order to ac­
count for uhis downstep (see pp. 72-3), e.g.
Indicative
/$*ytyf!?l§yW' [---- -] w & * / /1”  -J
"he has not gone and asked"
[ -j [“ *-]
"he i3 not wearing"
//6-At&£//l— J ~ -]
"he is not lying"
(This irregularity may well have arisen by analogy with the
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other subjunctive negative tenses; compare, for instance, 
the example / / i *  A: *tw<5/7 in the last paragraph). Also, in 
the case of negative verbs which are in the perfect or con- 
tinuative tense and which contain the indefinite personal 
prefix./:-/^ , the indicative is distinguished from the subjunc­
tive by an initial downstep; thi3 can be interpreted as in­
dicating that the negative h ^ k  to-ne i f f y  like the perfect tense 
kigk tcme a#/x in regular verbs (see pp. 114-5), occurs t i t  th e
tton' tTi wni&lx
i t  c U e 5 -ne t e f f e c t the personal prefix, e.g.
Indicative Subjunctive
[_“ _j / / '$ $ £ { fy:1 j | y | § y 4 a / ' -]
’•Kofi has not gone and asked"
"iiot'i is not wearing"
: i l f d //&£{ MiW/t.“ *]
"Kofi is not lying*1 
Cf. / / ^ f f  : t b a / / [-"*-] / t ' f g f £ b a / / [ ^  .]
"Kofi has come"
(This irregularity may well have arisen by analogy with the 
othex* indicative tenses, in particular the perfect affirra- 
ative; see the last pair of examples).
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i*./2. There are no regular verb3 in which the personal prefix
//ml-//"I" is followed "by the tense prefix //b6-//m In their 
place are verbs in which the personal prefix uas a variant 
with no vowel, e.g.
■ * t • t d • « - ’» ' r
/m b$b& /Z I shall come
Of. f/m X b s // I come
?. i » . i *r i i
s . i i There are no regular verbs in which the personal prefix
f,you (singular)w is followed by the tense prefix 
In their place are verbs without any segment corresponding 
to a personal prefix, e.g.
//ma^ iba/' I have come
/ /  tb a / /  y o u (singular) have come
//wa^ Jfba/ 7 he has come
These verbs are considered to contain a zero variant of the 
prefix / / 1 - //*
s . i4. There are no regular verbs in vrhich the subjunctive
high W a ( f i *y the personal prefix/ f i - j /  " y o u (singular)” and 
the imperative prefix / f n - / / occur together. In their place 
are verbs without any manifestation of any of the affixes, 
except that, unless the verb is reduplicated or ingressive 
or pre-object, the stem has high tone if it has only one
S. (S'
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tone-bearing unit, e.g.
/  m f ’ ifF o ira /' I  am to  come
/ b i r a / '  (you  (s in g u la r )  a re  t o )  some
// rn&'ftiwy&// I  am to  lo o k
z/hwye (yo u  (s in g u la r )  a re  to )  lo o k
a t  K o f i
b u t /hw yd/^  (yo u  ( s in g u la r )  a re  to )  lo o k
These v e rb s  a re  co n s id e re d  to  c o n ta in  z e ro  v a r ia n ts  o f  a l l  
three a f f ix e s  excep t when th e  stem has h ig h  to n e , in  w hich  
case th e  high to ne  is  ta k e n  as a m a n ife s ta t io n  o f  th e  sub­
ju n c t iv e  high to Tie afA’x . T h is  a n a ly s is  has a lre a d y  been d is -
yriorpkt)-
cussed i n  th e  c h a p te r on p h o n e m ie a lly  c o n d it io n e d  a l t e r n a t io n
A
(see p p . 112-4)•
There  a re  no r e g u la r  v e rb s  w hich  c o n ta in  b o th  th e  in ­
definite personal prefix / : - / ^  and the te n se  p r e f i x  //a.-// a p a r t  
from those which c o n ta in  e i t h e r  th e  n e g a t iv e  p r e f i x //n\-/f o r
o m  of tk& iniitiz! /W A  In t h e i r  p la c e  a re  veort>s
without any manifestation o f  the i n d e f i n i t e  p e rs o n a l p r e f i x
//'• - [/.» e.g.
£
//o b d y €  ja m S W  he w i l l  do i t  f o r  me ( l i t *
* * h e -w il l -d o  will-g iv e -m e 11)
•i
C f • ^W £v dye |^:dm a*nv/ he has done i t  f o r  me ( l i t .
!,h e -h as -d o n e  h a s -g iv e n -m e f*)
1. The phrase boundary //1 /-/ r*~ gul u*ly ocour® at the points
caw »*hicn jci'xal verbal constructions are divisible into sec­
tions each containing one finite vc»rb; see pp. 70-2.
5". 16
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The irregularity is apparent from the fact that in external 
sandhi the l / o j / is usually high in agreement with a preceding 
high and ia therefore the first tone-hearing unit of the word; 
the example quoted, for instance, would usually he realised 
as //oh^y^dnSra^ The verhs concerned $re considered to con­
tain a zero variant of the indefinite personal prefix J f '.- { /•  
There are no regular verhs in which the subjunctive 
ft toll lone j  the imperative prefix the low tone tensec>
affix and one of the ingressive prefixes * 6 -//occur
together. In their place are verhs without any manifest­
ation of the low tone tense affix, e.g.
z/<5 *rflb<5 *hwydhwyi// he is to come and look fhr it
/ / b 6 1 hw y&hw yS fl (you (singular) are to) come
and look for it 
Cf. / /6 * fh \ iy A h w y e / / he is to look for it
//hwyuhwye/^  (you (singular) are to) look
for it
These verhs are considered to contain a zero variant of the 
low tone tense affix.
There are no regular indicative negative verhs contain-
* * .
lag the tense prefix In their place are the following:
(a) Verhs in which the ten3e prefix has high tone, e.g.
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mtT^gya/' I shall not ask
(b) Verbs in which the tense prefix has low tone hut the 
personal prefix has high tone, e*g*
M  m ^2$$y*// 1 3 h a l l  not ask
(c) Verhs which differ from (h) in not having the /CV/ of
the tense prefix, e.g*
^|ya// I shall not ask
Cf.
//^5#mryjgya// I do not a3k
The three ar8 in free variation except that (h) and (e) are
possible only where there is a personal prefix other than 
//o-v^he, she, it" or the indefinite personal prefix/ / ' . - / / •  
Subjunctive negative verbs with ./ri-//are as if formed in 
the usual manner (see pp. 127-8) from the regular indicative 
negative verb3 as they would be if they occurred, e#g*
/ /  *rft^ :J§ya// I sxiall not ask (subjunctive)
S.TL
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V e rb a l words in which the I r r e g u l a r i t y  is conditioned by the
stem
The most important of the irregularities which are con­
ditioned b y the stem is to be found among verbs in which (i)
th e re  i s  no a f f i x  o f  r e d u p l ic a t io n ,  no low  tone or high-low
tone tense affix and no negative prefix, and (ii) the stem
is one which (provided neither the high-low tone tense affix
n o r a //-•// *r //*'•/ * is  present)
c o n ta in s  o n ly  one to n e -b e a r in g  unit. b terns o f  the type re­
f e r r e d  to  f a l l  in to  two groups ac co rd in g  to  whether they have 
h ig h  or low  tone when a f t e r  th e  ten se  p r e f i x / / b e.g.
V /ith  h ig h  tone stem  W ith  low  to n e  stem
//o b tk & // //o b ik a //
"he w i l l  rem ain" "he w i l l  b i t e "
/  ob£s y&y// // ob&sysy//
"he w i l l  dance" "he w i l l  scoop up"
// ob 6lmy6/ ’ //ob d h w y i//
"he w i l l  lo o k  a t "  "he w i l l  b e a t"
//ob& b& // / /  obS&a//
"he w i l l  come" "he w i l l  l i e "
If th e  verb has a h ig h  tone stem other than//k£^ "touch, 
say", then except as stated below it has low tone on the 
stem and h ig h  tone on th e  preceding tone-bearing unit, e.g.
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With /kk// With other high tone stem
/okl/7 lfhe touches" //6 b a // "he comes"
z ld t// fba//
"Kofi touches" "Kofi comes"
/orikl//"he is touching" /orfba// "he is coming" 
z/wa J b A / /  //w & J tb * //
"he has touched" "he has come"
If the tense prefix//&-(/is present, however, the irregular­
ity does not occur unless there is also an h i# h .
/'c-ne 5i f ' / i *  (as there is, for instance, in the last pair 
of examples above), e.g.
/^ waak$// ^waab^
"that he may touch" "that he may eome"
The irregularity occurs in subjunctive as well as indicative 
verbs. In subjunctive verbs, in fact, the irregularity is 
more widespread, since for one thing it is impossible for 
the tense p r e f i x t o  occur without avu i m i h / z f  h ig h  
tc T i-t T i / f i x - The subjunctive verbs corresponding to the in­
dicative verbs quoted above are therefore as follows:
//%!// // ■ tki// // ■ 5rtW/ // w&J&i," //‘Htk$//
i/5ba //"fba / / ' /tfrfba/ /  /  J fd tfb a /
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Ihe irregularity occurs also in verbs with a low tone stem, 
?r/v h i i / ’U l  h i g h  tc -n e  , and the pre-object case
euffix / { j - : / / } Of the following pairs of examples, all hut 
the first are subjunctive:
riot before object 
/w addA//
”he has lain1*
//toi//
”he l i e s 11
! & i/ /
”K.ofi lies1* 
/drfdd/
”he is lying” 
f Aviidd//
Mhe has lain” 
,/wdddd/''
”that he may lie f
B efore  o b je c t  
//wadda. mpd nft&dwu/;
”he has l a i n  on th e  bed” 
//6&o. mpd nOT: d w iif //
”he l i e s  on th e  bed”
/ j j j f j  fda mpd n#d*dwdf//
”K o f i  l i e s  on the b ed ” 
z/<5rfda mpd nWd'dwrif/^
”he is  lying on th e  b ed ” 
z/wddda mpd n M l dvsrd I//
”he has lain on the bed” 
//vdddn. nrod ntid'&w£l(//
”tnat he may lie on th e  bed”
It will be seen, incidentally, that the distinction between 
high tone and lo\v tone stems i3 completely lost in perfect 
indicative and subjunctive verbs in the ;pre-oDject case. 
It was seen above (pp# 130-1) that unreduolicatec non-
ingressive second person singular imperative verbs with one-
- ' a ,/ould, if f - lave high tone - .. .
by virtue or the presence of the initial high tone affix;
S', 11
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unit sterna had high tone on the stem except in the pre-obj e c t  
case, and that this high tone was analysed as a m a n ife s ta t io n  
of the subjunctive high tone a ff ix . The failure o f  the h ig h
tone to  occur in the pre-object case would appear to  be a n o th e r  
instance of the irregularity described In the la3t p a ra g ra p h , 
thoiigh in this instance there is no preceding tone-bearing 
unit to carry a high to n e , e.g.
Hot before object before object
,/hwy^ // “look” //hwye 3fj£ $ / / " lo o k , at Kofi1
There are no regular verbs which can be analysed as 
a^ t /W/7a/ h i g h  A'n.e - z f f i x  plus a re m a in d e r w hich  ( i )  
has low tones th ro u g h o u t and ( i i )  c o n ta in s  a r e d u p l ic a t io n  
of a simple stem o f  the pattern//GVGV(G)// in  which th e  f i r s t  
, /V / / is / / t / /  OP / w / and th e  second / / C // is / / r / / o r  / / n ( ® ) / / 0r //m/, 
or of a simple stem of the pattern //O W // or In
regular verbs of this type the m tu l h if/i tweifkxrt would be m ani­
fested as high tones e x te n d in g  as f a r  as the f i r s t  to n e -b e a r ­
ing unit of the reduplication (see p. 108, (b)). In  t h e i r  
place, however, are verbs in which the high tones e x te n d  as 
far as the second tone-bearing unit of the reduplication, e .g #
Indicative affirmative Subjunctive affirmative
"they are standing about”
In d ic a t iv e  n e g a t iv e S u b ju n c tiv e  n e g a t iv e
// i l$ y fe $ ? § y J&a//
[""— — J
" th e y  a re  n o t s ta n d in g  a b o u t”
There are no regular verbs which con Gain b o th  th e  h ig h -  
low tone tense affix and a stem o f  the pattern //CVCV(C)/' i n  
which the first /V/ is / / ! / / ' or and the second //Q // i s  / / v / / or 
/ / n ( W ) / / or //rx //\ In regular ve rb s  o f  t h is  type an expanded  
form o f  the final //C V (O )// would carry the high-low sequence 
(see pp. 121-2). In their place, however, are verbs i n  
which the h ig h -lo w  sequence is c a r r ie d  by the two to n e -b e a r in g  
units of the unexpanded //CVCV(C)//9 e.g.
Without high-low affix With high-low affix 
//orikyiri / /  ,/okyfre / /
1 he i s  showing” ”he showed”
/ o r i k y i r d 'w : / '
-
/okyfro'w:^ ''
‘he i s  w r i t in g ” ”he w ro te ”
/ / orikyir^kyire / /  
”he is teaching”
//ox&lr e k y l r e  //
”he ta u g h t”
S.
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Cf. ^orikdsya / /  ^okasyda / /
"he is speaking” rThe spoke”
The stem3 listed below have no final //O // if the high-low 
tense affix is absent and the verb is immediately followed 
either by an object or by another verb in the same series 
(i.e., generally speaking, by another verb with the same 
subject). Two of them, moreover, have / / y / / instead of their 
usual final , / c / / when the high-low tense affix is present.
tense., j z f j i x
affix
Not followed by Followed by object 
object or serial or serial verb
verb
//% $ ? // //% $ // / / $ } '? / / reach
/ / f a ? / /  / / t & / /  / / t& Z y / / take
//% $ & // //% $ // / /% i* n/ /  see
//Is , 6* / /  / / * & / /  / / k i ' r / /  go
//ip ry s L ? // //% n y a // / /$ * y & * y // cut
Examples are:
//o r tik .Q ? // he is going
/ /g ^ ^ w y a r / / he is cutting it
/ / 6 )5.0? \a 9/ /  if he goes
z^ 9£wyar \ a ° / / if he cuts it
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ff <5ko aswd * i5 f j a *>// 
//$$wya : n& *ifi f | & > //
//6 k o  | : x . S £ a ? / /
if he goes to church 
if he cuts the meat 
he goes and takes it (lit.
//jlpya j
"he-goes goes-takes”) 
he cuts it for me (lit.
/ /  6 fkdri * y * / /
/ /  <5*yfk6#r asw«J*f I* * //
/ / ' § * $  f $wy d * y x r A 'A t* / /
lfhe-cute gives-me”) 
he has not gone 
he has not cut it
he has not gone to church
he has not cut the meat
The stem "wash" has a final / / y / / in place of its final
/ / * / / when the high-low tense affix is present, e.g.
In those verbs which fail to have their final //C // on account 
of a following object, the failure can be said to be conditioned 
by the pre-object case suffix. In tnose which fail to have 
it on account of a following serial verb, however, the fail­
ure cannot be said to be conditioned by any of the affixes 
so far recognised. A pre-sequel case affix is therefore
Sr’
postulated specially to account for them.
//grygyfdV/ 
but //% $ # $ *?  * y / /
he is washing
he washed
5\ 1'S
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There are no regular indicative affirmative non~ingres« 
sive unreduplicated verbs containing both the Iiigh-low tense 
affix and one of the following stems:
reacn
see
/ / * & * / /
/ W
go
come
(It will be seen that the three which have a final / /C // are 
all stems which lose that / /0 //before an object or a serial 
verb. ) In the place of regular verbs are verbs in vh ich 
the stem lias low tone throughout, e.g.
Without high-low affix
/ / f r x  o asw
Mhe goes to church” 
//6 X o v // "he goes" 
//& > & // "he conies”
With high-low affix 
/ /  oko * r aswd * $ t / /
"he went to church" 
/okori * y // "he went"
//obaa * y / / "he came "
The corresponding subjunctive and negative verbs, \*i ich al­
ways contain i ' n t f r s !  fo -rv e . z f f r x  , can be looked
upon as being formed regularly from the indicative affirmative 
verbs either as they are or as they would be if they were 
regular, e.g.
n3 6 k 6 * i t  was Kofi who went
/ /  d'yfkd'r asw he has not gone to church
S' 16
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rThere are no regular indicative affirmative non-ingres- 
sive uare&u;,plicated verbs containing both the low tone tense 
affix and one of the following stems:
/ / dvro o // (with /swft/', which / / * $ / / be bad
always follows) / / \% / / be good
be enough
In olace of the regular verba are verbs in which the first■*
or only tone-bearing unit of the stem has high tone, e.g.
z^ orlwdo swfV/ i^  Is enough
/ / w i / / it is good
The corresponding subjunctive and negative verbs, which al­
ways contain 3/>v i n i h z t  high, tcn ie . a f f i x ,  can be looked 
upon as being formed regularly from the indicative affirmative 
verbs either as they are or as they would be if they were 
regular, e.g.
//\y %  nfi t y § * / / this is the one that is good
/ /  <5*ilfdw6o swtt9/^  it is not enough
There are no regular verbs which contain both the im­
perative prefix f / n - / / (in its zero or non-zero variant) and 
the stem / fb $ / /  ncome ' • Ir. >their place are verbs in which
5*. zF
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the sten has the special form / f b lr a , / , e.g#
without / / n - f f With / /w - / /
//G b a .f/'h e  comes" // d'rftbfra/'"he is to cone"
/ t h a / / "you (singular) come1* //bira^ "(you (singular)
are to) come"
there are no regular verhs which contain the stem/^sw<5#r// 
"rise" hut neither the pre-object ease suffix/ / - * • / /nor the
high-low tense affix* In their place are verhs v:hich are 
as if they had a suffix homonymous with the nominal suffix 
( / - I f /  and which are analysed accordingl3*p e.g*
jpfore object hot before object
//swo*r n t i ' A ! / /  [_  ] / / w o ' t t / /  [ .“J
"rise yuickly" "rise"
/,/ '6*dsw6#r ntd#iftf/^ [ <5*ilsw<5** [ ” “*]
"he is to rise ^uicidy" "he is to rise"
//oh<5sw<5*r n t t ? * r $ j  / / ohdswd'  ' $ ! / / [  J ~ ~ ~ l 
"he will rise quickly" "he will rise"
*
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6 m s m m
OF THE VBREAL WORD
6*0/ This chapter starts from the base form of the stem or
affix as established in previous chapters, and proceeds be­
yond it to an internally reconstructed form which better re­
flects the internal structure of the stem or affix* Inter- '
tkd ir
nally reconstructed forms^are indicated by oblique strokes 
and an initial asterisk, e.g. "answer”; cf. the
base form
h oz Stems which have final f f * f / or final //*? /! are rare;
only the following have been found:
With final / / * / /
/’• /ix-s5*';
wash
get tired
listen 
/ A open 
/ /$ * $  ’ y f / c orrie out 
/ f ' - i ' y / /  pour
/( § * § * y // take off (pot, etc.,
from fire)
/swd* y / / take down (load from 
head)
These stems will not be referred to specifically again;
references to /^CYOVstems are to "be taken as applying equally 
to/^OVCV^ items and references to / / rN * C // ov / /W *y / / sterns as 
applying equally to / /c V > /  stems .
3 Stems fall into two groups according to whether or not
they contain a nedial consonant (or consonant cluster) 3 e*g#
Without rae:iial /(bf With laeuial //G / /
% * & come //k & 3 y & // speak
/ /  dyow/' blaze /kyir i f f show
/ / j y t f / / finish / p i t y l r / / slip
//■$-»$'m // be able //rg Q n trfp n // upset
The second group is conveniently subdivided into (i) those
in which the f irst / /V / / is / / ± / / or / /W / and the medial / /0 / / ie 
/ / v / / or /? n ( lt ) / /  o r  //rz //, and (ii) the remainder# The three 
groups will be considered in turn#
Stem3 y/lth no medial consonant
The structures encountered in stems with no medial f/G /f 
are /CV, CVC, C W # CV*Cf / \ as is illustrated by the four exam­
ples given above. It will be noted that while J f™ // and 
/OVC '^ structures contain only one tone-bearing unit, /jfW *r/ /  
and / /C V *C / / struelures contain two. It will be noted also
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that while / f ^ TGf/and / /W o / j f structures differ only in their 
respective number of tone-hearing unite, //G N / / and /(?W^ struc­
tures differ more 3iibst anti ally. Since, however, the two 
of a / o w ^  stem are always identical, it i3 at first 
sight, at least, reasonable to consider that the difference 
between / / w / / and ?/W PJ// structures i3, like that between /[W G fj 
and/^OV*<?.// structures, basically a difference in number of 
tone-berring units, and that the difference in number of 
is only secondary.
This view is supported by the way in which an extra 
tone-bearing unit is supplied in order to carry the final 
low tone of the high-low tense affix (see pp. 120-2)i where 
the final unit of the stem has the structure /fG V G // the final 
/ / : / /  becomes a separate unit, and where the final unit has the 
structure //G V fl the / f t / /  is doubled. Thus / / w c . / fand /fG 'J f/
3tems cease to be distinguishable frc m //W G // and / c w ^  stems.
£>>12 There is, however, a considerable difference between
//G N // and //c v ^ J //s te m s in the distribution of the / /g / /* s and 
fche/V/'fs in relation to each other. In the great majority 
of /CW/ stems the / / v / / 1 s are/a/7, and when the / / \ T/ / ' s are / /a/7
the /C^ invariably lias / y / / or / /w// or both, e.g.
f /Y y s * // become twisted need
//'o \ra .$ // help answer
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/fX > yas.// lie across
/h w a & Z / be white
//$ y B & // meet 
t/c p m d // sew 
//v p ra & f/ steal 
/ / y v n t i/ / study
creep
/°.vj} & / / carry on head
(The official spelling give3 the impression that there are a
it has, for instance, *kaa’ "remember”, ’paa1 "curse”• All 
these, however, are analysable p *  //G & 'y jf' stems on the grounds 
given in the chapter on external san&hi; see pp. 54-7).
Now when a //G// with / / y / f or / / ^ / / occurs before //* //>  the / / a / / is 
generally the result of the replacement of the/ /V / / following 
the //G // with a //V// identical to the following e.g.
//ya JA b a // "we have come”, z/vrs/J ibe // "they have come”) cf. 
/ /y e r tb a .// f,we are coming",//worfba/'"they arc coming" (see 
pp. 31, 34, and 79-80). The replaced vowel is front if the 
//G// has / / y / / but not /rvr// and back if the //C // has / / v / / but not 
/ /y / / \ If the //G // lias \ > o t h / / y / / and / /v / /$ the replaced vowel 
is usually front. //G & * // ste rns would therefore appear to be 
analysable as */CVa/ stems in which the * /v / is frQ&t o r back 
according to whether the ^ C/ has^/y/ or not.
This fits in with another peculiarity of //G a o .// stems; 
they frequently have [ /  J / with the initial //G // ^ which means, 
of course, that tney require that preceding vowels should
to w  / / ( '* & / / stems in which the //G // has neither / / y / / nor //w //;
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have /  J  % see pp. 50-1), although generally the initial / /C //  
of a stem has / /  Jj only if the following //V// is //yZ or //xtf/
(or / / \ / /  or . This irregularity is disposed of if it is 
considered that the postulated7^ /  in */CVa/ stems is always 
either'/i/ or /u/# with or without '* / J  according to whether 
or not the initial yc/ has V 4f *
The twelve IfG a & fl stems listed above are thex»efore ana­
lysed as follows:
With ffi/ 
Without y /  */ith V . /
*/kyi 4/
*/byi V  */£yj3/
with yu/ • 
■Vithout With*//
*/bu£/
*/hud/ */<Jw^/
*/ svmii/
6 / 3 Most Z/O N Y// stems which are not //G o&  f /  stems are
stems, ana these are similarly malysed us /^Cj§/, e.g.
keep
finish
.1 ere again there is the advantage of avoiding the irregular­
ity of having z/^ /7 in stems which do not have //i/' or / /u/7 (or 
( / I / / or ,/tt/) . There are very few other f lo w / / stems # and none 
have been noted to which a similar analysis does not apply.
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6. Ur /j/r -W // sterna, then, are not simply //G V fl stems with a
doubled //V /f* ./Oft/ stems in which the /o// has f f y / / or /w// 
can, however, be usefully looked upon as contracted */CVa/
stems; examples of such stems ares
/ /a y & // heal //'g u % // cut up (meat)
accompany
There are then no * /C V / stems in which the j^ C/ has ^ y/ with­
out tw/ "before a non-front ^ V/ or ^ w/ without l^ y/ before a 
non-back ^ V/* To distinguish the contracted from the un­
contract ed V C W /  stems the uneontracted will be written 
with a raised dot between the two tone-bearing units, e*g* 
*/kyi*£, byi*4/; o f . the contracted stems */syi&, ayja, .
It is also useful to analyse the very  few//$%// md 
f ( {^ / i stems as contracted */CJ§/ and */C^y/ sterns respectively,
S«5# , * ,
//§y§/ accept */§yj§/
/ h 0 be good V^if'
/ /$ * § / / seize */§wy$/
//% $ // be bad
(Compare the uneontracted stems */§y^ *<f> ''{$%*§/ already seen)* 
There are then no */CV/ steins in which J  occurs with a ^ V/
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other than $ ' i / or f u /'•
6.1$ The application of the same principles tc /c TC^ ' and
^CV#C/' stems leads to the analysis of some of these as */CWC/
and */C\n *c/ stems respectively, e.g.
//m// grind Vyite/
//*&*{/ be long */wudr/
/fa&v// cackle */fco4y/
//.iprG m writhe V^yiSm/
//$&&// be small */ §wyar/
//'.fnyar// cut */5py|ar/
/ f o r j j v / / lean ;V^wyj|r/
//?*'*// be ill */yia*£/
run away
(of liquid) be V§r$f*#/
clear
6,/6 The structure of stems with no medial ^ C/ may now he
summed up as follows:
(a) Each stem has a ^ CV/ nucleus.
(h) This nucleus may he extended by a medial *Ar/# or a final 
* ' 0 / , or both.
( c; A stern with no extension constitutes one tone-bearing
unit; a stem with one op two extensions may constitute 
either one or two tone-hearing units*
17 It has heen seen that the medial ^ V/ extension has
four different values, hut the number of different values of 
the final V c / extension has not heen discussed* The final 
/c/*s which occur in the base form are //r,n,m,y,w,
/ /$ /( and / / $ / / occur only after non-hack and back vowels respec­
tively, and are both analysed as V $ / in the reconstructed 
form, e.g*
/A?w// approach */by&/
/syT?/ • pass */ayl?/
/ / * & / / count *Aa?/
/ / f t * / / get thin
z/kwy 6 9 // wait * /  iV ir jty /
/ / ■ $ * / / smoke */§&/
/ / y / / and also occur only after non-back and hack vowels 
respectively, hut there is a vital difference; the following 
is a selection of stems with final / / y / / or
,/§yuw/ pound 
/ f  ty x w // tear
//d y o w // blaze
y/dwdw/^ ' weed 
,/bdw'f / get drunk
z / W / /  b l o w
/sy<?'y/ spoil 
/ tp f& ’ y / / stop 
jf o A 'y / l remember
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/fjB m & 'v // ptit down (from head)
/ /y g v i, '* / / °pen
dance
In these stems it is quite common for a//C/'v/ith^y^ hut not 
/w/ / to occur before a hack vowel or for * . / /£ / / with/w/7 but 
not / / y / / to occur before a front vowel* This never happens 
in /(TV/ stems other than those analysed as */CW/; in these 
a //C // with / / y / f or //y s ff hut not both is invariably followed by 
a front or hack vowel respectively. Stems with final / /$ / /  
or //y tt// preceded by a vowel other than / /* J / preceded in turn 
by O .//0 /J with f a / / or //m // hut not both are therefore analysed 
as having, before their final /C/, a j/v/ which is front or 
back not according to its quality (which depends, of course, 
on tii ether 7y/ or 7w/ follows), hut according to whether the 
precedingyc/ has 7y/ or /w/. The twelve examples listed 
above are therefore analysed as follows:
Vgyjw/ */dwdw/ */sy£*y/ */sw6#y/
Compare the phonemically conditioned replacement of hack vowels 
with front vowels before the //- * £ // form of the suffix ,/-yi# 
and the reverse before the //-*C // form of the suffix
*/ tyiw/ *A>tiw/ VjyJiV/ */$¥$>/
Vdyew/ */£$w/ */kd*y/ Vsy^y/
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"he hit Kobina" 
/7ok6#rSf :dyi kobfnl/'
without suffix 
/ /o b 6 o kobfv A //
Virith suffix 
//obw£e*y/7 "he hit it" 
/ o b 6 o * w / "he hit you" 
/okd * A i : dyu• v t/f
"Kobina is hungry" "you are hungry"
Pinal f / y / / and/w/* then, unlike final f f / /  and / * / / ,  can­
not be considered to be in complementary distribution in 
relation to the preceding vowel* They are, however, comple­
mentary in a much more unexpected w$y: / / 'w/’ occurs only as 
part of the same tone-bearing unit as the preceding / /& J //  
sequence and /y/ / ' only as a separate tone-bearing unit, except 
that / / y / / occurs to the exclusion of / /w // after /a/* It is 
therefore possible to analyse both as TV/ after all, so that 
the first six of the twelve examples are analysed as follows:
Pinal S fv // and final //x x // occur only after oral and nasal 
vowels respectively, and are both analysed as 7r/ in the 
reconstructed form, e*g*
/ /w y p / / */§yJy/
//ty v c m // */tyiy/
//& y o n // */ dyey/
/dw<5w/f */dw5y/
//tA m // */biJy/
/f'Cjfrl// * /$ W
catch * / k y £ r /
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/ /k y e r  ( /
/ { n t a f f
/Itm & n //  
/A c y l'A / /
become black
weave
forge
delay
awing
*/kyer/
*/twdr/
*Ayi**/
Pinal / /y ,W / and. final m // al30 occur only after
oral and nasal vowels respectively, but none of the nasal 
//C //*3 are analysed as complementary to the corresponding 
oral /C^s as it is in some cases desirable, as will be seen 
presently, to analyse nasal vowels as oral before final / / $ ,
always have nasality with the //V //, have the following pecul­
iarities :
(a) The /V/ is frequently/S,3/, although //S ,G // do not occur
(b) The initial/C//is frequently / / 1o 9d .,lc i// (with or without
b.!S
The final * /C / extension, then, has four different val­
ues: ^r,m,y,JV\
Stems with final which, as has just been seen,
approach Sfy& m /; borrow, lend 
/dwCm^ associate with 
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/ /$ / /  o r f /n / f),,although ^ b , d , h / / do not occur before nasal 
vowels in//C V f/ stems, e.g.
Z /d& S // demand Set cooked
/ / $ * & / / (of fire, etc.) snatch
go out
(c) //y,W,WJP/ occur to the exclusion of/y,w,wy//as initial
, if • • | V' t , f -
/ f c / / $ although this is not the case in /CV/ stems, e.g.
rear //$ $ & % // stay awake
/ /$ $ & // know /Z $ t* 7 / / wake up
The nasal / /V / f is accordingly analysed as oral and any initial 
/ / f  » $ * * $ // i* analysed as yy,w,wy/, except that the^V/ is 
analysed as nasal after any na3al $£>// other than 
this exception is made because la  / c v / / stems nasal consonants 
are always followed by nasal vowels. The examples given 
under (a) to (c) above are therefore analysed as follows:
*/bydy/ */f ydm/ * / f 6 $ / */dw6m/
♦/ddy/ */£wyJm/
*/y£?/ Vw y6f/  */y^*7/
r*~
The following additional examples are of stems to which neither
(a) nor (b) nor (c) applies:
read
push
serve */swum/
Vgwtf'sv'
*/ka?/
*/nt<b/
turn aside
drink
'he analysis of a nasal / /V /f as oral before final //$>% > '& // is
comparable with the analysis of a front / /V / / as back before 
final / / y / t o v  of a baek/V// as front before final /
In stems with final /wt % // there is invariably a back 
/V / / if the initial / 0 / / has both //w // and /y //$ although such 
/C/*?s are always followed by a front //N // in/ /& ! / / stems, e.g*
/ fy p tT f* / / rub //h x ryw w // scoop
■ jft& rytim // wait //$ $ & $ // stay awake
The back vowels are accordingly analysed as front in the 
reconstructed form, so that the above examples are analysed 
as follows:
♦/Tfwyjy/ */hwyiy/ * / t e w y 6 f /
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6\Z. ^ e m j U i d r^  /fo»W/
6 ^ 1 Stems with medial //r,n(^) 9m // preceded by/i,u,^ are all 
of the pattern/ / c v C V { 0 ) / / 9 e*g#
/ / ic u r w / / he high 
z/ljyjrp.i f /  stroll about
/^ kyi v * / / show 
/ f t i v d / /  order
/jfjB fi: r \ im // sv;ell 
/ / r r f \ r \ * f / send
get dark 
/ / swdml^ send on errand
There are no /cvcvc// stems in which the medial //C// is /r / / or 
/ / n { l 9 ) / and the final f t / /  i s  / / r / /  o v //n / / . There are nQ //cV m C V //
only before hack and non-hack vowels respectively, a n& //n1 t// 
is therefore analysable simply as yn/, e*g*
The first / f t / /  is oral only before / /v / / and nasal only
'
before //n(#) 9m //9 and is therefore always analysable as an 
oral f t / .  Also, / / v / / and / /n (H ) / / occur only before oral and 
nasal vowels respectively except that / r / /  sometimes occurs 
before a nasal vowel which is followed by a final nasal f t / / 9
stems, and no //cV m V // stems in ^ iich the final / f t / /  is not //& //.  
Sach 3tem constitutes two tone-bearing units*
/ / r & / / aT I& / /n / / a? e of course complementary, as they occur
cover
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as in / fa y '* *  f a / / ”be high”* The exception can he disposed of 
by analysing the nasal / f t / /  following the / / v / / as an oral f t /  
(e#g* */hur<5^ /) since, as in stems without any meaial f t / / ,
''' y ' * * ■ -' •
/ f t f t s  are invariably nasal before final nasal //£ //* s. / /? / /  
and / / n ( ® ) / / are then complementary, and btth i i r e  therefore 
analysable as * / v/; the eight examples are therefore analys­
able as follows:
*/&y ird/ */kur6#/ * /m lv fm /
*/kird/ */Wrl/ */swum^/
If the second  / f t / /  is front or back (in which case the 
medial ^ /0 / will be * /? / in the reconstructed form), the first 
also is front (/i, \ / / ) or back (/u,^ /) respectively except 
that in /cVrVw^ stems the first may be front though the second 
is back, e*r• //kyirCm // " vrite*1. The exception can be dis­
posed of by analysing the back / f t / /  following th© / / i v f  or 
/ / \ v / /  sequence as a front yv/ (e*g* */kyirdw/) since, as in 
stems without any medial / 0 / / 9 / f t / / s  are invariably back before 
f inal / / * / / •  The two f t / '  s are then either both front or both 
back except when the second yV/ is ya/.
Again if the second / f t / /  is front or back, the first 
/ f t / /  has / /  J  if and only if the second has / /  J /* Except where 
the second / f t / /  is //d//9 then, the identity of the first ^ V/
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is entirely determined by the second f t / .
If the second / f t / /  is / f s / f (in which case it will not 
have / /> //)  > the first / f t / /  may he either / / i / /  or / /u / / and may he 
either with or without/^ (in which cases the medial / / 0 / /  
will also he with or without f f  J f respectively), e*g*
fj •• 1 v \  I - ‘rVi- y  ,|-! V* ' \
/j/k .l7 *& // order //& 'ttte \£ // send on errand
/ / \ lQ , & / / stroll about Z /T K ^ Z  ^Qar
The first f t /  thus has the same values in */CVCV(C)/ stems 
as in VCW(C)C)/ stems, in which it constitutes the medial
yv/ extension: it is * / i /  o r ^ / n / with or without * /  J  if the
n e x t  f t /  is ya/, but otherwise Z / i / or '/u/ according to whether 
the next f t /  is front or back, and with or without * /  J  ac­
cording to y/hethar the next f t /  is with or without y/*
9
This suggests analysingycvcv(c)/^ items as */CW((#)c)/ 
stems further extended by a medial ^ /v / or Z /W  • A problem 
is presented, however, by the fact that//Cira(C)/' nd,//cinfi(C) / /
stems do not have f t / /  with the initial f t c / /9 e*g»
Z /Y X vA // order Z /tX rA // sit
Cf. / / f t ^ t v / l catch //tyfn// creep
*/CW(( #)C)/ stems in which the first f t /  is V i / 9 on the 
other hand, do have /y/ with the initial f t / 9 e.g*
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/ / t y S i r f
become twisted 
beat
*/kyi * 5/ 
*/tyi * & /
'..lie 71/was, in fact, postulated largely in order to account
for this^y/. The solution proposed is to analyse//CiraCC)// 
and//c ,% n & {C )// -terns as not containing any medially/ exten­
sion, so that the /two examples quoted, for instance, are 
analysed gs */kr£, t r i /  rather than as */kird, tir£/*
No difficulties arise in the analysis of the remaining 
/ /C V C V ( C \ / ems as * / C W ( ( * ) C ) /  stems further extended by a 
medial * / r / or yin/, e*g.
/ f a n .  ■<•&//
, / " T n f u / /
//rn ttx A //
/ h z M
/ / * . :  ha
//x ff ln ft fy ti//  
/ /  K  ir<5 w // 
/Ifm p ty /
show 
be high 
stroll about 
swell 
send
get dark
send on errand
cover
write
be afraid
roll
bless
*/kyir£/ 
*/kurdy/
*/niur^ /
* /  swum*/
* / ] z y l r 6 y /
* /% v n fr$ /
V?i r $ y /  
* / t y rl r & /
The statement already made of the structure of stems 
with no medial ^ C/ (see pp. 150-1) may now he revised as
7c / ,  or a final ^ C/, or any comhination of these.
(c) A stem with no extension constitutes one tone-hearing 
unit; a stem with a medial i^ C/ constitutes two tone- 
hearing units; any other stem may constitute either one 
or two tone-hearing units.
In the following tahle showing all the different combinations 
the C/ and ^ V/ of the nucleus are underlined:
follows to include stems with medial
(a) Sach stem has a ^ CV/ nucleus.
(h) This nucleus may he extended hy a medial or a medial
No medial * /G / Medial 1 /0 / 
One unit Two units Two units
Ho final fC /  GV 
final * /G / CVC
c / CCV
V g/ CVC CV*G CCVC
No final yp/ CVV GV#V CVCV
Final VC/ CVVC CVV'C CVGVC
Medial f y v /
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6.3 Other stems
6.3/ The remaining stems are all of the pattern ,/g v (m )CV(C)/^#
e.g.
/& % * & * // ask
turn over
, / r i t y w y / / aiead
//Vdam ^xi// praise 
/ / ^ 6 t y l / /  scrape
/ d & f r tW / overwhelm 
,/rjJntwfvi;^  upsetspread out in sun
They all have two tone-hearing units. No examples have 
heen found in which the f /Z /( of the second //G Y // sequence is 
/ / r / /  o r  / / & ( $ ) / / , and only one, namely /sy& m S xi/ "summons", in 
which it is //in //; this stem is almost certainly a borrowing,
although borrowed verb stems are extremely rare.
The second half is always analysable in the same way 
as a /C V ( C ) / / 3 io m , i.e. as ^ C(V)V(C}/, e.g.
T h e //G Y // of the first half is similarly analysable as * / c ( V ) V / ,  
e.g.
//'Slfya//
, / f i t y n w / /
ask
knead
*/^§yia/
Vfftyiy/
<■/)$'fdba//
/ /  :S m tu // praise
overwhelm ♦/fijykam/ 
Vkdbnfu/
6.31
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/fyiyka// get stuck
, /n £ j i t y v w / / v/alk */n£ntyiy/
/ fe y S te y lv / / change */syidkyir/
The //G V // of the first half, however, differs from the //G Y // 
of //G Y // stems in that those consonants which can occur w ith *  
out/y// or / / * r / / before / /o .// never occur with / / y / / but n o t / / * / /  
before front vowels,' e.g.
hold
/ / jp d e y o w // put in disorder */p^syey/
Of. / f t y \ / /  squeeze */§yJ/
/pye// like */pye/
In this respect the //G Y // of /^^^ya/-type stems is like the
/ / G l / / of //G N -fl prefixes, e.g.
,/okdycf'/ he goes and does it
/ /o 'o & y 6 // he will do it
Cf. ^ky & // divide
/ / o y & f/ (noun stem) proverb
If the first half has a final //!& //> it will be written 
fy n / in the reconstructed form, e.g.
//T fly to B m // overwhelm */]?$nkam/
6,33
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/y Q 'itv ty ) // upset */r^ }a t\n p n /
praise */l£&c)fu/
The first half invariably has this final ^ n/ if (i) the first 
half has an initial nasal ^ C/, or (ii) the second half has a 
final nasal ^ C/.
The first half invariably has / /  J /  with I t s / / V / /  and its 
initial ffQ/f if the second half has // Jj with its //V// or its 
initial //C/* earlier examples illustrate. The relation of 
the first half to the second resembles, in this respect, tie 
relation of a prefix to a stem. The second half will there­
fore be analysed as having * f  J  with its initial ^ C/ if it has 
* / J  at all, and the first half will be analysed a3 having 
;V J  only if the second half has t lo * /  J 9 e.g.
ask */hffyja/
turn over */btijwjjy/
M overwhelm */y$nkazn/
upset
/ f a j& f s a / l get stuck
/ / ^ / / occurs to the exclusion o f / / ^ / / 1 n the first half as in 
prefixes, ao that where the second half i3 analysed as having 
J 9 a& / /% / / of the first half is analysable either as * /e / or
as */\x/ aa it i3 in prefixes (see pp. 30 and 76). It will
& 3£
fc.3^
6.4
6.40
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be analysed as^e/ except where there is a clear advantage
to bo gained from analysing it as ^ a/, e.g.
he preferable */fen^m/
but / /  avoid * / l c o A $ y \ r /
In the second example, which is the only one of its kind which 
has been found, the analysis aa^a/ avoids the sequence Y u e / ,  
which does not occur in */CV(*)V/ stems.
The second half has initial / / t / /  in about half of the 
stems, and initial / / s / /  in about half of the remainder.
Because of the prefix-like qualities and other special 
features of the first half, t h e V/ nucleus of the second 
half is considered to be the nucleus of the stem as a whole, 
and the^CV/ nucleus of the first half to be subordinate.
The discussion of the ^ CV/ nucleus of stems in general under 
the next heading disregards the special features of these 
sub or d in; x t e rxuc lei.
Xue * Ov'/ nucleus
All the extensions to the ^ CV/ nucleus have now been 
dealt with in detail, but it still remains to examine the 
nucleus itself.
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6.4 / J  with the ^C/ is, of course, merely a device which
indicates that preceding vowels have ' * / s / • It becomes super­
fluous with the postulation of the medial t y v /  extension, as 
the ^ 0/ then has */,/ if and only if the following ^ V/ has t / *
It will not, therefore, be written in the re cons time ted form,
so that//$&£// "eat”, //'$&*&// "greet**, ibr instance, will "be 
written */dy£, ky|*£/*
Also as a result of the postulation of the medial^/ 
extension, the x / 0 /  has x/ y /  and not ^ 'w/ only if the following 
* / l /  is front# Except in **weigh”, a^C/ without ^ w/
fails to have ^ y/ before a front * Y V/ if and only if the ^ C/ 
is labial and the ^ // is ^ i/, e.g*
/ / t t f l  vomit */fi/
/ti/f leave */?*/
/ / ^ T ' i v / /  thicken */pi y/
rihe failure is, of course, attributable to the fact that a 
labial /C/ coiinot occur with /y/ before /i/* Every ^ C/ 
which does not have both ^ y/ and ^ w/ will accordingly be 
analysed as not having ^ y/ (the question of will be
considered presently)♦ If before this analysis the /C/ is 
merely ^ y/ or y/^/, the ^ C/ will be analysed as W  or t y t /
([£] being voiced [h]) respectively; this analysis is suggested
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“by the fact that the realisations of /y,w#w y a r e  
generally the voiced equivalents of those of /hy,hw#hwy,Hy, 
nft, fr®y/ . Example s are:
/ / P i / /  sat * / d { /
/ / ^ j * A / /  greet
/ / w e / /  want ' */pe/
/ / }  z y £ // divide * /'* -& /
: / ' ] &  f /  make * / f S /
//«3f/ Set i
Similarly, the */c/ of the reconstructed form has ^ w/ 
hut not ^ y/ only if the following ^ V/ is hack. A ¥ c / without 
* / y /  has y W  before a h&ck^V/ if and only if (i) the^C/ is 
alveolar, or (ii) the yc/ is yw/ or^W/, or (iii) the yc/
contains yh/ or yS/ and the yv/ i s ' Y o / j  e*g.
buy */ tw<5/
Z/vro// heai4 (child) * /w u /
//hwory swell * */hwor/
but / f strike */b<5/
fell */by/
see */H$r/
Z/PiP// • °?en */b^$*>r/
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Every ^ 0/ which does not have both 7y/ and 7w/ is therefore 
analysed as not having ^ w/; a 7 0 /  consisting only of ^ w/ 
or * / * ! / is analysed, of co-arse, as * / f i/ or * /& / respectively. 
The above examples are thus analysed as */t<5, /Ju, hor, b<5,
All 7 0 / ' 3  containing no element other than 7y*w,~/ 
have now been analysed as containing * / £ / or * /R / with the 
exception of which will now be brought into line
without f ly / / before a front vowel in its base form. This
irregularity can, however, be disposed of by attributing the 
raising to the final ^ 0 / extension and analysing the //% // as 
^a/, thus: */&&*£/> compare the analysis of//ip^tyjr^
"avoid" as /cadtjr/ (pp. 164-5),
The '*'c/fLi which occur in the ^ CV/ nucleus are now as 
follows:
b^ , 5^ r, b^>/.
and analysed as y,Wy/, e.g.
weave
chew */f5wyl/
*/&?yfr/
The '’weigh1 is irregular in having
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p t k kwy
b ' d g gwy
f s h hwy
m n
m
h fiff
i f * #wy
* ffff ' '
How the ' fO / of the nucleus is ^ ,d/n,hwy#tf #£wy/ only if the
-
TV/ is oral, and ,hft3T,£,*W$P/ only if the /V/ is nasal
so taat the nasal Tc/fs can be dismissed as nasal variants
of the oralTc/fs, e*g*
/ M l give */bi/
/ / r f r fk r / / drink:
M W / see * / h f c /
l / v - f l have (in negative) * / * ; /
I M W l weave * / f i w y f r /
The final list of^C/'s which occur in the Tcv/ nucleus is
therefore as follows:
P t k kwy
b d g gwy
f 3 h hwy
ft 6wy
6^2.
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Compare with this the entirely different list of Vc/fs which
occur in medial and final extensions: Vr t msy ,$/•
In theTov/ nucleus, * / e 9o / have J  if and only if the 
nucleus is extended by a medial Vi/ o r Ty/, e.g*
f M
/ / \ v x r fa / /
Ve, o f can therefore always be analysed as not having V,/# so 
that the above examples, for instance, are analysed */££* 
kur<5;7, s\p*6/. Since * /& / never occurs withy'^/ in a 
Tcv/ nucleus, the only Vv/^s which do occur withV*/ are then
Ti,u/.
fxcept in the two stems / / } $ / / !l^ e bad1 and//$&V
* / ls y 6 / "divorce", the only T V 1 s which have been found to 
occur with T V  la the Tcv/ nucleus areVi*u,a/# The two 
irregular stems, which appear to be confined, at least in 
their irregular form, to the f ante dialects, may well be due 
to a dialectal vacillation which occurs in. many stems between 
//±,Vl// on the one hand an&fl$,$//oa the other; //&?%//*/gje/ 
"accept”, for instance, i3 in Cape Coast P a n t e l / /  */gi/, 
and /gwyfnT */gwy£**/ "think”, though it is the same in C. C* F*, 
is //.JJwyfjT Vgwy^eg/ in Akt^ apera Twi. The fact that there
make */ftV
be good */**$/
be high Vkurd^/
be afraid */'si^ r^ /
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are two irregular stems with //% // and none with / / e , 0 / / without 
/ / J / lends weight to this hypothesis.
If the two irregular stems are disregarded, the fV/fs
which occur in the /^ CV/ nucleus are then as follows:
i e a o u
1 *
r a n
I  1?
£*43 In the^CV/ nucleus, then, the^C/ has fourteen dif­
ferent values and the * / \ /  twelve. Each^CV/ combination 
which has been found to occur in a * /C V / or a * /G V { * ) G / stem 
is illustrated in the following table by one such stem, both 
in its reconstructed form and (in round brackets) in its 
base form:
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p t k kwy
i *pir (pir) 
strive
* t i (tyi) 
dwell
*kir (kyfr) 
catch
I
e *pe (pye) 
like
*t<5y (ty<5v/) 
plant
*k£ (ky£) 
divide
*kwy£y (kwy6ft) 
wait
a *pa (pa) 
pass
*t£r (tdr) 
stick
*ka (ka) 
bite
XXX1
0 *por (por) 
strip off
r.
*t<5 (tw6) 
buy
*k<5r (k<5r) 
go
XXX1
u *puy (puw) 
refuse
*tii (twd) 
put
*kii (kd) 
sit
XXX1
i *Piy to y y n )  thicken
*tjy  ($y$w) 
pursue
*kjr (^yjr) 
hate
*kwyj** (ipyi*^)
slander
¥ *P$y (p$w) spout
*ty ($wu) 
uproot
*k$r ($ljr) 
roof
XXX1
r *p r*  (prrf)
agree
*tfr  (tyfn)
creep
*kf (kyt) 
dawn
♦kwyf (kwyI) 
pull
3 *ts (ta) 
fart
*k4 (kl) 
touch
XXX1
a *pOr (pOn) 
finish
*ttt (twH)
bake
*ka (ktt) 
fight
XXX1
I *p$r (p|n)approach
* t j  (fyj)
scratch *&5 ($yj)squeeze
* i ^
XXX1
gi *hi#2< (hi**) *di (dyi)
ripen take
e *bdy (’by^ y) *dey (dyow)
approach blaze
a *bd (bd) *da (da)
come lie
0 *b6 (b<5) *do (dwo)
strike be deep
u *bdy (bdw) *ddy (dw&w)
get drunk go brown
\ n > y *  ( W * ) *a* ($y|)go hlack eat
7 *b^ i *d$r (<Jw$r)reach
u
%
7
*blr (mln) 
swallow
*bS (mS) 
give
*bd (rad) 
put on
XXX'
*dSra (ndm) 
walk
*dflm (ntffim) 
drink
XXX3
*a$ (5W5) 
pick
XXX'
*g^ (g^ ) 
casx down
XXX'
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gwy
*gwyi (gwyi) 
cool
/ iV .
-/ -
I I I ,
XXX1
XXX1
xxx1
♦gwyjp (gwyfr) 
pun away
XXX1
*gwyfr (gwyfn) 
think
XXX1
XXX1
XXX1
*fi (fi) 
vomit
♦sfy (sydw) 
sharpen
♦hi (hyi) 
burn
♦hwyi (hwyi) 
beat
*f&n (fy&ii) 
bOI’POW
*se (aye) 
be alike
*hd (hyd) 
put on
♦hwyd (hwyd) 
look
♦far (far) 
take
XXX2 ♦hdy (hdy) 
trouble
XXX1
♦f<5y (f<5w) 
get wet
*8<5 (bw6) 
light
♦hoy (hOW) 
pull out
XXX1
♦fuy (fuw) 
climb
*8U (8W\l)
carry
♦hur (hur) 
wash
XXX1
*fi (f^ 
leave
*s£ (§y|)
build
♦hwyim (hwyfm) 
snatch
*f$r (fdw) 
sprout
♦sijy (§wtJw) 
wear thin
*h$y ($-» 
blow
XXX1
♦sf (syf) 
mend
*ts (fa)
pursue
XXX8 XXX1
*fQr (ffln) 
stir up
*sQ (swQ) 
suffice
♦htir (ndn) 
dissolve
(§yp
be spent
XXX1
(jw$)
weep
*h*$r (§$n) 
see
XXX1
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*6fy (yilw) 
get lost
*K<5 (y£)
make
a XXX2
fiwy
♦fiwyl (wyl) 
chew
stay av/ake 
XXX1
u
I
5
*Ko (wo) 
have
*6u (wu)
hear (child)
(rt)
remove
XXX1
XXX1
XXX*
XXXx
♦Awyfr (flyfn)
weave
XXX1
XXX-
I
¥
negative)
*6wy£r (ffjn) 
leak
XXX1
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Notes:
1. ykwy,gwy#hwy,6ray/ occur "before front vowels only.
2. occur before ya,5/ only vfoere there is a medial
Y v / extension, e.g.
Vgja/ / f ^ d / / accompany * / g $ ^ / / & v & / / cut up (meat)
Vs 15// /& y $ // get spent */6ia#£///ya#£// be ill
3. yd/ does not occur before nasal front vowels; if it 
did, one would expect it to be realised as as it is
always realised as /n(W)/ before nasal non-front vowels and 
with /y/ before oral front vowels* The phoneme cluster 
/ny/ does not, however, occur in the Conf. P. dialect; stems 
in which the Akuapem Twi dialect would lead one to expect it 
have simply /£/, e.g.
Akuapem Twi
*/a j/ /$ ! //
*/djm/
c f. V y j j /  //?!}//
Conf. F.
* / k j /  / n
*//» Jm/
* / * & /  / f t W /
have (in negative)
know
grow
4. j/g/ is much rarer thanyb/ or /d/ on the one hand or 
thanyk/ on the other. The great majority of the nuclei 
in which it doe3 occur either contain J  or are extended by
a raedial A /  with *jf J , e .g .
* /& % & // /$ ? & // accompany * / & $ & / / / § wa/ cut up (meat)
*/gje/ accept */g$or/ f/qftvfy play
Only one example has been found In which it occurs in a nasal 
nucleus: * / g \ v & /  //s p f % !}& // nstand” •
5. The remaining blanks in the table would appear to be
fortuitous •
The tone patterns
Stems with only one tone-bearing unit are either high 
or low; stems with two are either low-high or high-low*
In one-unit stems the tone is entirely independent of 
the non-tonal structure, but in two-unit stems it is gener­
ally low-high or high-low according to whether the stem has 
one or two ^ CV/ nuclei, e .g .
wne ycv/ nucleus
*Airdy/ /^ kyirtfw^  
*/ sT^ mi/
Vw v y  & / / / y y ^ / /
*/pa#£//pa ' f / /
write
hide
finish
curse
Two */CV/ nuclei 
*/ls.&s ia/ //kdsya^ speak
*/kdnfu/ / / iz & iiitu // pr ai se
* / d & n t i y /  /fn & n ty v w // walk 
*/Stisuy/ //wdswuwf shake
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There are, however, the following exceptions among the stems
with only one ? C V / nucleus:
(a) All */C(V)V*C/ stems in which the final ' f c /  is * /y / and 
most in which it is ¥ y / or f f / , e*g*
*/p^ <5*y/ * ?/ /  go out */b^#7/ turn aside
* /& 6 * f /  / /a v 6  * f// filter * / v & * y / split
*/tf * $ /  / / t y t * $ / / straighten (cf. / /$ & * $ // "curse")
It is worth noting that as a general rule these stems 
correspond in Bawle, a related language spoken in the 
Ivory Coast, to stems with medial [k,ij5g,c,jy$], e*g*
Fante Bawle
Vpif<5>/ [kpuke] go out
*/*t mt / [ ttr)ge j straighten
Vpi'y/ [kpacij split
* / b6 '$ / [ sop#i ] filter
The Fante stems have the same tone pattern as they would 
have if they had the same shape as the corresponding 
Bawle 8terns*
(b) The */CV*C/ stems "he able" and * / a 6 * v /
/ / b^ 6 * t/ /  "rise".
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(c) The yCYCV/ stem */bfre/ / /h iv e / / '"oring".
6 S3 done stems have no lexical tones as they occur only in
the continuative tense, in which lexical distinctions of tone 
are neutralised hy the low tone tense affix (se pp* 119-20). 
Examples of such stems are */6o/ / /w o // "have", * / Jm/
"know", */f eny^ av/ preferable". Those which
have only one tone-bearing unit (as have most of them) must 
not be confused with one-unit stems with lexical low tone, 
such as */da// /& * / / "lie", */f a r / " t a k e " •
6.6 The prefixes and suffixes
6.6/ The following features of the non-zero prefixes have
already been noted:
(a) They have the patterns^CV-, V-, W(:)-^in their base form*
vb) The / /& f-//and / / y ~//prefixes never have in their base 
form, but have preconsonantal alternants with /  J  before 
stems with f /  J / .
(c) The / / p t - / {  prefixes other than / / y e - / / "we" and / / y o - / / "they" 
always have front vowels in their base form, but have 
preconsonantal alternants with back vowels before stems
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which, in the reconstructed form, begin with a /CV/ se­
quence in which either the /Y/ is back or the f O / has /wy/.
The situation described under (c.) suggests analysing
for their preconsonantal alternants by saying that * /G V ~ /  
prefixes in which the t y c / is /y/ or /w/ do not have precon- 
sonantal alternants in which the /V/ is back or front respec­
tively* In all */CV-/ prefixes the X/ V / is then either * / \ /  
or * /e / (without J  but not necessarily without * ¥ " / ) •
This analysis is the reverse of that applied to phonetically 
similar /CV/ stems in that the frontness or backness is al­
located to the ^ C/ in the prefixes but to thev'V/ in the 
stems, e*g.
Prefixes Stems
A 6-/  */ye-/ we * / & £ / make
The analysis of the prefixes is rather to be compared with 
that of the final ^ *VC/ of stems, e.g.
"we** and /wo-/ ‘•they1 as */ye-, we-/, and accounting
they have
*/sd#y/ (via */syd*y/) 
y6w^ */sdy/ (via */sydw/)
spoil
spread out
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Except in the case "I", all and
prefixes are oral throughout, P '- H  is accordingly analysed 
as */rai-/# so that in */v~/ and */CV-/ prefixes the Y v / is 
always without y ~ / just as it is always without * / J  * Note 
that the nasality, just like the frontness in * / y e - /
‘’we” and the hackness in^wo-^f */we-/ ‘‘they11, is allocated 
to the y o / ratner than the ^ V/ ; compare again the same al­
location in the final ^ VC/ of stems (e.g* ^ Splr!^  * / p i m / "knock")
and the reverse allocation in the ^ CV/ nucleus of stems (e*g*
*/h!r/ "swallow")*
The treatment of the / /O // ' s prefixes as com-
ft 9 *
parahle to the^C/’a of stem extensions rather than to the 
/C/*S of stem nuclei is supported hy the fact that //? //>  which 
never occurs as the / / C/ / of a nucleus though it occurs fre­
quently as the //O // of a final or medial extension, occurs as 
the /C/ of one of the /CV-Z prefixes, namely tlie tense prefix
The non-zero prefixes may he grouped as follows accord­
ing to the structure of their reconstructed forms:
*/V-/ */a-/ (tense), V i - /  (person)
*/&(:)-/ Vn-/ (tense), V n : - /  (negative)
*/Ci-/ V r i - /  (tense), */&&-/ (person)
VCe-/ */h£-, k£-/ (ingressive), */h£-/ (tense), */ye-# we-/
(person)
6 . t
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The base forms of the non-aero suffixes (see pp. 97-
101) are comparable in structure to those of independent 
steins and will not therefore be considered here.
7.01
7. ox
This chapter is concernad with the grouping of the 
affixes of the verb according to their grammatical function 
in relation to each other; affixes or combinations of affixes
are allocated to the same category or to different categories 
according to whether or not they stand in contrast*
For this purpose the verb is taken to be the verbal 
word minus all affixes which are grammatically equivalent to 
independent words or which are not necessarily part of the 
verbal word. The distinction between the verb and the verbal 
word was discussed at the beginning of the chapter on phon­
emic ally conditioned alternation.
The only suffixes which are necessarily part of the 
verbal word are the personal suffixes f,you
(singular)1*, etc., the ten33 suffix Z-yi^, and the pre-object 
case s u f f i x t h e s e ,  the personal suffixes are out­
side the verb a3 they are grammatically objects, e*g*
Suffix object Word object
//ordhwye*ra// ' z/ordliwye ^ t% / /
he is looking at me he is looking at Kofi
/ordhwyo
he is looking at you
The personal prefixes, on the other hand, are not grammatic­
ally subjects as they are not mutually exclusive with word 
subjects; where the verb has a word subject it invariably 
has the indefinite personal prefix as well, e*g*
The grounds for postulating the indefinite personal prefix 
v/ere discussed in the chapter on phonemically conditioned 
alternation (see pp. 115-7).
The verb, then, consists of the verbal word minus all 
suffixes other than the tense suffix and the >re-object
category, and verbs are therefore analysable as being in the 
subjunctive ox» indicative mood according to whether the af­
fix is present or not.
Without word subject
/okdsya/
With word subject
"he speaks"
/ /6 h wye/'
"Kofi speaks" 
th n y e //
"he looks" "Kofi looks"
The category of mood
The subjunctive h^ /i k m c ip fix is the only affix in its
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The basic function of the subjunctive, in Fante as in 
French, is to show tbP relation of the clause to the rest of 
the sentence, in much the same way as a case affix shows the
relation of a noun to the rest of the clause; it is no more
in direct contrast with the indicative than, say, English 
fher is in direct contrast with *him*. The category might, 
in fact, be more appropriately described as one of clause- 
case than as one of mood. A full account of the uses of 
the subjunctive would be beyond the scope of this thesis,
but the following are the most important:
(a) In relative clauses, e.g.
z/abuffra a 6rdlk6*f M/' the boy who is going (lit.
(b) In clauses introduced by / / d i e : / / "that" after certain 
verbs, e.g.
Of. //ordkor/
"boy that he-is-got:\g-that") 
Where is he going? (lit.
"where that he-is-going") 
he is going
//opye d4e: ' 6 f& * £ t / / he wants to take it (lit.
"he-wanta that he-take") 
he must take it (lit. 
"it-is that he-take")
z/owo d ie :  i t i ' t * . / /
Cf. d ie :  o f s r / / I know that he takes it
The category of case
In regular verbs the pre-object case suffix does
not contrast with any other affix, but it was found necessary 
to postulate an affix of pre-sequel case to account for an 
irregularity which occurred with verbs in which the stem was 
one of a certain list of five (see pp. 139-40). Verbs in 
general are accordingly analysable as being in (i) J;he pre­
object case or (ii) the final case, and verbs in which the 
stem is one of the five referred to are analysable as being 
in (i) the pre-object case, (ii) the pre-aequel case, or 
(iii) the final case. Verbs of the main class, of course, 
are in the fingl case in circumstances in which verbs of the 
special class are in the pre-sequel case*
lue category of person
Every verb has one and only one of the six personal
prefixes, so that there is a six-member category of person
as follows:
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"you (singular)" 
"he, she, it"
first person singular 
second person singular
third person singular
first person plural
"they"
{ j* - / ! (indefinite)
third person plural
indefinite person
74 The category of Quality
The negative prefix Zns~Z and * fh x io not contrast 
with each other or with any other affix, and verbs are there­
fore onalysable as "being in the negative or affirmative qual­
ity according to whether a negative affix is present or not*
All negative verbs have the prefix Zn:~Z* i^t the higk 
tine a££ix occurs only in certain tenses as stated below in 
the discussion of the tense3.
7.5 The category of tense
7 5/ In affirmative but not negative verbs the following
affixes and combinations of affixes are in contrast:
(a) The tense prefix / r i which indicates that an action 
is in progress, e*g#
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z/orikisya^ he is speaking
(b) The tense prefix J b 6 -$ 9 which indicates future time, e.g.
fo h & rA z y a .// he will speak
(c) The tense prefix which indicates future time in a verb
v m  ' i V ' ; :r : >.)
which is a sequel to a verb intense (a) or tense (b), e.g.
i \ ' i
,/orik^sya jakyird*.^ he is speaking to me (lit*
"he-is-soeaking will-show-me") 
'ob&c^sya jakyir^ * h // he will apeak to me (lit.
"he-will-3peak will-show-me")
. , • . ' '• r * . f . v‘ | ? * • *, t r
dequels to verbs in other tenses generally have the same
tense as the preceding verb, e.g.
/Ava^tkdaya | :dkyfr£*i<!/' he has told me (lit*
*he -ha a - 3poken has- shown-rae ")
(d) The tense prefix J fa -j/i plus the perfect tense h ig lt Icm tM 'x , 
which together indicate that an action has been completed, 
e.g.
/f^ J S C rA s y a // he has spoken
(e) The tense affix of low tone, which indicates that the
state of affairs resulting from a completed action prevails, 
e.g.
he is wearing a cloth, he has 
a cloth on
V 4 I 4 *
Compare the same sentence in tense (&):
:tl.#r5f/' he has put on a cloth
Many stems never occur in tense (e), while some stems1 
never occur in any other tense.
<l - ? ' 1 Sifl
(f) The tense affix of low tone plus the tense prefix / n"/» 
which occur together only in the subjunctive and which 
together indicate a command, e.g.
/rad 6‘yfcdsya/' he is to speak, let him speak
/ / mf’Jkisyax /f "Am I to speak?", "May I speak?
(g) The tense suffix of high-low tone with or without the 
tense suffix / « / -  which indicates pa3t time, e.g.
/okasy da * y / / he spoke
/okaayda n t& 't iA / / he spoke quickly
The suffix occurs in the final case and the pre­
sequel case hut not in the pre-object case.
In contrast with these affixes and combinations is:
7,5*2
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(h) The absence of any tense affix, v/hich indicates habitual 
action, e.g.
/oicdsya/ he speaks
: t h e  puts on a cloth
An eight-member category of tense is therefore postulated as
follows:
4
>
(a) progressive (e) eontinuative
(b) future (f) imperative
(c) consecutive (g) preterit
(d) perfect (h) habitual
In negative verbs only fivo tenses are distin.cuished:
(a) A future tense, indicated not by^Jbd^fbut b y e . g .
/ / o v t *yA:dsya*/ he will not speak
(b) A perfect tense, indicated not b y p l u s  the perfect 
tense higk fcne & (fix tut by tho affix of high-low tone with
y i f l (according to case; 
see tense (g) above), e.g.
/ /  6#y(kdsyda*y9/  he has not spoken
In this tense, as the example shows, the negative is
or without the tense suffix f f -
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indicated by the high fcne nlfix as well as by the prefix
(c) The continuative tense, indicated as in affirmative verbs, 
e.g.
/ i t & '& i* * / / he is not wearing a cloth, he
does not have a cloth on
In this tense also the negative is indicated by the high fone.
T iffrx as well as by the prefix
(d) A preterit tense, indicated not by the affix of high-low
tone with or without the suffix J jjL y but by the prefix
e.g.
/waa“ y:k£sya9/  he did not speak
(e) The habitual tense, indicated as in affirmative verbs, e.g.
/o*y:kdsya9/  he does not speak
:tfa 'A i9/ /  he does not put on a cloth
The habitual, which is indicated by the absence of any tense 
affix, serves also as progressive, consecutive, and imperative, 
e.g.
,/o*y:kdsya9/  he is not speaking
/yo*y:&dsya j :^:kyir£#r&9/  he is not speaking to me
7, S3
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/ / o v i  * y rkdsya | :3P:kyird*rft9/  lie will not speak to me
//m i. o'yikdsya9/  he is not to speak
It will he noted that in the negative only one tense sign, 
namely that of the continuative tense, has the saxae range of 
meaning as in the affirmative, and that the signs of the 
perfect and preterit tenses are in fact almost completely 
interchanged.
The consecutive and perfect affirmative tenses are not 
distinguishable in the subjunctive, since in the indicative 
they are distinguished only by the perfect tense high k n e / if / fy  
and in the subjunctive the manifestation of the subjunctive 
high tone a( M  has the effect of concealing that of the perfect 
tense high fc*£ a £ kv , e.g.
Indicative Subjunctive
//ob&alsya jakyird*4/ /  dbdkdsya j fdkyfrd'rilf/'
"he will speak to me"
/ / Y/a^ cikdsya | :dkyf rd *& // // wajSkdsya j fakyfx'd *ifli / /
"he has spoken to me"
(Note that /akyir£*i5/ is irregular in having a zero variant 
of the indefinite personal prefix^:-^; see pp 131-2).
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J6 The ca/o^ opy of .in^ressj^n
The ingressive prafixes^bd-,, kd-^ indicate that the
I
action is preceded by caning or going respectively, e.g.
/wo^bdk^sya^ he has cone and 3poken
/ /wa^ak^kasya/f he has gone and spoken
Verbs are analysed as coming-ingressive, going-ingressive or 
non-Ingressive according to whether they contain the ingres- 
sive prefix the p r e f i o r  no ingressive prefix.
The ingressive prefixes are obviously related to the
s t eras M r  "come", "so".
Habitual affirmative coming-ingressive verbs are in­
distinguishable from future affirmative non-ingressive verbs, 
since the habitual and the non-ingressive are both indi cated 
by the absence of any affix and tue coming-ingressive prefix 
is homophonous with the prefix which indicates the future in 
affirmative verbs; / / ob<5hwyd/7, for instance, may be either 
"he comes and looks at it" or "he will look at it".
The two homophonous prefixes never occur together, so 
that there is no future affirmative coming-ingressive; it 
is possible to say /obdkdhwy^/' f,he will go and look at it" 
and //ord#m:bdhwy£9/^  "he will not come and look at itrl but
not " / /ob6 d6 h w y 6 /" "he will come and look at it'?. The clean­
ing can always he conveyed by a serial construction with two 
separate verbs; ^ob£bd jq^ o6"w j 6/ /  (lit. "he-will-coxae will-
come-look").
The coming- and going-ingreasives never occur in the 
continuative tense* This can be put down to semantic in­
compatibility, as it would yield meanings such as "comes and
is wearing a hat"*
The category 01 iteration
The affix of reduplication generally indicates that an 
action takes place a number of times, e*g.
/obub<5// he strikes it repeatedly
C t . / / 6 h o / / he strikes it
The affix may occur twice, giving greater emphasis to the 
repetition, e.g. /obubdobo.^ * It never occurs twice, however, 
with a stem with more than one tone-bearing unit, or along 
with the tense affix of high-low tone*
Verbs are analysed as single-iterative, double-iterative 
or non-iterative according to whether reduplication occurs 
once, twice or not at all. Since no verbs with the tense
/-low
affix of high tone are double-iterative, there are no preterit 
affirmative double-iterative or perfect negative double-iter­
ative verbs*
Certain combinations of stem plus reduplication have 
idiomatic meanings, e.g.
Without rec uplication V/ith reduplication
look at h^wviihwyd^ f look for
P * t count read
eat (transitive) M w U have a meal
' ¥ keep prepare
f / k } r ± v c j [ show /^icyir€lcyii,e^ teach
/ M 4 accept annoy
Certain stems, also, never occur without reduplication, e.g. 
^daadaa^ deceive ^kukwdr^ avoid
CONCLUSION
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A great deal of the alternation between low and high 
tone in Fante consists of tonal agreement with a preceding 
or following tone-bearing unit, just as a great deal of the 
alternation between oral and nasal vowels or between front 
and back vowels or between unraised and raised vowels con­
sists of oral/nasal or front/back or unrai3ed/raised agree­
ment respectively with a preceding or following vowel or 
consonant. (The different types of tonal agreement are 
summarised on p. 124 j oral/nasal agreement is described on 
pp. 56-6, 84 and 86-7, front/back agreement on pp. 77-8 and 
82-5, and unraised/raised agreement on pp. -30-1, 42-3, 55-6 
76-7 and 84).
Tonal agreement is very largely responsible for the 
phonemic status of /*/ (downstep between two high tones- of 
the same sentence) and of /'/ (slight rise towards the end 
of a prepausal high tone), just as front/back agreement is 
at least partly responsible for the phonemic status of con­
sonants with /y/ or /w/ (that is, roughly speaking, palatal­
ised or labialised consonants respectively)• Consonants 
with /y/ and consonants with /w/ are basically variants which 
occur before front and back vowels respectively, but they
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occur also before back and front vowels respectively where 
these are back and front only by virtue of front/back agree­
ment (see pp. 82-3). Similarly, dowristep is basically an
automatic feature of the 3econd of two high tones which are 
separated by one or more low tones, but it occurs also be­
tween two high tones which are separated by a high tone which 
is high only by virtue of tonal agreement; the downstep then 
occurs between the agreeing high tone and the high tone with 
which it is not in agreement. As for the slight rise to­
wards the end of a prepausal high tone, it is basically an
automatic feature of a high tone which is in pause and which 
is not borne by a unit of the pattern /CVC/, but it does not 
occur with a high tone which i3 high only by virtue of tonal 
agreement •
/ V  (the glottal stop), except where it represents a 
separate morpheme, is basically an automatic feature of a 
tone-bearing unit of the pattern /CVC/ which is in pause. 
Since, however, a /CVC/ sequence sometimes consists of not 
one but two tone-bearing units, /*/ has the function of dis­
tinguishing /CVC/ sequences which consist of one tone-bearing 
unit from those which consist of two. Since, also, the 
final /C/ of a /CVC/ unit is dropped in pause unless it is 
/m/, / V  has the additional function of distinguishing /CVC/
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sequences which have lost their final /C/ from /CV/ sequences. 
Where /*/ does represent a separate morpheme, that 
morpheme forms part of a negative sentence or a conditional 
clause; negative sentences and conditional clauses do not 
in fact occur without this morpheme. Since these sentences 
and clauses have /9/ not only finally "but also at internal 
pauses, the morpheme is quite unlike an affix or a particle, 
and it is consequently suggested that since, in Fante, /•/ 
is clearly an accentual rather than a consonantal phoneme, 
the morpheme is one of intonation.
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i-i, 'a* .DjL-i • y Ol-. ) J o  *J»< . txj: j.Laii i  i . J J j..>x  „■ U-t- u- i- x.&
J.„ '  i/iv -• ^ -^'i .'. . A v jJ V  i O i j b  > u. ijtL ii~L) -u>
i^ o.vnatop, downdrift and mid tone
Previous ’writers have generally postulated three tones, 
high, mid, and low, the mid tone being a high tone which ia 
a step lower than an ^mediately preceding high (or mid) 
tone; Christaller, for instance, describes mid tones as 
"high tones abating by one step or successive steps1 • At 
first sight the mid tone may seem to correspond exactly to 
the present writer’s /  /  (high tone) preceded by /*/ (down- 
step), but there is the difference that a high tone which is 
separated by one or more low tones from a preceding high tone 
in the same sentence (so that it has /*/ automatically) is 
taken to be a simple high and not a mid. Christaller does
not say specifically whether such a high tone is lower than
a preceding high tone or not, but examples in which he uses 
figures to represent tone patterns show it as being at the 
same level^. Rapp says that "A high tone following a low 
tone which is preceded by another high tone is betv/een mid 
and high tone"*; he thus notes the lowering in pitch, but
fails to identify it with that which distinguishes his mid
tone from his high tone.
Bchachter^ adopts essentially the same position as 
Rapp; he writes:
"The essential facts of the Twi tone system are sche­
matized in Table 1. The columns of the chart show the tonal 
contrasts that occur in a given tonal environment: 
the tones of column 1 are those that occur in initial 
position (after pause); the tones of columns 2 through 
8 are those that occur after the starred tone of the 
preceding column. The rows of the chart show the re­
lative pitch levels of the contrasting tones, with the 
highest relative pitch corresponding to the top row, 
the lowest to the bottom row. While no attempt has 
been made to represent the actual pitch levels on the 
chart, the chart does reflect the relation of the tones
1. Grammar, p. 15. 2. Grammar, pp. 15 and 63. 3. Intro­
duction to Twi, p. 8. 4. Phonetic similarity in tonemic
analysis, pp. 233-4.
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Table 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8*. •
a x x* x
£  X* X
£ X* X
d x* x
e x* x
f X* X
*
£ x*
X
in a given environment both to one another and to the 
preceding tone# Thus* tone j| of column 3 is at the 
same level as tone g of column 2, while tones b and z 
:ire at successively lower levels*
"As the chart indicates, Twi has two contrasting tones 
after pause (column 1): tone relatively high, and
tone z, relatively low* After tone £, the same two 
contrasting tones occur (column 2)* After tone g (whether 
this tone a follows pause or tone z), there are three 
contrasting tones (column 3): tone &, tone z, and a tone
somewhere between them, tone b* Tone b may be followed 
by tone b, tone z, or a tone somewhere between them, tone 
c (column 4); tone c may be followed by tones c, z, or d 
Tcolumn 5), tone d by tones d, z, or e (column 6),~and so 
on. The three d*ots between~rows g  and z and the dots 
after the column heading 8 indicate that the cnart may be 
expanded. Such an expansion consists of adding rows repre­
senting tones lower than g  and higher than z, and of columns 
repeating the pattern of 3 through 9. Thus, if tone g in 
column 8 we^e starred, a following column would show these 
tonal possibilities: tone g, tone z, and a tone somewhere
between them*
"The tonal sccuonce indicated by the asterisks on the 
chart (z-a-b-c-d-e-f) is entirely arbitrary. Tone z might 
have been starred~Vt any time, in which case the tonal poss­
ibilities would once more have beccme these shown in column 2*w 1
Here a footnote is added:
"This statement is something of a simplification.
Actually, if tone & (or a series of tones beginning 
with £ and not including z ) is followed by tone z, and 
this z is in turn followed by another g, the pitch of
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the second a is lower than that of the first. Tone z, 
in such a sequence as a-z-a, operates as a kind of reg- 
ister-shifter, such that any tones that follow it are, 
as it were, in a lower key# The contrastive possibil­
ities, however, are unaffected by the change of key, 
and the second a in the sequence a-z-jg is identifiable 
as such by virtue of being the only tone other than z 
that occurs in its environment.”
The three tones in each of Sehachter’s columns 3 to 8 cor­
respond, of course, to the usual high, mid, and low, although 
he himself finally calls them high, high-change, and low.
He thus notes both (i) the "change” by which his high-change 
differs from his simple high, and (ii; the "change of key" 
by which a high tone which is preceded by a low tone which 
is preceded in turn by a high tone is distinguished from 
that preceding high tone, but fails to identify them.
Welmers recognises the usual three tones, high, mid, 
and low, and also recognises what Schachter calls "change of 
key” as something different from his mid tone:
"A second series of high tones in an utterance is 
slightly lower than the first, and each succeeding series 
is slightly lower than the one preceding it. E.g.
/rninnf ntdml* nndm nsa/ [LLH LlHL L*H L*H]1 »i wonft be 
able to drink liquor1 has four levels of non-low tones, 
all of which are phonemically high.
”A mid tone within a succession of high tones is 
lower than the high tone following it. E.g. /ddnk£m 
kesf/ [HM LiHj1 fa large crocodile1.”2
If the second of these two statements were true, his lowered 
high tone would indeed be something different from his mid 
tone, but in every form of Fante or Twi known to the writer 
the so-called mid tone in the example quoted is in fact higher 
than the following high tone.
Welmers and Schachter do not, however, always agree as 
to what is a case of mid or high-change tone on the one hand 
and what is a case of lowered high or "change of key" on the 
other. Welmers recognises mid tone only in words in which
1. The transcription used in examples from Welmers in this 
appendix is his own; the representation of the tone pattern 
in square brackets after the transcription has been added by 
the present writer to obviate the necessity for an explanation 
of Welmers’ tone-marking system. 2. Grammar, p. 25.
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there is a preceding high tone, with the following consequen­
ces:
(a) He analyses as a lowered high a downstepped high tone at
the beginning of a word which is immediately preceded by
a word ending with a high tone; he gives the example 
/oni'm sanlril' b6 / [LL LK Ih] "he knows how to play the 
organ” and compares it with /d£nkdm/ [HM] "crocodile” .^
He claims that in these circumstances a lowered high tone 
f,can still be distinguished from mid tone because the 
first high tone of a series is stressed, while a mid tone 
is never stressed”. The present writer cannot hear this 
alleged difference in stress, and agrees with Christaller, 
Rapp and Schachter in looking upon the tone of /b<5/ in 
the first example as being entirely comparable v/ith that 
of /-k6m / in the second*
An obvious weakness of this analysis is that it docs not
 ^ allow for the fact that where a word boundary is1flanked
by two high tones the second is not necessarily lower 
than the first (see this thesis, pp. 57-8).
(*>) He analyses as a lowered high a downsteoped high tone 
which is preceded by a word-initial vowel or homorganic 
nasal which is high only by virtue of tonal agreement 
with the final high tone of a preceding word (see this 
thesis, pp. 58-9); he gives the examples /mbd ahfn/ [LH 
Llll] or [LH H*Hl "how many children?”, /edd' end'm/ [LH 
LlHj or iLH IIIHJ "fifteen”. Christaller, Rapp and Schach­
ter would say that the final tone of each of these exam­
ples was mid or high-change.
The contribution of the present thesis on this point 
might thus be summed up as the allocation of Schachterfs 
"change of key” or Welmers1 lowering of high tones to the 
same phoneme of downstep as distinguishes Schachter*s high- 
change tone or Welmers* mid tone from simple high tone.
This fits the phonetic facts more closely than do previous 
analyses.
A virtually identical situation has been described by 
F.D.D. Winston for EfikS. He recognises a phoneme or down­
step v/hich distinguishes what others have called mid tone 
from simple high tone, and uses the lierm downdrift for what 
Schachter calls "change of key”. Unlike Schachter arid his 
predecessors, hov/ever, he identifies downstep and downdrift 
at the phonetic level and distinguishes them only "from the
1. Grammar, pp. 21-2. 2. The ’raid tone* in Efik. African
Language Studies, 1 (i960).
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point of view of distribution and function"1; downstep, 
which occurs only after a high tone, is phonemic and non- 
autoiaatic, and downdrift, which occurs only after a low tone, 
is automatic and non-phonemic. The present writer considers 
that the separation of the two at the phonemic level is in­
consistent with their identification at the phonetic level, 
quite irrespectively of the fact that one of them is auto- . 
matic. There is nothing unusual about a phoneme being auto­
matic in certain contexts, and the English phoneme /t/ pro­
vides a useful illustration. In some forms of English (though 
not the writer’s), /% / is automatic between /n/ and final 
/ ' & * } $ / >  /mints/ ("mints'* or "mince"), /bentjf, mant0/
(the writer has /mints, mins, benj, mon0/). One effect of 
analysing the [t] as non-phonemic in this context, thereby 
analysing [mxntsj, for instance, as /mins/, would be to com­
plicate the statement of the morphophonemics; /mint/, for 
instance, would have the plural /mins/. A similar compli­
cation is to be found in Winston’s treatment of what he calls 
"initial-II" forrasS; these are comparable with Fante words 
which have an initial vowel or homorganic nasal, have high 
tone on that vowel or nasal by virtue of agreement with the 
final high tone of the preceding word, and have downstex> 
between the agreeing high tone and an immediately following 
high tone in the same word (see this thesis, pp. 58-9, and 
Welmers’ examples /mbd alifn/ and /edii# eniSfm/ quoted above). 
Winston writes:
"The basic pattern, LH, is characterized by auto­
matic downdrift whenever it is preceded by a K tone.
The corresponding initial-II form preserves the downdrift, 
but this time in the form of downstep. The downstep 
may be thought of as a manifestation of the characteristic 
downdrift of certain words, which occurs when the L 
tone which normally conditions it is superseded by a Hw"
Unfortunately Welmers* T onemic s, I Ior oho tonemics and 
Tonal Uorohemes5. which evidently deals with at least some 
of these questions, is not available at the time and place 
of writing.
1. op. cit., p.189. 3. op. cit., p. 190. 3. General Lin
guistics, 4, 1-9 (1959).
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The status of low tone
Welmers recognises the following five suprasegmental 
phonemes: (i) heightening of vowels (which corresppnds to
the present wtiter's raising of vowels, written /  J ) » (ii) . 
nasalisation, (iii) high tone, (iv) mid tone, and (vj low 
tone^ . Thus in the unraised/raised and oral/nasal contrasts 
he accords phonemic status to one of the two contrasting 
features hut not to the other, while in the high/mid/low 
contrast he accords phonemic status to each of the three 
contrasting features. The present writer recognises only 
three of Welmers1 five suprasegmental phonemes; he allocates 
mid to the same phoneme as high (as was seen under the last 
heading), and in the low/high contrast he accords phonemic 
status to only one of the two contrasting features, namely 
high, thereby bringing the low-high contrast into line with 
the unraised/raised and oral/nasal contrasts. He is thus 
at variance with Welmers in saying that low tone is merely 
the absence of high tone just as unraised and oral vowels 
are merely vowels without the phonemes of raising and nasal­
ity respectively.
The writer recognises one of two contrasting features 
as positive and the other as negative where the following 
conditions are fulfilled:
(a) In morphopuonemic alternation, some morphemes agree in 
certain contexts with neighbouring morphemes as to which 
of the two contrasting features they have*
(b) At least some of the morphemes which show the agreement 
in certain contexts occur in other contexts in which 
they do not show it, so that it is possible to decide on 
the direction of the agreement. If, for instance, un­
raised/raised agreement operated only in verbal prefixes, 
it would not be possible to decide if it was a matter of 
unraised vowels becoming raised in agreement with raised 
vowels or vice versa, as verbal prefixes never occur in 
any context which shows whether their vowels are unraised 
or raised when they are not subject to agreement; since, 
however, unraised/raised agreement sometimes operates 
between the end of one word and the beginning of the 
next (see pp. 30-1), it is possible to decide on the 
direction of the agreement, as it is possible to see
1. Grammar, p. 9.
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whether the agreeing vowels are unraised or raised when 
the words are not together. Since in fact they are
unraised, the direction of agreement is from unraised to 
raised.
(c) The direction of agreement is always the same wherever 
it is possible to decide what the direction is.
Condition (a) is satisfied in Fante by four seta of
contrasting features: (i) raising and absence of raising,
(ii) orality and nasality, (iii) frontness and backness, and 
(iv) low tone and high tone. Thi3 has already been noted 
on p. 196, where the necessary references are given.
Condition (b) is satisfied for raising and the absence 
of raising in the way described in the statement of that con­
dition. It is satisfied for orality and nasality by suffixes 
of the oattern/^-CV^ which have free variants of the pattern 
/ /~ 'Q / / (see pp. 67 and 97-9); those which show oral/nasal 
agreement with the preceding part of the word when they have 
the pafctern/-*C/' do not show it when they have the pattern 
/ /-G V //) they are then always oral, b o that the direction of 
agreement is from oral to nasal. The condition is satisfied 
for frontness and backness by steins with final vov/els (see 
pp. 62-5); those which show frontyb^ck agreement with a fol­
lowing suffix of the pattern or/-#w/ do not show it,
obviously, when there is no suffix; they are then either 
front or back, so that the direction of agreement is some­
times from front to back and sometimes from back to front.
The condition is satisfied for low tone and high tone by 
words with an initial vowel or homorganic nasal (see pp. 58- 
9); those in which the vowel or nasal shows high/low agree­
ment with the final tone of the preceding word invariably 
have low tone on that vowel or nasal when there is no preced­
ing word, so that the direction of agreement is from low to 
high.
Condition (c) is satisfied in the case of (1) raising 
and the absence of raising, as the direction of agreement is 
always from unraised to raised, (ii) orality and nasality, 
as the direction of agreement is always from oral to nasal, 
and (iii) low tone and high tone, as the direction of agree­
ment is always from low to high. It is not, however, satis­
fied in the case of frontness and backness, as the direction 
of agreement may be either from front to back or from back 
to front.
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If, then, whan two contrasting features operate agree­
ment and the agreement is always in the direction of the 
same feature, that attracting feature has positive status 
and the other negative, low tone has negative status just as
have orality and the absence of raising.
Front and back forms of consonants and their relation to 
front/back agreement"""
Perhaps the best-known of the characteristics which 
distinguish Fante from the non-?ante dialects of the Twi- 
Pante language is that Fante usually has [ts,dzj instead of 
[t,d] before front vowel sounds, e.g. Twi [tt], F. [tsx] 
"hear”, Twi [di], F. Idzij "eat". The following parallel 
characteristics, though not unknown, are less well known:
(a) Fante usually has instead of In] before front vowel 
sounds, e.g. Twi [nfra], F. inlmj "know”. This is less 
striking because LpJ, unlike [ts,dz], does occur in Twi,
e.g. Twi F# Ljilnj "grow”.
(b) Fante usually has [pj>b;j,fj] Instead of [p,b,f] before 
front vowel sounds other than e#g. Twi [pe],
F« Lpje] "want", Twi [be], F. Lbje] "proverb”, Twi [fern], 
F. Lfjffm] "borrow”. tpj#bj,fj] do not occur in Twi, 
but are less well known than [ts,dz] because they have 
not been honoured with official orthographic recognition# 
Welmers claims that [pj,bj,fj,m^] occur also before Ll^ i,
f,f], but adds that the is then scarcely audiblel.
In the present thesis these sounds are analysed as clusters 
with /y/, e.g. [tsr] /tyi/ "hear”. The remaining sounds 
which are analysed as clusters with /y/ occur in Twi as well 
as Fante, e.g. Twi, Fante [cej /kye/ "divide", [#e] / e y e /  
"accept", Lpe] /bye/ "put”, [ ji] /yt \ /  "remove".
Welmers denies that these front forms (or forms with 
/y/) are phonemic in the dialect he describes^, but they 
certainly are phoi emic in Confederation Fante as they occur 
not only before front vowels but also before back vowels , 
which are back only by virtue of front/back agreement, e*g* 
Akuapem Twi [piu], Cpnf. F. [pjuu] "thicken”, Akp. [puu], 
Conf. F. [puuj "spout”.
I. Grammar, p. 10. 2. Grammar, pp. 10-2.
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It seems likely that there is a historical relation 
between the development of distinctive front forms of con­
sonants and the development of front/hack alternation.
Firstly, the distinctive front forms have the function of 
compensating for the neutralisation, “by front/hack agreement, 
of the front/back contrast in the following vowel. Secondly, 
Fante, in which the distinctive front forms are most highly 
developed, also lias the most highly developed system of front/ 
back agreement. Thirdly, consonants which hf*ve distinctive 
front forms do not have them before front vowels in the first 
^CV/ nucleus of a stem with two ycv/ nuclei (see pp. 163-5), 
and front/baclc agreement never operates in the first ^/CV/ 
nucleus of such a stem.
Even if there is a historical relation, however, the
chronological order of events is debatable, although it seems 
more probable that the development of frcgrt^ back agreement 
stimulated the development of distinctive^orms of consonants.
It has not been previously recognised that consonants 1 
have back forms (or forms with /w/) which are the counter­
parts of the front forms (or forms with /y/). Most conson­
ants, however, have their back form only before vowels which 
are non-back by virtue of agreement, e.g. [obwess] 1 he hit 
it", but [obookobfrig] !lhe hit Kobin©.".
Final z/y.w.ff.W//
In this thesis all four of the consonants 
are recognised as occurring finally in stems, although pre­
vious analyses have recognised only one of them, namely / /w //*
Final /y/ and final /w// correspond to what Christaller 
calls the "palatal and labial terminations of diphthongs" 
respectively;
"One kind of diphthongs consists of a principal 
vowel and an accessory sound, heard whilst the mouth is 
closing again. This termination is palatal (fxJ or 
Li]), or labial (the semi-vowel [w], closer than [o] 
and [u], or luj).r?1
I ow it was seen in the chapter on the structure of the mor­
phemes (p. 153) that generally stem-final f/y * /f occurs only as 
part of the same tone-bearing unit as the preceding vowel,
1. Grammar, p. 3.
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whereas stem-final / f e f / occurs only as a separate tone-bearing 
unit; it is therefore possible that the tonal independence 
of the "palatal termination” may have influenced Christaller’s 
decision to treat it a3 a vowel rather than a seiaivowel.
Other f/riters do not appear to have noticed the comparability 
of the "palatal and labial terminations”*
Where Confederation Fante has final / / $ , $ / / , Cape Coast 
Fante, on which the Fante orthography is based, has [n], and 
Akuapem Twi, on which the Twi orthographies are b%se&, has .
[■*>]. Here, therefore, the differences in the analyses re­
present dialectal differences in the phonetic facts*
Vowel harmony and voice cunlity
Vowel harmony is the traditional term for what is called 
unraised/raised agreement in this thesis.
It was seen in the appendix on the status of low tone 
(pp. 204-6} that unraised/raised agreement was comparable 
with oral/nasal agreement and high/low tonal agreement in 
that it was operated by two contrasting features of which 
one had positive status and the other negative. Now each 
of these other two types of agreement has the effect of in­
creasing the number of successive sounds which have a partic- 
tilar phonetic feature in common, the phonetic features con­
cerned being nasality and high pitch; in unraised/raised 
agreement as described in this thesis, however, this is not 
the case (at least not always), as "raisedness" hardly qual­
ifies as a phonetic feature. The unraised/raisecL contrast 
is one of aperture, but an unraised vowel can become raised5 
in agreement with a raised vowel without necessarily having 
the same aperture, so that it is not possible to say that a 
particular aperture is to unraised/raised agreement as nasal­
ity is to oral/nasal agreement.
Berry3- hears the unraised and raised vowels as having 
creaky and breathy voice quality respectively, and accord­
ingly analyses the differences in aperture as secondary to 
the difference in voice quality. This analysis, if accepted, 
supplies the missing phonetic feature and makes it possible 
to say that breathiness is to creaky/breathy agreement as 
nasality is to oral/nasal agreement. The present writer 
finds this analysis very attractive, but, while the differences
1. The Volta Aiver Languages, pp. 18-9.
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in aperture are obvious to him, he has difficulty in hearing 
the difference in voice quality. This, however, may well 
be due to the influence of his own linguistic habits, and he 
would not be surprised if instrumental evidence for the voice 
quality hypothesis were eventually produced.
The subjunctive affix arid the nominal suffix
Both Christaller^ and Welmers2 describe a special form 
of the verb which is distinguished both by initial high tones 
(the present writer’s subjunctive f x i  g k ,  t o n ^ e .  - a f f i x . )  and 
by final high (or mid) tone (the present writer’s nominal 
suffix of high tone). Their descriptions are, however, 
highly inadequate, especially in so far as they make no men­
tion of the fact that the final high tone occurs at the end 
of the clause rather than at the end of the verb, so that it 
does not occur with a ve**b which has an object or complement 
(see pp. 104-10),
-'Vie tenses
The writer recognises only eight of the traditional 
ten® tenses; the reduction is accounted for as follows:
(a) The traditional 1 second future'1 is not a tense as it is 
merely the progressive Ingressive used with the special 
meaning of impending action, e.g. /oribdkdsya/ "he is 
about to speak" (lit. "he-is-coraing-to-speak"); the 
English ’he is going to speak1 and the French *il va 
parler1 are comparable.
(b) The traditional "first imperative" and "second imperative" 
are complementary, the "first imperative" occurring only 
in the second person singular and the "second imperative" 
only in the remaining pers^s (see pp. 112-4 and 130-1). 
There is therefore only one imperative tense*
i. Grammar, pp. 02-3. 2. Grammar, p. 66. 3. As in Chris­
taller, Grammar, pp. 58-9.
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II : b'JLLiiUtY Oh' !THK HUL^S gQtt ^  COxiVKttSIOH OF THE
^ 4m-9i^JC trahscri >yip^  S W J m J W W M  J^uscki
Summary .of. tlio_,elgia«alB ^_J;b«_inQ£Pbmhaaaml-C. transcription
1. The consonants.
p py pw t ty tw k ky kw kwy
b *by bw. d ay dw g gy gw gwy
m my mft n nft
f t y fw sy sw h hy hw hwy
5 sy 5ft fi«y
r y w wy
y ft fty
All these consonants have their counterparts in the 
phonemic transcription; see the table on page 12#
(b) The oaioe consonants plus // //(i.e. //p,py//, etc.);
see pp. 30-1, 35-6, 42-3, 4o-7, 48, 50, 55-6, 76-7,
82, 86. These consonants do not have counterparts in 
the phonemic transcription, in which / J  occurs only 
with vowels.
(c) //y// plus //-// (i.e. //y//); see pp. 47-8. This
consonant has no counterpart in the phonemic transcrip­
tion, in which "/-/* does not occur.
2. The vowels.
1 \I I u *
e | 3 5 0 9
a a
All these vowels have their counterparts in the phonemic 
transcription; see the table on p. 18.
3. The accentual features.
(a) The high tone //'//, which has the counterpart / * /  in 
the phonemic transcription; see p. 22.
(b) The glottal stop //9//# which has the counterpart /9/ 
in the phonemic transcription; see pp. 14, 20-1, 25-7, 
39-41, 73.
8 J
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4. The "boundaries and breaks#
(a) The tone-bearing unit boundary //*//, which has no 
v/ritten counterpart in the phonemic transcription since 
in that transcription the tone-boaring ttnit boundaries 
are fully determined by the consonants and the vowels; 
see pp# 19, 2 2 , 43-6, 101-2# The tone-bearing unit 
boundaries are written as //*// only when they occur 
between a vowel and a consonant which constitutes a 
tone—bearing unit; in all other cases they are detex^ 
mined by the context# The tone-bearing units of the 
morphophonemic transcription are as follows:
(i) Every / /C V C / / ( n o t //CV#C//) sequence which is not 
immediately followed by a Z/V//#
(ii) Every remaining //CV// sequence#
(iii) Every remaining //V// or //C//.
(iv) Every //:// (zero tone-bearing unit); see pp# 
57-60, 66-70, 72-3, 96-7, 107, 115-9, 124-6#
The zero tone-bearing unit //:// has no counterpart in 
the phonemic transcription#
(b) The juncture /A //#  which has the counterpart /+/' in 
the phonemic transcription; see pp# 14-6#
(c) The word boundary //apace//# which has no counterpart 
in the phonemic transcription; soe p# 28#
(d) The phrase boundary //|//, which has no counterpart in 
die phonemic transcription; see p# 72#
(e) The pause / / $ / / $  v/hich has the counterpart / , /  in the 
phonemic transcription; see p# 22#
(f) The sentence boundary //•//, which has the counterpart 
/#/ in the phonemic transcription; sec p# 21#
Summary of the rules for the conversion of the mornhophonemic
transcription into the phonemic transcription
The rules must be applied in the order ih v/hich they 
are given# Usually the application of a rule results in a 
partially converted transcription to which subsequent rules 
must bo applied before the wholly converted transcription is 
finally obtained; partially converted transcriptions are 
enclosed in single oblique strokes and double inverted commas, 
e.g. "/obdhwye* S b u f l r & ' f i / " . All examples given in partially 
converted transcription are repeated in fuliy converted tran­
scription.
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Except where otherwise indicated, the circumstances in 
which a rule apolies are stated in termc of the partially 
converted transcription obtained by the application of the 
preceding rules, and not in terms of the unmodified morpho- 
phonomic transcription.
1. Tones at the phrase boundary //(//.
If the last tone-beuring unit before a phrase boundary 
//(// has low tone and is not immediately preceded by 
a unit with high tone belonging to the same word, add 
/ V  to it, e.g.
//bira jbdfar// "/bird jbdfar/"
/birdbdfd9/ "cone and get it"
(lit.*bome come-take")
//2W.I®9// V|i4 |aV"
"ii' he diee"
The analysis is discussed on pp. 70-2.
2. Inter-word tonal agreement.
(a) If (i) the first tone-bearing unit of a word containing 
at least two unit© is a //V/7 or //!*//, lias low tone, 
and is not immediately followed by a //://, and (ii) 
the last tone-bearing unit of the preceding word has 
"/V", add / V  to the /A / /  or //»//, e.g.
//obdhwyd abuffrd'd// "/obdUwyd dbuffrd'd/"
/obdhwyddbu^flrdfl/ "he will look at the child"
//obdhwyd mbuffrd'rf// "/obfthwyd rflbuffrd'd/"
/obdhwydiftoulffrd#/ "he will look at the children"
If the following tone-bearing unit has //'//, insert
/»/ before it, e.g.
//ob<5tw<5 nsyd// "/obdtwd d^sy^/"
/obdtwddlaya/ "he will buy liquor"
The analysis i© discussed on pp. 58-60.
(b) If (i) the last tone-bearing unit of a word has low 
tone, and (ii) the first tone-bearing unit of the fol­
lowing word is //:// and has //V /#  add / V  to the 
unit with low tone, e.g#
//rebuff rd oi i fhwye * a // "/mbuffrd pif fhwye*n/,f
/mbuffrdjitfhwyen/ "many children look at him"
If the preceding tone-‘bearing unit has VV/, insert 
/*/ after it, e.g.
//nMgya fhwy© *n// “/n^* gyd fhwya*21/”
/n||i gydnwy&n/ "his father iooica at him”
fhe analysis is diacuaoed on pp# 68-70*
• fx'Opausal uuios*
(a; If th® last ton3-bo .ring unit before a pause has / / * / / $  
add / V  to it, e*g*
//orihyir^//
/orikylrS/ ”ho is showing it”
(b) If the last tone-bearing unit before a pause has low
tone and is immediately preceded by a unit with A V /  
belonging to the same word, add '  /  to it, e.g.
// orik&sya//
/orikdsyd// ”he is speaking11
ihe malysis is discussed on pp. 60-63*
. Consonants a:id vov/els*
(a) If a word (i) contains no n/C/n and only one "/V/”, 
and (ii) is immediately preceded by a word of which 
the last non-aero segment is nasal, or of v/hich the 
last non-zero segment is "/y/w and the second-last 
"A/", add /-/ to the ,fA/", e.g.
//onwfi*mf *£ j a*// M/anwd4mf*y (^ /w
/onv/dUafaS9/ "if ho had orunk it”
//o_apa |a9// "/oja’/"
/okff*TaS*/ ”if ho had touched it”
oi_ularly, if a word (iy contains no " / Q / " aid only 
one "/v/” aid that "A/** is "/a/1*, (ii) is immediately 
followed by a pause, and (iii) is immediately preceded
- by a word of which the last !tA / lf or the last f,/C/f? 
has V y "  > add /  J  to the V*/"# o#g#
//2W9§ la9// rf/ \ i 9/ "
9 "when ho finishes”
-.ho analysis is discus.aed on pp. 54-56.
(b) If a word consists of or contains a tf/GV/” jocmenco, 
put it into (i) its unraised preconsonantal form, (ii) 
its prcvocalic form, or (iii) its prcpauoal form, as
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plvan i n  the t'ble no, 51-54, according to whether 
it is followed (i) by a word beginning with a consonant,
(ii) by a wor beginning ith a vowel, or (iii) by a
pause«
li th© last 1 A / ,f or .sequence of adjacent rfA/wfs have 
no V / ' 1 and a word beginning with a t,/(M)(J/,, sequence 
folxowo, / J  ioay optionally be added to the last " A / 1 
or to each member of the lust sequence of adjacent 
♦»A/”!s as the case r;iay be; see pp. 30—31*
j * *
If the base form ends with a single or double back 
/A// and that is replaced in th© prevocalic form by a 
sin. ,1© 3r double non-bach 'A/% add /w/ or A /  to the 
i>r coding Vo/” (according to whether that yC/" is
oral or nasal) provided there is no /w/ or /#/ already
tfoa?©, ©♦&•
//A** ,
/o b w ^ ju ^ j* n * /  he b re a  ds a v /a te rp o t”
Sir il rly, if th® base form ends with a single o r daiMe 
front /Ay/ und that is replaced in the prevocalic fo rm  
by a single or double non-front " A / V  add /y/  o r A /  
to the preceding ”/C/” provided there is no /y/ or A /  
already there, e,g,
//o£i akyfmfu// M/Pftra akyfmfq/*1
/oryaakytmfw he is from baltpond”* *
The analysis is diteussed on pp* 32-34*
► bingl© and double jrapausal //://♦
(a) tfhefe single or aoublo/7/^// is ;re . delete any 
final ”/9/M, e*g#
//obJsydty;// , Vob^syd:/” (via Vo^feyi* j/11)
/ob^sy£/ *W111 ho dance?”
/ / $ $ }  nfylr::// VfS3 nfyf;:/" (via ul-
/ ^ a ^ n l y ^ i /  ‘h iave you seen his w ife ? ”
(b) £f prepausal wor a hao final //Ov#y;// in its baoe form,
it3 phonemic form is as if there were no //-// in the
ba~,e form, o*g*
//wj$jw$>:// n/ m f j [ w j y  \ / "
/w f fb v r f .g /  !tnas he opened it?”
O f* / /w e # b w 5 * y / /  * w e lb w i/”
/w<j|bv/$/ "he has opened it”
// '.avya nf *3sy&::, V  
/§ l:\vy a J nfelsy^ sy
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Jhe significance of //-// Is shov/n in the table an pp. 
51-54•
(c) If a are >auaul word has final VUV::/*1, douoie the ' * / ? / * $  
"but lot only the first of the resulting two have
/ / $ © • 2 •
i \l £ :// " / difwya nf *iisy£a: ;/:f
*nave you cut hio hand? 1
/ / nfyfrs:// f,/dhd nfyfi::/1
nve you aeon h 3 wife?’1
The analysis is discussed on t ), 63-68*
6. Reppi! ir mtomatic altern >tion.
Adjust the transcription in accordance with the regular 
automatic alternation described on pp* 23-27.
7. illjUiiination of zeros.
(a> Add / * /  to the final “/u/ 11 of each tone-bearing unit of
the jatoarn !,/CVC/:r ^ /hich ha« V V lf on the f’/V/w, and 
then remove all " / * / ” ' & , e.g.
//<5 • feffficd
/dylcfyhadi9/ *h© has not read it"
1‘ho analysis is discussed on pp. 19-22# 43-46# aid 101-2.
i
(b) Add /V  to the **/V/M or lt/ C / "  preceding any orepausax 
V V M (v/hich con mdse only by the application of rule 
3(a)). and then remove ail s (together with any
V V !,fb or V V ’s they may have), e.g.
//6r iicyfrd * *5 f//
^rfhyfr<58/ ’’ho is writing’1 (in subjunctive)
(c) If a word ending with t,/rr7tl or "/n/" is followed by a 
v/ord beginning with ff/b/M or f,/d/TT respectively, insert 
/*/ between the words (see pp. 14-16), and then remove
ad */j/* •# e.g.
//oswfl# m : b& * swd * ill ?//
/oswQmfbd^ swffl!7 "he serves the god!t
(d) Re xove all 7 4/ M fs ahich are not written with V V /  M a.
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